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1. Declaration of Conformity

The manufacturer, ESU GmbH & Co. KG, EDI sonallee 29, D-89231 Neu-Ulm, 

hereby declares under sole responsibility responsi- that the product 

Product name: LokSound 5, 5 LokSound micro, LokSound 5 L, XL 

LokSound 5

Type: 584xx, 588xx, 583xx, 585xx

cal all relevant provisions of Directive Electromagnetic Compatibility (2004/108 / 

EC). The following harmonized standards were applied:

EN 55014-1: 2006 + A1: 2009: Electromagnetic Compatibility 

- Requirements for household appliances, electric tools and similar apparatus - 

Part 1: Emission

EN 55014-2: 1997 + A1: 2001 + A2: 2008: Electromagnetic compatibility - 

Requirements for household appliances tools, Elektrowerk- and similar 

apparatus - Part 2: Immunity.

2. WEEE Declaration

Disposal of old electrical and electronic equipment (applicable in the European 

Union and other European countries with separate ratem collection systems).

This symbol on the product packaging or in the document

mentation means that this product may not be treated as 

household waste. Instead, it should be brought to the 

appropriate disposal point for recycling of electrical and 

electronic boards. If the product is disposed of correctly, you 

will help negative environmental influences

prevent sen and health that could be caused by improper disposal. Recycling of 

materials contributes to preserve our natural resources. Contact you for more 

information regarding recycling of this product, your local city office, your waste 

collection service or the shop where you bought this product.

Important instructions

Copyright 1998 - 2019 by ESU GmbH & Co KG. Errors, changes that serve technical 

advancement, availability and all other rights reserved. Electrical and mechanical measurements 

and pictures without guarantee. Any liability for damages and consequential damages caused by 

improper use, abnormal operating conditions, unauthorized modifications to u. ä. is excluded. 

Not suitable for children un- ter 14 years. Improper use may cause injury. Märklin® and mfx® 

are registered trademarks of Gebr. Märklin® und Cie. GmbH, Göppingen. RailCom® is a 

registered trademark of Lenz Elektronik GmbH, Giessen. All other trademarks are the property of 

their respective owners. ESU GmbH & Co. KG operates a policy of continuous development. 

Therefore ESU reserves the right to make on each of the described in the documentation 

process-products changes and improvements without notice. Duplications and reproductions of 

this documentation in any form without the prior written consent of ESU.

3. Important Notes - Read This First

Congratulations on your purchase of an ESU LokSound decoder. This manual 

will guide you step by step through the features of the decoder closer. Therefore, 

one request: Please read this manual before you start using care- fully. Although 

all sound decoders are robustly constructed there an incorrect connection may 

lead to destruction of the device. Renounce any "costly" experiments.

• The LokSound is solely intended for use with electrical model-railway 

installations. He may only be operated with the described in this manual 

components. Any use other than that described in these instructions is not 

permitted.

• Any wiring has to be carried out while power is disconnected operation. Make 

sure that during the renovation never safe - even accidentally - can enter a 

voltage to the locomotive.

• Avoid mechanical force or pressure on the decoder.

• remove the shrink sleeve on the decoder.
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4. How to use this manual

This manual is divided into several chapters that show you step by step what is 

carried out as. Chapter 5 provides an overview of the characteristics of each 

sound decoders.

In Chapter 6 of the installation is described in detail. Please comparable to 

provide an overview of the installed in the locomotive engine before then - 

depending on the installed in your locomotive interface - one of the sections 6.2. 

to 6.12. should work through.

Sound decoders can be used with most control systems. Chapter 7 provides an 

overview which digital and analogue systems LokSound and which special 

issues to consider. The default function key assignment is described in Section 

7.1. to find.

If you wish, you can adjust the default settings of your LokSound decoder 

individually. Chapters 8 to 17 ex- plain to you which settings are possible and 

how you can change settings.

We encourage you to at least the chapters 8 and 9 resseinstellungen over ad 

and to read the chapter 11 on the motor control to adjust your LokSound 

perfectly to the engine of your model.

Details of the technical data in Section 5.1.5. and a list of all supported CVs 

further help if required. Unless otherwise indicated, the information refers to all 

members of the LokSound family. If a Deco of a particular function does not 

support, this is explicitly mentioned.

How to use this manual

• No cable must never touch the metal parts of the locomotive, even 

accidentally or temporarily! Insulate the bare end of unnecessary cables.

• Solder never directly on the decoder. Extend the cable if necessary, or use an 

extension cord.

• Never wrap the decoder in a tape. This heat dissipation prevents overheating 

would be possible.

• Upon connecting the external components to the principles presented in this 

manual is. The use rer On the other circuits can lead to damage of the 

decoder.

• When assembling the locomotive that no Ka bel be squeezed or short circuits 

occur.

• All power sources must be protected so that it can not in a cable fire in the 

event of a short circuit. Comparable contact only commercially available and 

manufactured according to VDE / EN model train transformers.

• Operate the sound decoders unattended. The sound decoders is not a 

(children's) toy.

• Do not expose to moisture and humidity.

• Treat the loudspeaker during installation extremely care: Do not print out and 

touch the loudspeaker not chermembrane! Solder quickly to the designated 

places!
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5. Introduction - The LokSound family

5.1. Members of the LokSound family

The sound decoders fifth generation has been completely redeveloped. It 

combines intelligently a sound module with a multi-protocol digital decoder. 

Thus, a einzi- ger component to both the vehicle and the sound operation of the 

locomotive is sufficient to map.

By using a new, high-performance 32-bit processor all the properties of the 

previously known LokSound Deco could the be significantly improved once 

again: LokSound 5 Deco of playing up to 10 sound channels simultaneously, 

each channel thanks to 16-bit resolution and 31250 kHz Sample rate HiFi 

achieved quality. With a LokSound decoder 5, the sound quality and dynamic 

range of your locomotives are almost perfectly measure up to the original. 128 

Mbit noise memory provide sufficient capacity reserves.

LokSound decoder 5 feature a further improvement in engine load control with 

up to 50 kHz clock frequency and noise-optimized motor control, so that coreless 

or trace-1 engines in the future at excellent Langsamfahreigenschaf- th silently 

approached. 

have for the control of lighting and additional functions locomotive sound 

decoder 5 numerous outputs and can control when needed RC servos and SUSI 

modules.  

Each LokSound decoder 5 is also a true multiprocessor protocol decoder with all 

four known data formats: In addition to DCC with RailComPlus all understand 

the M4 format and automatically log on to modern Märklin® stations. Lower 

support for Motorola and Selectrix make use with older centers possible. In 

addition, each (N also track!) LokSound 5 can be driven decoder 

selstromanlagen on analogue DC and exchange. The desired mode is 

automatically detected.

Depending on the center up to 32 functions are possible, which can be assigned 

with the unique flexible ESU function mapping arbitrary with special functions. 

Three new, individually adjustable

bare brake controller and a two-stage heavy duty simulation bring functions as 

additional enthusiasm as the new Zufallsfunk-, with the help of which light effects 

can be controlled by chance.

Future standards are no problem: With flash technology, the decoder can always 

be brought up to date. For this, the proven LokProgrammer is set once.

To accommodate different sizes and power requirements of the vehicle to meet 

witness, LokSound decoders are offered 5 each with different characteristics that 

we want to introduce to you.

5.1.1. LokSound 5

The LokSound 5 decoder is designed for locomotives for H0 and trace 0th With 

its normalized standard size of 30mmx15.5mm it should find its place in almost 

every locomotive. The LokSound decoder 5 is offered with all common 

interfaces. Up to 14 function outputs are - depending on the interface - available. 

An external power pack can be connected optionally.

Thanks to its extensive light and sound functions as well as its engine power 

output of 1.5A he is the perfect "all-round decoder" for your locomotives. The 

LokSound decoder 5 is supplied from the factory set with a 11x15mm "sugar 

cube" speakers along with a customizable Schallkapsel-.

5.1.2. LokSound micro 5

The LokSound micro 5 is a little powerhouse: Despite its ex- tremely small 

dimensions of only 21mm x 10mm it goes next with DCC RailComPlus® also 

M4®, Motorola® and Selec- TRIX® and can also (on analogue DC and AC! ) 

systems are operated. 

With up to 9 function outputs you can finally equip from smaller vehicles with 

prototypical lighting functions. an ex-
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ternes Power pack can optionally be connected. The Mo torausgangsleistung of 

0.75A is suitable where space is limited for most all applications.

The LokSound micro 5 is always supplied with a standardized interface Next18-. 

Matching each supplied adapter cables provide the connection to the respective 

engines.

The LokSound micro decoder 5 is supplied from the factory with a 11x15mm "sugar 

cube" speakers along with a customizable Schallkapselset.

5.1.3. LokSound XL 5

The LokSound 5 XL has been designed for the wide track and trace G 1 and 

optimized. 41mm its dimensions of 55 x has established itself as the standard for 

almost all Track 1 vehicles. The LokSound XL 5 leaves with his motor current 

from 5A up to 19 outputs for special functions and connection options for four 

additional RC servos little to be desired: The Sophisticated model railroaders 

can adapt its vehicles to the smallest detail to the model. While the double 

amplifier provides outdoor seating for punchy sounds, including problems due to 

dirty rails thanks to the integrated power pack of the past. LokSound 5 XL will be 

available in two versions: The version with screw terminals suitable for individual 

cabling, while the version with pin headers to almost all Spur1- Model len 

Märklin®, KISS®,

5.1.4. LokSound 5 L

The LokSound 5 L finds its place between the 5 and the LokSound LokSound 5 

XL. With its dimensions of only 51mmx25.5mm it is recommended not only for 

vehicles of nominal size 0, but also for all other vehicles where a LokSound 5 XL 

does not fit or necessary. The LokSound 5 L offers a motor starting current of 3A 

up to 14 function outputs, as well as the connection for two RC servos. His dual 

power amplifier can drive two speakers. Thanks to the now integrated power 

packs are dirty rail NEN of the past. The decoder is always supplied with male 

connectors and a suitable adapter board.
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5.1.5. The LokSound decoder 5 at a glance

LokSound 5 LokSound micro 5 LokSound 5 L LokSound XL 5

DCC operation OK OK OK OK

Motorola® operation OK OK OK OK

M4 mode (mfx® compatible) OK OK OK OK

Selectrix® operation OK OK OK OK

Analogue DC operation OK OK OK OK

Analogue AC Operation OK OK OK OK

DCC programming OK OK OK OK

Programming with 6021, Mobile / Central Station ® OK OK OK OK

M4 programming and automatic login OK OK OK OK

RailCom® with RailComPlus® OK OK OK OK

ABC, Selectrix®, Märklin®, HLU braking sections OK OK OK OK

ABC shuttle OK OK OK OK

LokSound 5 Sound Engine 10 channels, 16-bit stereo, 128 MBit memory 10 channels, 16-bit stereo, 128 MBit memory 10 channels, 16-bit stereo, 128 MBit memory 10 channels, 16-bit stereo, 128 MBit memory

Audio outputs 1 amplifier, Class D, 1.5W sinus (3W music). 4 Ohm - 32 Ohm 1 amplifier, Class D, 1.5W sinus (3W music). 4-32 ohms 2 amplifiers Class D, depending 1.5W sinus (3W music). 2 amplifiers, Class D, depending 3.0W sinus (6W music)

Motor current period 1.5A 0.75A 3.0A 5.0A

Power Pack buffer integrated - - Yes, 2x 1F / 2.7V Yes, 2x 5F / 2.7V

Connection for Power Pack OK OK OK OK

Item number 58410 58416 58419 58449 58412 58810 58816 58818 58814 58315 58513 58515

connection 8pin 6pin 21MTC 21MTC MKL PluX22 8pin 6pin Next18 PluX16 pin header screw Headers

harness harness Directly Directly Directly cable adapter cable adapter Directly adapter plug adapter board Adapter board (option)

function outputs 10x Power 1x logic 

level or power pack 1x 

logic level or wheel 

sensor

10x Power 1x logic 

level or power pack 1x 

logic level or wheel 

sensor

10x Power 1x logic level or 

Power Pack 1x logic level 

instead of wheel sensor 2x 

logic level instead of SUSI

10x Power 1x logic level or 

Power Pack 1x logic level 

instead of wheel sensor 2x 

logic level instead of SUSI

10x Power 1x logic level or 

Power Pack 1x logic level 

instead of wheel sensor 2x 

logic level instead of SUSI

6x Power 1x logic 

level or Power Pack

6x Power 1x logic 

level or Power Pack

6x Power 1x logic 

level or Power Pack 

2x logic level instead 

of SUSI

6x Power 1x logic 

level or Power Pack 

2x logic level instead 

of SUSI

11x Power 1x logic level instead of wheel sensor 

2x logic level instead of SUSI 2x logic level 

instead Servo3 / Servo4 1x Smoke Unit Heating 

1x Smoke Unit Motor Control

12x Power 1x 2x logic level logic 

level instead of SUSI 4x logic 

level instead Servo1-4

12x Power 1x 2x logic level logic 

level instead of SUSI 4x logic 

level instead Servo1-4

inputs 1x wheel sensor 1x wheel sensor 1x wheel sensor 1x wheel sensor 1x wheel sensor 1x wheel sensor 2x sensor input 1x motor 

off ( "display mode") 1x Smoke Unit 

temperature sensor

1x wheel sensor 2x 

sensor input

1x wheel sensor 2x 

sensor input

Power outputs 2x instead of SUSI 2x instead of SUSI 2x instead of SUSI 2x instead of SUSI 2x instead of SUSI 2x fixed, 2x instead of SUSI 4x fix, 2x instead of SUSI 4x fix, 2x instead of SUSI

Dimensions in millimeters 30,5x15,5x5,5 30,5x15,5x5,5 30,5x15,5x5,5 30,5x15,5x5,5 30,5x15,5x5,5 25,5x10,6x4,5 25,5x10,6x4,5 21,0x10,6x4,0 21,0x10,6x4,0 51,8x25,4x14,0 51,0x40,0x14,0

The LokSound decoder 5 at a glance
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5.1.5. The LokSound decoder 5 at a glance

LokSound 5 LokSound micro 5 LokSound 5 L LokSound XL 5

DCC operation OK OK OK OK

Motorola® operation OK OK OK OK

M4 mode (mfx® compatible) OK OK OK OK

Selectrix® operation OK OK OK OK

Analogue DC operation OK OK OK OK

Analogue AC Operation OK OK OK OK

DCC programming OK OK OK OK

Programming with 6021, Mobile / Central Station ® OK OK OK OK

M4 programming and automatic login OK OK OK OK

RailCom® with RailComPlus® OK OK OK OK

ABC, Selectrix®, Märklin®, HLU braking sections OK OK OK OK

ABC shuttle OK OK OK OK

LokSound 5 Sound Engine 10 channels, 16-bit stereo, 128 MBit memory 10 channels, 16-bit stereo, 128 MBit memory 10 channels, 16-bit stereo, 128 MBit memory 10 channels, 16-bit stereo, 128 MBit memory

Audio outputs 1 amplifier, Class D, 1.5W sinus (3W music). 4 Ohm - 32 Ohm 1 amplifier, Class D, 1.5W sinus (3W music). 4-32 ohms 2 amplifiers Class D, depending 1.5W sinus (3W music). 2 amplifiers, Class D, depending 3.0W sinus (6W music)

Motor current period 1.5A 0.75A 3.0A 5.0A

Power Pack buffer integrated - - Yes, 2x 1F / 2.7V Yes, 2x 5F / 2.7V

Connection for Power Pack OK OK OK OK

Item number 58410 58416 58419 58449 58412 58810 58816 58818 58814 58315 58513 58515

connection 8pin 6pin 21MTC 21MTC MKL PluX22 8pin 6pin Next18 PluX16 pin header screw Headers

harness harness Directly Directly Directly cable adapter cable adapter Directly adapter plug adapter board Adapter board (option)

function outputs 10x Power 1x logic level or power pack 1x logic level or wheel sensor10x Power 1x logic level or power pack 1x logic level or wheel sensor10x Power 1x logic level or Power Pack 1x logic level instead of wheel sensor 2x logic level instead 

SUSI

10x Power 1x logic level or Power Pack 1x logic level instead 

2x wheel sensor logic level instead 

SUSI

10x 1x Power Level logic or 

Power Pack 1x logic level instead 

2x wheel sensor logic level instead 

SUSI

6x Power 1x logic 

level or Power Pack

6x Power 1x logic 

level or Power Pack

6x Power 1x logic 

level or Power Pack 

2x logic level instead 

of SUSI

6x Power 1x logic 

level or Power Pack 

2x logic level instead 

of SUSI

11x Power 1x logic level instead of wheel sensor 

2x logic level instead of SUSI 2x logic level 

instead Servo3 / Servo4 1x Smoke Unit Heating 

1x Smoke Unit Motor Control

12x Power 1x 2x logic level logic 

level instead of SUSI 4x logic 

level instead Servo1-4

12x Power 1x 2x logic level logic 

level instead of SUSI 4x logic 

level instead Servo1-4

inputs 1x wheel sensor 1x wheel sensor 1x wheel sensor 1x wheel sensor 1x wheel sensor 1x wheel sensor 2x sensor input 1x motor 

off ( "display mode") 1x Smoke Unit 

temperature sensor

1x wheel sensor 2x 

sensor input

1x wheel sensor 2x 

sensor input

Power outputs 2x instead of SUSI 2x instead of SUSI 2x instead of SUSI 2x instead of SUSI 2x instead of SUSI 2x fixed, 2x instead of SUSI 4x fix, 2x instead of SUSI 4x fix, 2x instead of SUSI

Dimensions in millimeters 30,5x15,5x5,5 30,5x15,5x5,5 30,5x15,5x5,5 30,5x15,5x5,5 30,5x15,5x5,5 25,5x10,6x4,5 25,5x10,6x4,5 21,0x10,6x4,0 21,0x10,6x4,0 51,8x25,4x14,0 51,0x40,0x14,0
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l 5.2.2. motor controll 5.2.2. motor control

The main function of a digital decoder is control the motor. All LokSound 5 

decoders are universal and can be used with all the models commonly available 

DC motors, regardless if ROCO®, Fleischmann®, Brawa®, Mehano®, Bemo®, 

LGB, Märklin® or others. Even coreless motors (eg Faulhaber® or Maxon®) can 

be connected.

Current motors you can continue to use, provided you replace the stator coils by 

a permanent magnet. For more details see chapter 6.8.5.2.

The load regulation of the 6th generation works with an adjustable 

high-frequency control between 10 and 50 kHz and assures extremely silent, 

smooth motor operation, particularly with coreless motors. Your locos will crawl 

super slowly thanks to 12-bit A / D technology. The load control can be easily 

adapted to different engine and transmission combinations (see. Chapter 11).

The minimum and maximum speed of 5 LokSound can be adjusted with two 

points that can be customized on request with a speed table with 28 entries. By 

ESU unique mass simulation no abrupt transitions are visible even when only 14 

speed steps. can now also the PWM measurement period and the length of the 

blanking interval to be adjusted for "difficult cases".

General Properties of all Decoders

5.2. General Properties of all Decoders

5.2.1. modes

All LokSound decoder 5 are true multi-protocol decoders with automatic 

detection of the operating mode "on-the-fly". The decoder analyzes the track 

signal and filters each for Him certain out package. Changing from digital to 

analogue and back without any problems. This is important in case your shadow 

station is still controlled conventionally. Further acknowledge and follow all 

LokSound decoders support the relevant brake modes such as ROCO®, Lenz® 

or Märklin® and lead-ben are correct.

In particular, the ABC brake sections are suitable for simple chen signal stop. 

Sound decoders are aligned with a high degree of compatibility with the 

particular system in order to even infrequent applications.

LokSound 5 dominate the DCC protocol with 14, 28 or 128 speed steps and 

recognize automatically the correct setting even. Operation with the long 4-digit 

addresses is possible as well.

LokSound loading prevail up to 255 addresses and 28 speed steps for 

Motorola® operation certain 5 decoder. With a corresponding center such as the 

ESU ECoS you can greatly expand as the Motorola® system boundaries.

All LokSound decoders handle 5 in addition rail ComPlus®. In connection with 

so-equipped Digitalzent- eral these decoders report automatically to the head 

office and transfer all relevant data. Finally, you'll never have to search for the 

address of the locomotive and tedious keys function connect!

All LokSound decoders understand the 5 mfx® compatible M4 data format, and 

thus sign up Märklin® mfx® central independently on.
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The unlimited (!) Number of possible Chuffs use our sound engineer from 

skillfully.

Steam whistles attached directly to the function button, which allows you to control 

the length of the whistle well. Moreover, it is (where superiors see) the finale of 

catcalls different depending on the operating condition.

5.2.2.2. Functions for diesel locomotives

The diesel traction was and still is an important art drive. Of course, the 

LokSound 5 carries this into account. Usually three sound channels ensure a re- 

alistische representation of modern diesel-electric locomotives (diesel engine, 

driving engine and turbocharger can simulate separately lines). For example, an 

unlimited number of speed steps - are represented - also dependent on the load. 

But diesel-hydraulic locomotives with Wendegetrie- ben, Voith® converters and 

the typical continuous whine of the engines, the LokSound 5 convincingly real. 

Even railcars with manual transmission can be simulated and displayed.

5.2.2.3. Functions for electric locomotives

Electric locomotives are an indispensable part of the train everyday. And their 

noise can be distinguished: The LokSound decoder 5 for example, controls the 

fan for the traction motors, the traction motors themselves, brake and oil cooler 

on separately. Pantographengeräusche, main switch, TR switch during 

acceleration are here as "in", such as the howling of Tatzlagergetrieben when 

starting or rod rattle of old electric locomotives.

5.2.2.4. LokProgrammer

All sounds of the sound decoders can be deleted LokProgrammer and copied 

using the ESU. To this end, ESU offers hundreds of already prefabricated sound 

projects for cost-tenlosen download. Specialists can create their own sounds 

completely or modify existing ESU projects.

General Properties of all Decoders

5.2.2. sound functions

Twenty years after the launch of the first LokSound decoder 5 in 1999 occupied 

the LokSound again our expertise in the construction of sound decoders. Heart 

theLokSound 5 decoder is a powerful 32-bit processor, which makes it possible, 

10 sound channels play to ERS in real time.  

The sound quality of the LokSound decoder 5 for the first time reached Hi-Fi 

audio quality with 16-bit audio and a sample rate of 31250 kHz. The reproduced 

sounds are virtually indistinguishable from the original; it reproduced all audible 

frequencies. The 128 Mbit large flash memory chip, the stored sounds - take 

probemlos - all original sounds of the great role model.

ESU records the original sounds using digital technology to modernster directly 

to the locomotives. ESU own sound technicians prepare them in the recording 

studio before transferring to the decoder to. All LokSound decoders have 5 

ensures the good sound on your system a digital class "D" amplifiers with up to 3 

watts of power output (or 13 watts for the LokSound XL 5), the processing 

speakers in conjunction with matching high-. All sounds can be changed 

individually in volume to meet your own taste. Up to 32 th by function keys 

releasable additional sounds offer a startling real-riding experience in 

conjunction with automatic run of random sounds and radsynchronem brake 

squeal.

5.2.2.1. Functions for steam engines

LokSound decoder 5 can reproduce two-, three- and Vierzylinderdampf- loks. It 

does not matter whether it is conventional or composite Liche locomotives. Also 

Mallet locomotives with independent engines are conceivable. Three sound 

channels that are mixed individually depending on operating status, ensure a 

faithful steam locomotive sound on your arrival location. Of course, open cylinder 

valves at departure, rattling boom during coasting and violently changing the 

load bursts of steam for the LokSound 5 no problem.
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5.2.2.4.1. compatibility

All sound projects created for LokSound V4.0 can be automatically converted by 

the LokProgrammer and loaded onto LokSound decoder 5. The LokSound 5 is 

100% backward compatible.

5.2.3. analog operation

In analogue mode, you can not only start-and maximum speed of the locomotive 

set and determine which should be active functions: Even load control is active!

5.2.4. features

Individually programmable acceleration and deceleration times, switch the 

shunting and adjustable acceleration and braking times are natural for LokSound 

decoder 5. All function outputs can be set separately in brightness and assigned 

functions.

Available are dimmer, firebox flicker, Gyra and Mars light, and double strobe, 

flashing and exchange selblinken also time-limited functions (eg for coupler) and 

a clutch function for Krois- and ROCO® including automatic check-in and pull 

the trigger "clutch Waltz" , Each LokSound decoder 5 may wish to at least 2, 5 

LokSound XL decoders are driven directly to 6 RC servos. The again for the 

LokSound 5 improved, unique ESU function mapping allows you to assign each 

function freely to keys F0 to F32, even multiple times. Chapter 12 provides more 

information.

5.2.5. programming

LokSound decoders support all DCC programming modes domestic klusive 

POM (main track programming). Programming can be done by all NMRA DCC 

compatible control panels. For Märklin® stations 6020, 6021, Mobile station and 

central station, all settings are taken electronically forward. For these units 

dominate LokSound decoder 5 a proven, easily acquired programming 

procedure. A particularly convenient feature is the setting of parameters for 

owners

our ECoS command station: All options are displayed in plain text on the large 

screen and can be changed in the simplest way - even during operation! 5 

LokSound decoder mfx® on Märklin® stations automatically read and can be 

programmed graphically there (with the exception of the function mappings).

5.2.6. operational safety

LokSound decoder 5 possess highly dimensioned Pufferkonden- capacitors and 

a precise energy management in order to ensure safe operation without 

Geräuschausetzer nenabschnitten also rather critical rail. For locomotives with 

problematic power consumption of the connection of an external power pack 

energy store can be considered; on the Large Scale Decoder LokSound 

LokSound 5 L and XL 5 is soldered at the factory this power pack.

5.2.7. protection

All function outputs and the motor connection are protected against overloading 

and short circuits. We want you to possible lichst continued enjoyment of the 

LokSound have decoders.

5.2.8. built-in future

All LokSound decoders are 5 thanks to flash memory firmwareup- date capable. 

New (software) functions can be retrospectively added at any time.

General Properties of all Decoders
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Installing the decoder

6. Installing the Decoder

6.1. installation requirements

The engine must be before the conversion in perfect technical condition: Only a 

locomotive with faultless mechanical properties and smooth analogue mode 

should be digitized. Wearing parts such as motor brushes, wheel contacts, light 

bulbs, etc. must be checked and cleaned or replaced.

Be sure to check the instructions in section 3 in order to prevent damage to 

the decoder during installation!

6.2. Fixing the decoder

The components of the decoder must not touch the metal parts of the locomotive 

as this may cause short circuits and destruction of the decoder in any case. 

Therefore, all sound decoders are provided (with the exception of the decoder with 

21MTC interface or PluX interface) in a protective heat-shrinkable tube.

Never wrap the decoder in a tape. The air circulation around the decoder is 

otherwise prevented, which may cause heat to build up and destruction of the 

decoder. Glue the metal parts of the locomotive rather with insulating tape.

Bring the decoder please contact an appropriate, mostly space provided place 

in the model below. Attach if provided the de coder with double sided tape or 

(very little) hot glue.

6.3. Locomotives with 8-pin interface NEM652

Some LokSound decoder 5 with an 8-pin digital interface according NEM652 

supplied (see. Fig. 1). Therefore, the installation in locomotives with this 

interface is particularly easy:

• Remove the vehicle housing. Always follow the instructions of the locomotive!

• Remove the interface plug located in the locomotive. Keep the plug carefully.

• Plug the interface plug now such a way that pin 1 of the connector (this is the 

side of the decoder plug with the red / orange wire) on the usually marked with *, 

+, • or one side of the interface. Make sure that none of the legs is straight when 

inserting bends. Do not rely on the fact that the cables of the connector have to 

lead to a specific page: Decisive alone is the pin 1 marking the interface.

6.4. Locomotives with 6-pin interface NEM651

Some LokSound decoder 5 with a 6-pin digital interface NEM651 supplied (see. 

Fig. 2). Installation in locomotives with this interface is particularly easy:

• Remove the vehicle housing. 

• Remove the interface plug located in the locomotive. 

• Plug the interface plug now such a way that pin 1 of the connector (this is the 

side of the decoder plug with the orange-gen cable) is at the usually marked with 

*, +, • or one side of the interface. Make sure that flexes stuck when entering any 

of the legs or tilted.

6.4.1. LokSound 5 micro flex PCB

The wiring harness of the LokSound micro decoder 5 th as Flex Leitplat- run and 

einge- in the Next18 interface factory plugged delivered. By this technique, the 

total thickness of LokSound 5 could be micro substantially reduced. In addition, 

manual soldering at the decoder omitted.
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Installing the decoder

The flexible printed circuit board is tightly folded to length and thus shortened. 

Fold the printed circuit board by hand, making sure that the bends are too often 

bent to avoid breaks of the traces. Would you wire your decoder completely free, 

you can cut the flexible printed circuit board with sharp scissors directly to the 

decoder part and subsequently bring desired on the adapter's cable connections. 

The pin assignment is shown in FIG. 2.

6.5. Locomotives with 21MTC after NEM660

Some LokSound decoders are available in a variant for the 21MTC (see. Fig. 3). 

Installation in locomotives with DIE serial interface is particularly simple, 

because the decoder is also fastened mechanically by the special design of the 

connector.

Please check if the impedance of the built-in loud- speaker really has 4 or 8 

ohms! Some locomotives have speakers built with 100 ohms, as they were 

originally designed for a LokSound V3.5 decoder.

• Remove the vehicle housing. Always follow the instructions of the locomotive!

• Remove the interface plug located in the locomotive. Keep the plug carefully.

• Search the PCB of the locomotive for the missing pin of the plug connector. The 

lack of pen used for encoding. Note its position.

• The decoder can be inserted in two ways: either the pins are inserted through 

the decoder, the socket of the decoder remains after plugging therefore visible 

(installation position above). Or, the decoder is so inserted that the pins end up 

directly in the socket. After inserting the connector is no longer visible here 

(mounting position below). This method is common to find in Brawa® 

locomotives.

• What is the correct position depends on the locomotive. The decisive factor is 

the position of the marker-pin on the crucial indicator.

• Plug the decoder so that the coding of the locomotive interface corresponds 

with the decoder. 

• Practice when inserting too much force! The decoder must be easily plugged in 

without much effort.

• Check whether the decoder sits correctly.

6.5.1. Märklin® locomotives with 21MTC

Unfortunately, many newer Märklin® locomotives, but also some British 

locomotives with 21-pin interface does not adhere to the normgemä- SSE 

interpretation of 21MTC. These locomotives expect AUX 3 and AUX 4 amplified 

signals at the outputs. In these Fäl- len you have to resort to a LokSound 

decoder with 5 21MTC "MKL" execution. At these decoders the outputs AUX3 

and AUX 4 are designed strengthened. The installation itself is as described in 

Section 6.5. shown.

6.5.2. Connection of C-Sine motors ( "Soft Drive-Sinus")

The sound decoders can (also "Soft Drive-Sinus") does not control the built in 

newer Märklin® models with C-Sine motors directly. For this purpose, a special, 

located in the locomotive factory control board is needed, which in turn can be 

driven by a sound decoders. Märklin® uses the 21MTC and use either the 

normal engine signals theLokSound decoder or a SUSI interface for information 

exchange. The LokSound 5 with 21MTC suitable for that can be triggered ng the 

C-Sine control electronics provided some parameters are set correctly. Chapter 

11.4. explains the necessary attitudes.

6.6. Locomotives with Next18 interface

Some LokSound decoders are delivered with a 18-pin Next18 interface. 

Installation is carried out in accordance with in section 6.6. described. Fig. 4 

shows the pin assignment.
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6.7. Locomotives with PluX interface

Some sound decoders are respectively PluX16-a. PluX22- plug delivered (See. 

Fig. 5 and Fig. 6). The plug connector on the decoder has a missing pin 

(index-pin). In the locomotive, the position should be marked out. Be sure to 

observe the correct position within the PluX interface!

LokSound decoder 5 adhere to the held in VHDM RCN-122 standard interface, 

so the index pin is not connected. Unfortunately, some locomotives expect at 

this point an output because Zimo not connected this pin in accordance with 

standards and. These locomotives do not match the PluX22 standard.

Some ROCO locomotives expect instead of SUSI pins 3 and pin 4 a (logic 

level) output function. Also this extension is not in accordance with standards. 

At all LokSound decoders 5 SUSI pins can be switched to logic level function 

outputs.

6.8. Locomotives without interface

All LokSound decoders are delivered with an interface overall factory. There is 

no execution "with cables." Please remove if necessary the interface connector 

right at the end of the strands. Please extend any wires at the decoder. If 

necessary, use an extension cord.

The Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show the general connection diagram of a LokSound 5 or 

LokSound 5 micro decoder.

Installing the decoder
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Figure 1: 5 & LokSound LokSound 5 micro 8-NEM652 interface Polinger

58410 LokSound 5

front

Speaker # 1 Speaker 

# 2 -Motoranschluss right 

-Gleisanschluss right - 

Rear light -U + 

(positive pole) -

AUX1 (Power) -

Light Front 

-Gleisanschluss left 

-Motoranschluss left -

back

-- AUX8 (Power)

-- AUX7 (Power)

-- AUX6 (Power)

-- AUX5 (Power)

-- AUX4 (Power)

-- AUX 3 (Power)

-- VCC 

-- AUX10 / wheel sensor

-- GND

-- AUX9 / PwrPackCtrl

-- U + (+ pole)

AUX9, AUX10 are logic level outputs and inputs

58810 LokSound micro 5

AUX7 is logic level output (Default: PwrPackCtrl)

pen assignment  colour     

1  Motor connection right orange

2  Rear light  yellow

3  AUX1 green

4  Left track connection black

5  Left motor terminal Gray

6  Front light  White

7  U + (Common return) blue

8th  Right track connection red

5 4

1

1 

4 5

2 

3 6 7 8

Rear light ---------------- 

----------------- motor connection right

Speaker # 1 -----------------

Speaker # 2 ---------------- 

----------------- left motor terminal

Light ----------- front

---- right track connection

---- AUX1 (Power)

--- - U + (+ pole)

---- AUX2 (Power)

---- left track connection

AUX9 Default: PwrPackCtrl
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pen assignment  colour     

6  Rear light  yellow

5  Front light  White

4  Left track connection black

3  Right track connection red

2  Left motor terminal Gray

1  Motor connection right orange

Figure 2: 5 & LokSound LokSound micro 5 with 6-pin interface NEM651

58416 LokSound 5

front

Speaker # 1 Speaker 

# 2 -Motoranschluss right 

-Gleisanschluss right - 

Rear light -U + 

(positive pole) -

AUX1 (Power) 

light Front 

-Gleisanschluss left 

-Motoranschluss left -

back

-- AUX8 (Power)

-- AUX7 (Power)

-- AUX6 (Power)

-- AUX5 (Power)

-- AUX4 (Power)

-- AUX 3 (Power)

-- VCC 

-- AUX10 / wheel sensor

-- GND

-- AUX9 / PwrPackCtrl

-- U + (+ pole)

AUX9, AUX10 are logic level outputs and inputs

58816 LokSound micro 5

AUX7 is logic level output (Default: PwrPackCtrl)

Motor connection right -----------

---- right track connection

---- AUX1 (Power)

--- - U + (+ pole)

---- AUX2 (Power)

---- left track connection

1 

6

Light Front -----------

Light rear 

speakers # 1 

Speaker # 2 left motor 

terminal

-- GND

-- U + 

AUX9 Default: PwrPackCtrl
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AUX10 / wheel sensor 1 

AUX7 (logic levels) 2 AUX6 

(logic levels) 3 AUX4 (see 

below) 4 AUX12 / SUSI Clk / 

Servo6 5 AUX11 / SUSI Dta / 

Servo5 6

Rear light Front 

light 7 8 speakers # 1 

# 2 10 9 Speaker

Indexpin 11

Figure 3: LokSound 5 with 21MTC

22 right track connection 21 left 

track connection 20 GND

19 Motor 18 Motor connection 

right connecting links 17 AUX5 

(logic levels) 16 U + (+ pole) 15 14 

AUX1 AUX2

AUX3 13 (see below) 12 

VCC

How to connect the:

Insertion of the decoder with 

Plug upwards

(Eg Liliput®, ESU, HAG®, 

Märklin®)

Insertion of the decoder with 

Plug downwardly

(Eg Brawa®)

Crucial indicator 

(side view)

Crucial indicator 

(side view)

58419 LokSound 5 21MTC 58449 

LokSound 5 21MTC "MKL"

---- AUX8 (Power)

---- AUX7 (Power)

---- AUX6 (Power)

---- AUX5 (Power)

---- AUX4 (Power)

---- AUX 3 (Power)

---- VCC 

---- AUX10 Logic Level / wheel sensor

---- GND

---- AUX9 Logic Level / PwrPackCtrl

--- - U + (+ pole)

For decoder 58449 AUX3, AUX4 at the 21MTC are reinforced. For decoder 58419 AUX3, AUX4 at the 21MTC are 

logic level outputs.

AUX9, AUX10 are logic level outputs and inputs AUX11, AUX12 

are logic level outputs

1

11

22

AUX9 Default: PwrPackCtrl
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Figure 4: LokSound micro 5 Next18

Right track connection 1 

Motor connection right 2

AUX1 (Power) 3 

AUX3 / Susi Clk / Servo6 4

GND 5 U 

+ (+ pole) 6 

speakers # 2 7

8 light front left 

track connection 9    

18 right track connection 17 

light rear speakers 16 # 1 15 

U + (+ pole) 14 GND

13 AUX4 / Susi Dta / Servo5 12 

AUX2 (Power) 11 left motor 

terminal 10 left track connection

58818 LokSound micro 5 Next18

1

AUX7 is logic level output (Default: PwrPackCtrl) AUX3, 

AUX4 are logic level outputs

Figure 5: LokSound micro 5 PluX16

58814 LokSound micro 5 PluX16

AUX7 is logic level output (Default: PwrPackCtrl) AUX3, 

AUX4 are logic level outputs

Speaker # 2 17 speaker 

# 1 15

Rear light 13

Indexpin 11 U + 

(+ pole) 9 Light 

front 7

GND 5

AUX3 / Susi Clk / Servo6 3

18 AUX2 (Power) 16 AUX1 

(Power) 14 left track connection 

12 right track connection 10 to 

the left motor port connection 

right motor 8 6 -

4 AUX4 / Susi Dta / Servo5

3 17 184
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Figure 6: LokSound 5 with PluX22 interface

58412 LokSound 5 PluX22

AUX9, AUX10 are logic level outputs and inputs AUX11, AUX12 

are logic level outputs

1

11

22 

---- AUX8 (Power)

---- AUX7 (Power)

---- AUX6 (Power)

---- AUX5 (Power)

---- AUX4 (Power)

---- AUX 3 (Power)

---- VCC 
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Figure 7: LokSound 5 L plug connector - allocation

58315 5 L LokSound

AUX10 is a logic level output or input AUX11, AUX12, AUX13 are 

logic level outputs

AUX1 (Power) 1 AUX2 
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Figure 8: LokSound XL 5 pin connector - allocation

58515 LokSound XL 5 "pin header" 68513 

LokSound XL 5 "screw"
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Figure 9: General connection diagram LokSound 5 (Example wiring)

Figure 10: Wiring Diagram for LokSound micro 5 (wiring example, free wiring)
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6.8.2. Connection scheme LokSound 5 L decoder

Figure 11: Wiring Scheme LokSound 5 L (Example wiring), decoder placed on adapter board 51959
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Wiring diagram LokSound 5 XL

Figure 12: Wiring pattern 5 LokSound XL (Example wiring)

6.8.3. Wiring diagram LokSound XL decoders 5
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6.8.3.2. Following LGB decoder interface

More modern LGB locomotives equipped with a digital interface and are prepared 

for the installation of digital components. 

6.8.3.3. Following Aristocraft® interface

Many locomotives from Aristocraft® have a steller by these manufacturers 

"standardized" digital interface and are prepared for the installation of digital 

components. The connection is made as shown in fig. 15.

Figure 13: LGB transmission

Figure 14: LGB decoder interface

Figure 15: Aristocraft interface

brown = rail left white = 

right rail

yellow = Motor +

green = 

motor -

1 

2

5 

6

brown / yellow = U +

red = light blue = 

front light back

green = GND

orange = AUX1
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6.8.3.4. Headers Decoder

LokSound XL decoders have five afford in a version with pen. These are 

designed for locomotives brands KISS® and KM 1®, but also fit in some 

Märklin® track 1 locomotives. The LokSound XL 5 0 decoder can directly 

replace the there factory-installed decoder. The control of the there existing 

Rauch units is possible.

Figure 16: LokSound XL decoders with 5 pin connectors - SUSI pins for Marklin locomotives

-------------------- AUX12 / Susi Clk / Servo6

-------------------- AUX11 / Susi Dta / Servo5

6.8.3.5 SUSI pins

Please note that KM-1 or Kiss locomotives, but also older Märklin® locomotives 

usually left and right expect a 12-pin header. but the LokSound 5 XL in the 

Stiftleistenausfüh- tion 2 has 14 pins on the connector. On these pins, the 

signals of the SUSI interface can be found: Newer Märklin- locomotives 

expected outside the SUSI pins on the connector 2, while in KISS or KM-1 

locomotives either not used SUSI or the signals are picked up at the bus bar 3, 

where they can also be found. The SUSI pins can be easily removed with a 

tenschneider sides if they interfere when plugged in. Normally, however, they 

are left and right on Ste- sugar over hang "in the air".
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Figure 17: Märklin® cable colors differently to DCC cable colors

after successfully connecting Please measure all connections with an ohm 

meter to again. Search in particular nena-circuits to short circuits between the 

motor and the rail.

• The red cable is connected telschleifer to the right rail pickup or the co.

• The black cable is connected to the left rail or Gehäu- semasse.

• The orange wire is connected to the motor terminal that was previously 

connected to the right wheel (center pick up in AC models).

• The gray cable is connected to the motor terminal that was originally connected 

to the left rail (housing mass in AC models).

6.8.5.1. Runs DC and coreless motors

It can be used all conventional reindeer for model trains Gleichstrommoto- if 

their current consumption do not exceed the permissible values of the decoder. 

it may be klin® In some cases with a 5-pole High Performance Drive by fairy 

tale that capacitors directly to the engine a total of 3 RFI suppression are 

available.

guide the two capacitors connected directly to the motor and the motor housing 

MUST be removed (see Figure 22 on page 33).

6.8.5.2. Connecting Universal Motors with HAMO-Conversions

The built in many older Märklin® locomotives (also known as AC motor known) 

can not be connected directly to sound decoders. Previously, these engines 

have to with the help of a permanent magnet (so-called "HAMO." - magnetic) to 

be converted into a direct current motor. These magnets are available from your 

ESU dealer. We provide four different magnets. Please refer to chapter 19.2. 

magnet for more information on engine conversions with permanent.

6.8.4. Märklin® cable colors

Märklin® used by DCC color scheme different cable colors. Fig. 17 gives 

information.

designation Märklin® color ESU color 

(NMRA DCC standard)

AC: center conductor DC: 

Right track

red red

AC: Outside (rail) DC: rail links brown black

Left motor terminal blue orange

Motor output Right green Gray

DC rectified track voltage (+ Pole for functions) 

orange blue

Rear output light yellow yellow

Output light Front Gray White

AUX1 brown / red green

output AUX2 Brown Green violet

output AUX3 brown / yellow -

output AUX4 brown / white -

6.8.5. Motor and Track Connections

First disconnect all wires installed in the locomotive and watch out for a 

connection via the chassis ground: The two motor connections must be 

potential-free, so do not have any connection to the chassis / or the wheels / 

current collectors. Especially in Fleischmann® locomotives they are seen 

repeatedly exceeded.

Make a note of which motor connection to the right and who was connected to 

the left wheel pick. This saves you the connection of the decoder attempts which 

cable of the decoder must be connected to which motor connection soldered to 

set the correct direction of travel.
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6.9. Speakers Card

For a good sound of the locomotive, the installation of the speaker is essentiel. 

The best sound decoders useless if an inappropriate speaker should be used or 

the installa- tion of the speaker does not fit. So be careful when choosing the 

mounting location and creating a resonance period. In general, two principles:

1) Select the speaker as large as possible. The larger the speaker, the better the 

bass response will be.

2.) Be sure to use for each speaker a resonance nanzkörper: A speaker is 

simply attached somewhere inside the locomotive without corresponding 

resonance nanzkörper can never provide a good sound.

Please handle speakers with extreme care: do not put pressure on them and 

touch the Memb- not rane! The speaker's magnets are very strong! Hal you th 

all metal objects from the speakers away and secure the speaker firmly when 

soldering the cables because otherwise u. U. speaker is attracted by the 

soldering iron and can be destroyed.

Use for soldering a small soldering iron (max. 20W) and heat quickly, only the 

two contact outer surfaces of the speaker. The polarity is insignificant when 

using a speaker.

6.9.1. LokSound LokSound 5 and 5 micro

It can all speakers (combinations) with a total samtimpedanz 4-16 ohms and a 

capacity of at least 1.5 W (better: 2W) are used. We recommend the services we 

ESU speaker of 4 ohms or 8 ohms impedance, as they are matched in sound.

LokSound LokSound 5 and 5 micro decoders are shipped from the factory with a 

11x15mm "sugar cube" speakers together with matching sound kit. The 

loudspeaker itself is already adhered to a base plate and connected to two dark 

brown NEN strands with the sound decoders.

The minimum height of the unattached Resonanzkör- pers is (base frame and 

cover) 6 mm and can be enlarged by incorporation of up to three intermediate 

rings on 8mm, 9mm, 10mm, 11mm or 13mm. There are two intermediate rings 

with 2mm and included a ring with 3mm height.

Figure 18: Speaker 11x15mm with extension tubes mounted base frame with speaker

Intermediate ring 3mm

Intermediate ring 2mm

Intermediate ring 2mm

cover

6.9.1.1. Assembling the soundboard

First, disconnect the intermediate rings and the cover of the re sonanzkörpers by 

injection molding. Then insert the Grundrah- men, intermediate rings and cover 

together (possibly with Tesaflm fxieren) and make the installation sample: 

Adjusts the sound chamber in the model? Remove any spacers. If everything 

fits, together menkleben the sound chamber with a plastic adhesive. Start with 

the lid (bottom) and stick all the intermediate rings and the carrier plate together. 

We recom- missing a Kunststoffkeber (eg UHU® Plast Special). Apply glue thin, 

but all sides on so that the sound chamber is airtight.

In the last step of the speakers must be hermetically bonded into the Schallkap- 

sel. First apply a little (!) Adhesive on the red dotted position in the base frame 

on. Mount then the respective speakers in the base frame. The small holding 

noses engage and hold the speaker.
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Basically, the larger the sound chamber, the better the sound (bass). However, it 

may be that the sound is distorted due to excessive sound chamber: Often some 

sounds were amplified directly in the decoder, which overwhelmed the sugar 

cube speakers. Reduce in such cases, the overall volume of the decoder (sound 

decoders: reduce CV 63) or reduce the height of the sound chamber.

6.9.1.2. use multiple speakers

Want to use multiple speakers, you need to consider the polarity of the speaker. 

If any of the speaker is "backwards" wired compared to other speakers, the 

membranes are moving in opposite phase. This results in a cancellation of the 

sound waves and thus extremely poor, soft sound. As many speakers have no 

pole ungskennzeichnung, you must try the phasing in doubt before the definitive 

installation!

Figure 20: Speaker 11x15mm mounted with extension tubes

apply glue

glue speaker brown

brown

Figure 19: Parallel wiring of two loudspeakers speaker # 1 (8 Ohm) 

Speaker # 2 (8 Ohm)

speaker + -

Resulting impedance total = 4 Ohm

speaker + -

6.9.2. LokSound XL 5

The LokSound 5 XL has two speaker outputs that operate with about 10V. At 

each can independently of each other speakers of different size and impedance 

reasonable to be closed. In order for this double amplifier works best for you, 

consider the following:

• If you use 4 ohm speaker, you should connect it only one of the two speaker 

outputs. Up to 12W output power are possible

• Would you like to use both speaker outputs, each speaker should have an 

impedance of 8 ohms or higher. Up to 2x 6 Watt are possible.

• When overloaded, the power amplifier automatically switches off or the sound is 

distorted

• Both speaker outputs provide identical sound data.

6.9.2.1. Volume control ext.

For each speaker output LokSound XL 5 a volume control can optionally be 

connected. Use potentiometers with 100kOhm impedance and> 0.1W power (eg 

Piher PT 10 LV). Look for the shortest possible wiring be- tween decoder and 

adjustment control to avoid noise.
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Decoupling capacitors disconnect!

orange Gray

Figure 22: 5-pole high-performance motor Märklin®

6.9.3. LokSound 5 L

The LokSound 5 L has two speaker outputs. At each independently speakers of 

different size and impedance can be connected. We recommend speakers with 

4 to 8 ohms. Both speaker outputs provide identical sound data.

6.9.3.1. Volume control ext.

For external setting a volume control can be switched closed optional. Use 

potentiometer 10k impedance and> 0.1W power (eg Piher PT 10 LV). Make 

alternate governor to the shortest possible wiring between the decoder and input 

to avoid noise.

Figure 21: LokSound 5 XL - Ext volume control.

2 Potentiometers 100kOhm logarithmically 

Speaker. 1 Speaker. 2

Speaker. 1 + 2

Volume control

10 kOhm logarithmic

Figure 23: LokSound 5 L - Ext volume control.

6.10. Connecting additional functions

You can connect to the function outputs any consumers such as light bulbs, 

LEDs, smoke generators or similar Toggle, provided the maximum current 

consumption is less than the load capacity of the function output. The maximum 

output current of the function outputs for each decoder in the Technical Data 

Section 5.1.5. to find.

Make sure that the maximum permissible current is exceeded under any 

circumstances and avoid short circuits be- tween the outputs: The outputs of 

the LokSound have protection but if an external voltage is applied at the 

outputs, can be destroyed them too.

6.10.1. Overload protection of the function outputs (light flash)

The function outputs of LokSound decoders are electronically protected against 

overload and short circuit. The decoder always checks this current total output 

current of all function outputs. If this is too high, all outputs are switched off 

together. After a short time (about 1 second) comparable to the decoder 

examines the outputs back on. If the power - through short - still too high, so the 

game begins anew.

• •
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When using a special light bulbs is must be observed: On power this much 

current need ( "cold flow") that becomes lower after a short time. In particular, 

the use of 12V bulbs can therefore happen that when switching on the lighting 

this "twitches" briefly and then the outputs are switched off by the decoder. The 

lights will be switched on briefly and off again at 1-second intervals. This is due 

to a large surge of bulbs, the decoder can not separate sub of an overload. 

Therefore, it is important to install the correct bulbs.

6.10.1.1. suitable Light bulbs

Use only 16 V bulbs or higher and a maximum nominal current of 50mA.

In many older ROCO® and Fleischmann® locomotives 12V pear surfaces are 

installed. This not only require a lot of power, but become extremely hot during 

operation and can cause damage to the locomotive. Replace them with 16V 

bulbs.

6.10.1.2. Micro bulbs LokSound 5 XL

The LokSound XL decoder 5 enables direct operation of micro incandescent 

lamps. For this purpose, a separate voltage regulator on the decoder is installed. 

This provides factory, a voltage of 1.8V, which is designed for long life of 

3VBirnchen. To do this, do not lead to the return conductor of the Birnchens to U 

+ but to the marked "Uvar" terminal.

You can change the voltage of the regulator by replacing a resistor. You need a 

SMD resistor, size 0805, 0.125W with the following values:

voltage R124

1.5V 33 kilohms

2.5V unsolder

3.0V 48 kilohms, Unsolder R125

The maximum load de Uvar output is 500mA.

Figure 25: Resistance for Uvar LokSound XL decoders 5

Decoder back

Installing the decoder

Figure 24: Microglühbirnchen to LokSound 5 XL

Light front 

light back

Uvar (1,5-3V

R
1
2
4

R
1
2
5
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6.10.3. Types of function outputs

Important part of any LokSound the functional are onsausgänge. There all 

consumers such as lamps, smoke generators are or servos connected. 

Depending on the design bending th LokSound decoder 5 different at many 

function outputs. We distinguish two types

A.) Increased function outputs: Right in the decoder FET transistors are built, so 

rectly consumers can be connected di- to this function outputs.

. B) logic outputs: These outputs represent only the control signal for the output. 

To use these need to be strengthened externally. Most often this is already 

happening on the crucial indicator; But ESU also offers suitable adapter 

boards.

6.10.3.1. Function outputs of the decoder

ESU is the function outputs "light front," "rear light" and AUX1, AUX2, AUX3 ... 

The following table provides information on the next page, which has decoders 

which training programs. 

Not every output is available at each connector. In some terminals, you can 

either choose between input or output, or the type of output (Logikaus- gear, 

SUSI or servo) choose (platine locomotive or adapter board) depending on 

Externbeschaltung.

6.10.4. Using enhanced function outputs

The procedure depends on how the light and special functions are in the 

locomotive:

a) The lamps / functions are shared with your arrival circuit from the locomotive 

isolated (ie floating). The prerequisite for this is that the functions of the 

locomotive must po- tentialfrei, that is except for the function outputs have 

no further electrically conductive connections. The voltage present at the 

function outputs in this connection

Figure 26: wiring LED to output AUX1, AUX2

violet

green

AUX2

AUX1

R 470 

Ohm 

resistor

+

+

blue (common function)

470 Ohm 

resistor

R

6.10.2. Using LEDs

To use LEDs, you must connect a resistor in series with the LED. The resistance 

should have a value be- tween 470 ohms and 2.2 ohms. An LED that is operated 

without a series resistor will be destroyed immediately! Unlike light bulbs, the 

polarity must be observed when LEDs however. The negative terminal (cathode) 

is (via resistor) connected to the output of the decoder function, the positive 

(anode) should be connected to the common positive (blue cables) are wired 

comparable.

Do not forget to switch the corresponding output in the LED mode. This ensures 

that all lighting effects are displayed correctly. Please refer to chapter 12.5.
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LokSound 5 LokSound 5 LokSound 5 LokSound 5 LokSound micro 5 LokSound micro 5 LokSound 5 l LokSound XL 5

6 or 8 pole 21MTC 21MTC "MKL" PluX22 6 or 8 pole Next18 / PluX16 pin header Pin header / screw

light front power power power power power power power power

light back power power power power power power power power

AUX1 power power power power power power power power

AUX2 power power power power power power power power

AUX3 

Pad: Power Pad: Power Pad: Power Pad: Power power power

21MTC: Logic Level 21MTC: Power PluX22: Power Next18: Logic Level / Susi Dta / Servo6

AUX4 

Pad: Power Pad: Power Pad: Power Pad: Power power power

21MTC: Logic Level 21MTC: Power PluX22: Power Next18: Logic Level / Susi Clk / Servo5

AUX5 

Pad: Power Pad: Power Pad: Power Pad: Power Pad: Power Pad: Power power power

21MTC: Logic Level 21MTC: Logic Level PluX22: Power

AUX6 

Pad: Power Pad: Power Pad: Power Pad: Power Pad: Power Pad: Power power power

21MTC: Logic Level 21MTC: Logic Level PluX22: Power

AUX7 

Pad: Power Pad: Power Pad: Power Pad: Power Pad: Logic Level (PwrPackCtrl) Pad: Logic Level (PwrPackCtrl) power power

21MTC: Logic Level 21MTC: Logic Level PluX22: Power

AUX8 

Pad: Power Pad: Power Pad: Power Pad: Power power power

21MTC: 21MTC: PluX22: 

AUX9 

Pad: Logic Level (PwrPackCtrl) Pad: Logic Level (PwrPackCtrl) Pad: Logic Level (PwrPackCtrl) Pad: Logic Level (PwrPackCtrl) power power

AUX10 21MTC: Logic Level / wheel sensor 21MTC: Logic Level / wheel sensor PluX22: Logic Level / wheel sensor Logic Level / wheel sensor O'Power

AUX11 21MTC: Logic Level / Susi Dta / Servo5 21MTC: Logic Level / Susi Dta / Servo5 PluX22: Logic Level / Susi Dta / Servo5 Logic Level / Susi Dta / Servo5 Logic Level / Susi Dta / Servo5

AUX12 21MTC: Logic Level / Susi Clk / Servo6 21MTC: Logic Level / Susi Clk / Servo6 PluX22: Logic Level / Susi Clk / Servo6 Logic Level / Susi Clk / Servo6 Logic Level / Susi Clk / Servo6

AUX13 Logic level (PwrPackCtrl) Logic level (PwrPackCtrl)

AUX14 

AUX15 Logic Level / Servo1

AUX16 Logic Level / Servo2

AUX17 Logic Level / Servo3 Logic Level / Servo3

AUX18 Logic Level / Servo4 Logic Level / Servo4

Smoke Unit heater OK

Smoke Unit fan motor OK

input wheel sensor 21MTC: As an alternative to AUX10 21MTC: As an alternative to AUX10 PluX22: As an alternative to AUX10 OK OK

Input Sensor 1 OK OK

Input Sensor 2 OK OK

input MotorOff OK

Input Smoke Unit temperature OK
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LokSound 5 LokSound 5 LokSound 5 LokSound 5 LokSound micro 5 LokSound micro 5 LokSound 5 l LokSound XL 5

6 or 8 pole 21MTC 21MTC "MKL" PluX22 6 or 8 pole Next18 / PluX16 pin header Pin header / screw

light front power power power power power power power power

light back power power power power power power power power

AUX1 power power power power power power power power

AUX2 power power power power power power power power

AUX3 

Pad: Power Pad: Power Pad: Power Pad: Power power power

21MTC: Logic Level 21MTC: Power PluX22: Power Next18: Logic Level / Susi Dta / Servo6

AUX4 

Pad: Power Pad: Power Pad: Power Pad: Power power power

21MTC: Logic Level 21MTC: Power PluX22: Power Next18: Logic Level / Susi Clk / Servo5

AUX5 

Pad: Power Pad: Power Pad: Power Pad: Power Pad: Power Pad: Power power power

21MTC: Logic Level 21MTC: Logic Level PluX22: Power

AUX6 

Pad: Power Pad: Power Pad: Power Pad: Power Pad: Power Pad: Power power power

21MTC: Logic Level 21MTC: Logic Level PluX22: Power

AUX7 

Pad: Power Pad: Power Pad: Power Pad: Power Pad: Logic Level (PwrPackCtrl) Pad: Logic Level (PwrPackCtrl) power power

21MTC: Logic Level 21MTC: Logic Level PluX22: Power

AUX8 

Pad: Power Pad: Power Pad: Power Pad: Power power power

21MTC: 21MTC: PluX22: 

AUX9 

Pad: Logic Level (PwrPackCtrl) Pad: Logic Level (PwrPackCtrl) Pad: Logic Level (PwrPackCtrl) Pad: Logic Level (PwrPackCtrl) power power

AUX10 21MTC: Logic Level / wheel sensor 21MTC: Logic Level / wheel sensor PluX22: Logic Level / wheel sensor Logic Level / wheel sensor O'Power

AUX11 21MTC: Logic Level / Susi Dta / Servo5 21MTC: Logic Level / Susi Dta / Servo5 PluX22: Logic Level / Susi Dta / Servo5 Logic Level / Susi Dta / Servo5 Logic Level / Susi Dta / Servo5

AUX12 21MTC: Logic Level / Susi Clk / Servo6 21MTC: Logic Level / Susi Clk / Servo6 PluX22: Logic Level / Susi Clk / Servo6 Logic Level / Susi Clk / Servo6 Logic Level / Susi Clk / Servo6

AUX13 Logic level (PwrPackCtrl) Logic level (PwrPackCtrl)

AUX14 AUX15 

Logic Level / Servo1

AUX16 Logic Level / Servo2

AUX17 Logic Level / Servo3 Logic Level / Servo3

AUX18 Logic Level / Servo4 Logic Level / Servo4

Smoke Unit heater OK

Smoke Unit fan motor OK

input wheel sensor 21MTC: As an alternative to AUX10 21MTC: As an alternative to AUX10 PluX22: As an alternative to AUX10 OK OK

Input Sensor 1 OK OK

Input Sensor 2 OK OK

input MotorOff OK

Input Smoke Unit temperature OK
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Voltage is about 1.5V lower than the track voltage. The blue wire is the 

"plus-pole", the functions relating gang even the "negative".

Are light emitting diodes (LEDs) to the function outputs CONNECTED sen (see. 

Fig. 26), must be strictly a series resistor to be built once. This should be 

between 470 ohms and 2.2kOhm Lie gen. Operation without a series resistor will 

destroy the LED!

b) The lamps / functions (collectively switched) se against the Lokmas- (eg 

almost all Märklin® locomotives and older Fleischmann® and ROCO®).

The wiring is simpler, the resulting voltage at the bulb but also by about half 

lower. This type of connection is not suitable for multi-protocol operation: Both 

M4 and Motorola® packets are asymmetrical. DA ago are not supplied for a 

certain time the function outputs with power. This results in a rhythmic Lichtfla- 

thickeners (pulsing) that is clearly visible in particular in LEDs. In analogue mode 

works in this Anschlus- also sart the light only in one direction. What this is 

depends on how the locomotive is rerailed.

• The reverse headlights are soldered to the yellow wire, the front headlights to 

the white wire.

If your locomotive on the variant b) be interconnected, the arrival is closing 

completely. Otherwise, you must connect the remaining all bulbs and functions 

together to the blue cable. This may not have any connection to the chassis! 

Even a "mixed mode" is allowed.

6.10.5. Using logic outputs

Of logic outputs directly consumers can not be operated. It must be connected 

external power transistors. Usually this on the Lokplatinen already present 

(where necessary).

For "home builder" ESU offers under the numbers 51957 and 51968 to the 

appropriate adapter boards with transistors.

6.10.6. Power outputs

LokSound 5 decoder can drive up to 6 servos. It kön- nen all RC servos are 

used with positive momentum. We recommend digital servos, as they do not 

flinch at power generally. Before you can use the servos, the outputs must be 

switched to the "power". Each servo output can be configured as a normal logic 

output and used. Section 12.2.2.3 explains how.

6.10.6.1 servo outputs LokSound 5 L

The LokSound 5 L offers 4 on servo outputs. The servos must be connected 

appropriately to the adapter board. Servo3 and Servo4 can be soldered apter as 

shown in Figure 27 on the ad for which Servo5 and Servo6 the connection is 

made to the SUSI pins, as shown in Fig. 11.

Figure 27: RC servos to LokSound 5 L

Servo3 

(AUX17) 

Servo4 

(AUX18)

GND

+ 5V 

GND 

IMP

+ 5V 

IMP
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Figure 28: RC servos to LokSound 5 XL 

Servo1 

(AUX15)

Servo2 

(AUX16)

Servo3 

(AUX17)

Servo4 

(AUX18)

6.10.8. Suitable smoke generators

Unfortunately, it is not easy to find suitable smoke generators for any purpose. 

Whether the amount of smoke generated depends on the following factors:

a) rail stress 

Depending on the command station track voltages are different heights. It is 

therefore possible that a locomotive not smoke when used on a central 

office, on the other. Even 1V variation makes a big difference.

b) the type and tolerance of the Seuthe®-smoke generator and the smoke distillate 

The Seuthe®-smoke generators have considerable tolerances 

Fertigungstole-. Therefore, there is another identical construction may be that 

one works perfectly well, is not. Art and filling level of the smoke distillate are 

also influential factor.

c) Setting the decoder output For correct smoking action you should set the AUX 

output to "Dimmer" full "Brightness". For details, see Chapter 12th

d) Connecting the smoke 

Most smoke generators are tet geschal- against the chassis. Therefore the 

smoke has power only every second half-wave on the track. It now depends 

on your digital from central and the protocol used, how much power gets to 

the smoke. The normally recommended for digital mode Seuthe® 11 receive 

too little juice and do not smoke (properly).

There are two possible solutions to this problem: Solution 1: Use of a Seuthe® 

No 10. This is intended for operating Analogbe- and is relatively draw much 

power from the decoder.. Depending on the tolerance can it happen that the 

overcurrent protection responds the decoder output. In this case, either a relay 

(ESU no. 51963) In applications or slightly reduce the "brightness" of the output.

6.10.6.2 servo outputs on the LokSound 5 XL

For the servo outputs 1 to 4 at 5 LokSound XL is respectively an appropriate 

3-pin connector is provided. Pay attention to the polarity when connecting the 

servos.

6.10.7. SUSI / power / logic outputs

The existing at each LokSound decoder 5 lines for the SUSI interface may 

alternatively be configured as a servo outputs or logic outputs. In this way, the 

number of available outputs can be increased.

Please keep in mind that existing in 21MTC, Next18 or PluX- interfaces SUSI 

pins currently according to the standard may not be used otherwise shared. 

Therefore, you must always consider how these pins on the crucial indicator 

(or adapter board) are connected.

Installing the decoder
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Solution 2: Use of a Seuthe® No. 11. Do not turn against häusemasse overall, 

but against the blue return conductor of the decoder ( "U +").. This approach 

eliminates the influence of asymmetric track signal the cleanest solu- would be 

sung, although very difficult to implement.

6.10.8.1 smoke generator on LokSound 5 L

To the LokSound 5 L clocked a smoke unit can be connected directly, as they 

are used in our locomotives of the ESU en- gineering Edition. The mechanism 

has a 6-pin connection to the control electronics: 2x fan motor 2x heating

2x temperature sensor

The decoder evaluates the measurement data of the temperature sensor and 

controls the heating based on the desired settings of the decoder. His 

commands received by the smoke generator via the yellow cable. This is 

required to meet the AUX1 output

be connected to the decoder. Only the AUX1 output is able to provide the data 

after it has been configured accordingly (see section 12.5.1). Burnout because of 

an empty tank can not therefore men vorkom-.

Please use only smoke generators ESU as spare parts offering or equivalent 

parts with a temperature sensor (currently only available from ESU).

11.6. Connecting a wheel sensor

If you want to steam a steam engine in perfect synchronization with the wheel 

rotation, you have to run a little effort and installing an external wheel sensor in 

the locomotive. With all LokSound decoders 5 - except for the LokSound 5 mi- 

cro - You can use various types of sensors: HALL sensors, reed contacts or 

mechanical (grinding) con- tacts. The best result is achieved with a Hall effect 

sensor in conjunction with (up to) four mini magnets.

BR 215/218 (solder pads underside!) (Item 

35024.SP.09 / 35025.SP.09)

V60 (item 35410.SP.07)Class 66/77 (item 35050.SP.07)

If the fan motor is rotating in the wrong direction, then the connections "Fan +" and "Fan" exchange!

Figure 29: Pulsed smoke generator mechanics LokSound 5 L

ESU track zero smoke generator (item 54678)
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Figure 30: Cabling wheel sensor Hall IC to LokSound

Input 

ground 

VCC

Hall Sensor IC

After ben ha-fitted a wheel sensor and connected, you need to tell the decoder 

that it should use this. Ex factory, all LokSound decoders are set 5 so that they 

use a clock electronically generated.

Be det in CV 57 to 0, so that the wheel sensor verwen-. In CV 58 defines how 

many sensor pulses of de- coder to receive before it triggers a burst of steam. If 

CV 58 = 1 is set, is achieved at each pulse a steam off. Depending on the 

magnet and the sensor is twice as much as may be desired. In this case CV 

should be set 58 = 2nd Values> 2 are only useful for Getriebeloks.

Make sure that the Radsensoreingang is active but not connected as output 

AUX9. To this end, H0 decoder in CV 124 Bit 4 must be set for LokSound!

6.11.1. HALL Sensor IC

A Hall sensor is an electronic circuit (IC) which is responsive to a changing 

magnetic field. The HALL IC available can be installed in locomotives very 

simple, because the distance between IC and magnet is not critical. A frequently 

used Hall IC is the TLE4905 by Siemens / Infineon to which there are also many 

compatible types. The three terminals of the ICs to be connected to the sound 

decoders as it is shown in Fig. 30th Obstruct you pelachse four miniature 

magnets on the inside of a copper and ensure that the magnets rotation pass in 

the Radum- HALL IC and thus trigger the impulse. At 3 Zyinder locomotives you 

need either 3 or 6 magnets off pending on the cylinder assembly.

6.11.2. reed contact

If you is too expensive to connect a Hall sensor IC, you can also use miniature 

reed contacts. This advertising to connect to the decoder with only two lines. 

However, these are very sensitive and require stronger magnets to trigger. In 

addition, the installation position of the reed contact must be considered.

Input 

ground VCC 4x 

miniature 

magnet

LokSound 5

Input 

ground 

VCC

Hall Sensor IC

LokSound 5 L

LokSound XL 5
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Figure 31: Cabling Reed contact at LokSound

input 

ground 

reed contact

4x miniature 

magnet

6.11.2. Additional sensor inputs

The LokSound 5 L or XL LokSound 5 has two additional sensor inputs and 

SENSOR1 SENSOR2 (see. Fig. 7/11 and Fig. 8/12) which can be used for the 

triggering of noise. Reed contacts or Hall sensors are possible. The on-circuit 

occurs as shown previously.

12.6. Connecting Capacitors

On many older plants, the current consumption of the locomotives is not optimal. 

It may therefore be undesirable chenstraßen interruptions or jerks of the 

locomotive during slow driving over WEI. Can through the use of buffer 

capacitors (from 100 uF / 25V are results observed) advertising prevents. If 

desired, you can connect them to the LokSound LokSound 5 or 5 micro.

Soldering on the decoder requires experience and good soldering equipment. 

Damage caused by short circuits during soldering, not covered by the 

warranty. Consider carefully if you really need the capacitor.

6.12.1. LokSound H0, LokSound Decoder

You can contact an electrolytic capacitor according to Figure 32 comparable. 

The charging of the capacitor takes place via a resistor (100 ohms), thus not the 

summed capacitor charging current is considered to be short when the digital 

system. The diode ensures that the energy of the capacitor when required still is 

fully available. then you can no longer use selspannungsanlagen on alternating 

the sound decoders. Risk of destruction!

The capacitor must be prior to programming with the LokProgrammer 

Disconnect / remove!

LokSound 5

LokSound 5 L

input 

ground 

reed contact

LokSound XL 5

reed contact

input 

ground 
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GND (ground)

U +

ESU 

PowerPack

charge

Figure 32: 2200 m F capacitor to LokSound / LokSoundFigure 32: 2200 m F capacitor to LokSound / LokSoundFigure 32: 2200 m F capacitor to LokSound / LokSound

Dimensions

U +

100 Ω, 1.4 Watt 100 Ω, 1.4 Watt 100 Ω, 1.4 Watt 

2200uF

25V

LokSound 5

1N4007

LokSound micro 5

Dimensions

U +

100 Ω, 1.4 Watt 100 Ω, 1.4 Watt 100 Ω, 1.4 Watt 

2200uF

25V

1N4007

6.12.2.PowerPack for LokSound micro and LokSound

To all LokSound LokSound 5 or 5 micro decoder you can solder a particularly 

powerful energy buffer. Abbil- dung 33 shows how it is done. This "PowerPack" 

can let your locomotive continue up to two seconds. ESU delivers matching 

Power Pack Modules with the item number 54671 and 54,672th Please do 

ONLY use these.

• The PowerPack only operates in digital mode. On analog plant-gen, the 

PowerPack switches off automatically.

• To fully charge the capacitor ( "GoldCap") requires the decoder up to two 

minutes. Therefore, the bridgeable buffer time depends on the current draw of 

your locomotive and the charge- up time.

Figure 33: Power Pack to LokSound 5/5 LokSound micro

LokSound 5

LokSound micro 5

• For details on use of the Power Pack module, see the instructions for the Power 

Pack mode.

LokSound 5 L and XL LokSound 5 have a high standard to the current needs of 

the gauges adapted Power Pack already "on board". An additional buffering with 

condensers or other power packs is usually not necessary.

The time, which is to the power pack to shutdown be bridged must be set with 

the help of CV 113th The output AUX9 or AUX7 must be set to the "Power 

Pack Control". Section 10.10. provides more information.

back

GND (ground)

U +

ESU 

PowerPack

charge

+

-

+

-

•

•
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7.2.1. DCC operation

then remove all the siding incorporated condensers (eg in ROCO® siding). This 

can interfere with operating the decoder.

Operation of the LokSound is possible with any DCC compliant system. 

Unfortunately, the DCC protocol also brings some "gotchas" with it, one of which 

occurs so often that he must be treated right here at the beginning.

7.2.1.1. DCC speed ( "light flashes")

"Light does not go" with DCC systems: DCC locomotives can be controlled with 

14, 28 or 128 steps. The decoder offers all three variants, but must "know" with 

which Vari-ante the command station operates the decoder. The digital system 

also needs to dominate and also be adjusted to suit the desired mode. If this is 

not the case, it can folgen- come the problems:

• The light can not turn with F0. 

• The light turns (depending on speed) on and off again and on again, and again 

etc. You worry in this case that the setting of decoder and station are the same. 

7.2.1.2. Automatic DCC speed detection

LokSound decoders implement to avoid this prob- lem automatic speed step 

detection. This has been tested with the following devices:

• ESU ECOS®

• Bachmann EZ-Command® Dynamis®

• ROCO® Lokmaus2 and Lokmaus3

• Uhlenbrock® Intellibox

• Lenz® Digital plus V2.3

• Zimo® MX1

• Märklin® Central Station

7. start-up

7.1. Work values on delivery

The factory locomotive address is 03, with 14 speed steps.

F1 switches the sound on / off the pipe F2 

/ horn switches

The remaining function keys are assigned differently depending on model. On our 

website you will find at any sound applies to a suitable function key assignment.

• Does the engine in both directions?

• Is the turn signal of the digital system with the actual travel correspond? If not, 

the motor connections are either reversed, or 8-pin plug inserted the wrong way 

round in the interface.

• Turn on the lights: the lights burning? If you have installed the locomotive sound 

in an engine with an 8-pin plug, check whether the plug is properly seated in the 

interface.

7.2. Digital Modes

The following sections describe the operation of the LokSound de- coder is 

described with different digital systems. 

All LokSound decoder 5 in principle support the Nitt in Absc- 5.2.1. Digital 

protocols mentioned. Exceptions are the LokSound 5 DCC, DCC and LokSound 

5 micro LokSound 5 L DCC decoder, which are intended for the North American 

market. This only support the DCC system.
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7.2.2.2. Extended Motorola® Address Range

While the original Motorola® format only knows the addresses from 01 to 80, 

offer sound decoders following range of addresses: LokSound 5 

01 - 255,

In Chapter 9, the address setting is described in detail. It also describes how 

more than four functions can be switched by means of secondary addresses.

7.2.3. Selectrix® operation

You can drive LokSound with every Selectrix® compatible cen- rale and turn the 

function light and F1. To change of decoder parameters the DCC program- ming 

must be used. Programming with "pure" Selectrix® systems is not possible. 

There, struck attitudes gen are also valid for operation with Selectrix® centers. 

Once the decoder with Motorola®, M4 or DCC is addressed (ie a specific 

package for Him receives), the Selectrix® receiver switches off automatically. 

This one problemlo- ser mixed operation Selectrix® / DCC / Motorola / M4 is 

guaranteed. The Selectrix® receiver turns on again as soon as the de- coder 

was taken briefly energized.

7.2.4. M4-operation

Where provided, sound decoders of the Märklin®- systems devices Central 

Station, Central station 2 and mobile station according to the re-railing are 

automatically detected and incorporated into the system. The procedure is fully 

automatic settings are not required.

When the decoder receives a valid mfx® compatible data packet with (the 

decoder so at a mfx® compatible panel is exaggerated be-), it will ignore any 

Motorola, Selectrix also DCC data packets. 

Other data packets, the decoder will accept again only if it has been taken off 

power or for a certain 

When operating with Lenz® digital plus V3.0 does not recognize planning if you 

want to go with 14 speed steps. Verwen- you here 28/128 speed steps.

Each time the LokSound receives power (ie after switching on the system) and 

the light is switched on, it attempts to recognize the number of speed steps. For 

this, the light must be turned on and turned until the speed control knob until the 

light is on permanently.

Turn off during operation, the speed steps, so you have to make the decoder off 

power, so the automatic operating as desired. 

This auto-detect 49 can be switched off by means of bit 4 CV (see CV table in 

Chapter 21.1), if this does not lead to the desired result. But then bit the correct 

driving position must be CV29, 5 are set.

7.2.2. Motorola® operation

The LokSound can be used with all previous Märklin® devices or compatible 

systems. The functions F1 to F4 can only called by. "new Motorola® format" are 

used. To enable this, at the 6021 DIP switch 2 to the upper position ( "On") must 

be submitted.

LokSound decoders support two special features in Motorola® mode:

7.2.2.1. 28 steps

While the original Märklin® of the Central 6021, Delta® and Mobile Station ® 

Motorola® system only supports 14 speed steps sound decoders also dominate 

the 28-speed step mode. This leads, in conjunction with appropriately equipped 

stations (eg ECoS, setting "Motorola 28") to smoother control of driving behavior. 

Attitudes gen for this mode are the decoder side not to hit.
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receives time (4 seconds) no mfx® more data. The Deco responds to data 

packets after a certain priority:

• The top priority DCC with RailComPlus®. the decoder is therefore always log on 

with RailComPlus® and DCC, although M4 is active to an ESU ECoS.

• If no RailComPlus® exists, will be treated as priority 2 M4. At Marklin Central 

Station ® centers, the decoder is therefore log on with M4.

• The "ordinary" DCC is at the same level as Motorola®

• Lowest priority Selectrix®.

Not data protocols needed to be shut down. Section 9.5. provides information.

7.3. analog operation

Ex works LokSound decoders are set Analogan- were used. 

Also note the information in Section 10.3. when the de- coder back during 

operation between analogue into digital sectors and back.

7.3.1. Analogue DC operation

LokSound decoders can be used on conventional equipment under direct current. 

However, the load control is active here at the factory. So you can control your 

locomotives precisely and drive extremely slow in DC operation. However, since 

the load regulation about 3 - 4 volts "reserve" is required, you must, before the 

locomotive starts moving the transformer turn up something more than 

locomotives without decoder.

7.3.2. Analogue AC Operation

Where provided sound decoders offer support operation with AC transformers. 

He can replace an analog Umschaltmo- dul problems. As in DC operation, the 

load regulation is in AC mode active and ensures th a fine fühliges taxes and 

unprecedented Langsamfahreigenschaf-. The pulse for changing direction 

reversal is recognized by the LokSound as usual, however, wait until the 

locomotive

has stopped prior to changing direction. Never give a moving locomotive a 

switching command! could be damaged gears!

We can not recommend the use of old blue Märklin® transformers that were 

originally designed for 220 Volt. Depending on age and tolerance of these 

transformers in conjunction with the fluctuations of your power supply 

network, the output from BE WAIVED changing direction could be so high that 

the sound decoders is destroyed.

Do yourself and your locomotives a favor and purchase your advertising to 

reward you with a longer life Märklin® transformer No.. 6647 locomotives and 

decoders!
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8. Decoder Settings (Programming) 

Chapter 8 is dedicated to changing the settings of the locomotive sound 

decoder. Unless you are familiar with the handling of CVs please take the time to 

read these occasionally quite complex instructions.

After an introduction to the world of parameters in chapter 8.1, we explained in 

Section 8.2 how to change various parameters in DCC and Märklin® centers. 

The chapter section 9 to 17 illustrate, which parameters influence the behavior of 

the LokSound decoder. 

8.1. Variable decoder features

Some features of a LokSound decoder such as the number of the function 

outputs or the maximum current carrying capacity of the motor output are 

physically fixed by the hardware and can not be changed. Nevertheless, there 

are all sorts of options, the behavior of the LokSound decoder by comparison 

change software-governed properties to influence. there are one or more 

memory locations where numbers or letters can be stored within the decoder for 

each adjustable parameter.

You can think of the individual memory locations as "tabs" that are stored in a 

large file box so that the individual cards can be found again, these have a 

number or marking with the property of the card, such as "loco" or "speed". Now, 

if you continue to imagine that these cards can be written with a pencil; Changes 

are therefore "erase and rewrite" by any time. Not all "cards" can be described: 

Some of information ones as the manufacturer's code are hard coded. The 

contents of the memory locations can be determined by you, then, and is read 

by the decoder during operation and take account Untitled. A procedure that is 

known as "programming"

8.1.1. M4 configuration area

has the above-described CV concept of NMRA some disadvantages le: On the 

one dealing with the collection CVs as CV29 is complicated due to the binary 

representation, on the other hand numerical value can be entered only one (!). 

How can you save with DA locomotive name?

There is no way for a center, zufinden challenges which CVs a decoder 

supports. The NMRA has "forgotten" to define a mechanism by which the 

decoder a control center can tell which properties it supports.

When introducing mfx® wanted to save the user the handling of CVs, values and 

binary system. Rather, the Panel should "consult" the appropriate decoder to the 

possible properties, only to simplify the entry of values thanks to a graphical user 

interface.

At one mfx® capable central They therefore do not contribute, for example, CV 3 

the value 15, but put the "acceleration time" to 10 seconds. Thanks mfx® you no 

longer remember that CV 3 contains the acceleration time and the value of 15 is 

equivalent to about 10 seconds. All these complex technique hides the mfx® 

center in front of you. Therefore, the decoder has at mfx® no direct input to the 

internal memory location, area called mfx® configuration is provided. Allowed is 

usually only indirect access via the user interface of the control panel. This 

procedure has only one problem: How can access zer other non-mfx® capable 

centers on the configura- tion area Besit-? Access used to be originally a register 

concept that was the NMRA DCC CVs. Here, however, not all properties of 

using mfx® were unfortunately reached. Moreover, it was not developed mfx® in 

the originally envisaged senses and "remains" largely due to the state of the 

decoder from 2004. At least since the ESU Central Station ® 60212 with the 

"Re-
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loaded "Update DCC taught and Märklin® at the current Central Station 2 

followed suit, this issue has clearly defused: All current mfx® centers speak DCC 

and can program DCC decoders. But since all LokSound dominate 5 Decoder 

DCC, you can now choose how you want to program the decoder:

• The Central Station ® 60212 Reloaded, Central Station 2 and Station 3 Central 

offer a graphic programming option for M4 decoder. This of course "knows" only 

the "old" ESU LokSound V3.5 and their capabilities, and the DAR to ajar, barely 

changed Marklin decoder. easily programmed through this menu advertising 

LokSound decoder 5 can. However, some options are not available because the 

center they do not "know".

In particular, the change of function key assignments (mapping) is not 

possible. Here is necessary to resort to the DCC programming. Also, the 

menus in the Central Station ® are locked.

• You can access functions at any time via DCC programming to all Op. If you 

have an ESU ECoS, we recommend this type of access. This center also brings 

a fitting de- coderprofil with the decoder.

8.1.2. M4, the mfx® compatible protocol by ESU

In introducing the mfx® data protocol, the goods were signs by Märklin® 

protected. Therefore ESU uses the term M4 for all decoders that use this data 

format, from January of 2009. M4 is technically 100% compatible with mfx®. All 

ESU decoders and Central, which dominate M4 can be easily combined with the 

corresponding Märklin mfx® products. We apologize for this, unavoidable for 

legal reasons conceptual chaos.

8.1.3. Configuration variable (CVs)

The sound decoders follow the CV created in the USA. The name CV ( 

"Configuration Variable") derives from the fact that the storage cells described 

above are not only variable, but also the behavior of the decoder con- figuring.

8.1.3.1. Standardization in NMRA

The NMRA (National Model Railroad Association) has placed fixed, right through 

which CVs loading parameters of a decoder is. The DCC norm denotes the CVs 

fixed with numbers, the most important are specified binding. This makes the 

handling of CVs is simplified for the user, since decoder unterschiedlichster 

manufacturers of these standards follow the ER and got to deal with CVs can be 

applied the same everywhere. In the DCC CV concept number values from 0 

can be written in the CVs to the 255th Each CV carries only one number. While 

the position (CV number) is specified, the range of values can vary quite. Not all 

CVs must accept values from 0 to 255th

In the list of CVs in Chapter 21, which allowed for sound decoders values are 

shown.

8.1.3.2. Bits and bytes

The most CVs contain numbers: CV 1 beispiels- example includes the 

locomotive address. . This can be between 1 - 127 Lie gen So while most CVs 

expect numerical values, other CVs are more likely to be understood as a 

collection of different "switches" that manage various functions together (usually 

on or off): Good examples of this are the CVs 29 and 49: for those of CVs 

provided for the CV value must be calculated itself. This depends on the desired 

attitudes from:

Check out in the table in Chapter 21, the explanations for CV 29: First, decide 

which switched on the options or to be turned off. In the Value column STE hen 

two numbers for each option. If the option is disabled
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8.2.2. Programming with ESU ECoS

Owner of a ESU ECoS can their sound decoders Particularly conveniently 

program. ECoS has called Deco derprofile with that help the decoder can be 

programmed graphically. In the decoder, the profile supported CVs are stored for 

each decoder so that ECoS can read this and display it on the screen. Chapter 

16.5. the ECoS manual buchs provides more information.

Make sure that you always apply the latest ECoS firmware comparable. If new 

decoder added to the LokSound family, only an update will add the required 

decoder profile in your ECoS.

8.2.3. Programming with Märklin® 6021

The Märklin® Central 6021 has a special significance: Since they do not comply 

with the NMRA DCC standards, LokSound decoders implement a special 

programming procedure that needs to be closely eingehal- th. A reading of the 

values is not possible. There are two modes available: in short mode parameters 

with a number <80 can be changed, if the desired value is also lower <80th

In the long mode, all parameters can be changed with values from 0 to 255th 

Because the display of 6020/6021 only double-digit values allows the values to 

be entered must be split and entered in two steps.

8.2.3.1. Jump into the programming mode

Enter programming mode 6020/6021: The throttle must be set to 0. There must 

be no other locomotives are on site. Make komotive to the flashing signals of the 

Lo!

• Press the "Stop" - and "Go" button of the 6021 simultaneously (jointly) until a 

reset is triggered (alternately plug the transformer pull). Press the "Stop" button, 

so that the rail

is is the respective value 0, otherwise a number between 1 and 128. Add all the 

values for the respective options to get the value to be written into the CV. For 

example, suppose you want to go with ECoS DCC with 128 movement stages, 

Analogue detection should be active (because you also analogous to operate 

your locomotive). All other options are excluded on.

Therefore, the CV 29 set to the value 6 (0 + 2 + 4 + 0 = 6). 

8.2. Programming with popular Digital Systems

As explained, each LokSound can not be programmed with any center. This 

section explains what how does.

8.2.1. Programming with DCC systems

LokSound know all the programming methods of NMRA, so in addition to the 

Programmiergleismodi (Direct Mode, re gister Mode, Page Mode) and the main 

track programming ( "POM" Programing on Main). 

With the main track programming, you can comfortably program your decoder 

without having to remove the locomotive from the complex. For this, the Central 

to the decoder by appeal using the locomotive address, for instance: 

"Locomotive number 50, write in CV3 the value 7!". So the locomotive address 

must be known. A reading CV values is not possible unfortunately. Read CV 

values on the main track is, however, possible rail Com®. For details, see 

Chapter 17th

On the programming track you can - even read CV values and controlled lose - 

provided a suitable DCC system. Furthermore, you can reprogram decoders on 

the programming track without knowing the locomotive address because the 

system sends here commands such as "Write in CV3 the value 7!". Each de- 

coder which receives this command will execute it. ESU counts as in the 

standard DCC set the bits from 0 to 7, while some manufacturers (eg Lenz) the 

bits 1-8 count.
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voltage is switched off Enter the current Decoderad- ress one. Do not know the 

address, enter "80".

• Press the Power Reversal on speed controller (speed controller to the left 

beyond the stop turn until you hear a click), hold the knob and then press the 

"Go" button. Please note that the 6021/6020 only permits you to enter the 

Values 01 to 80 wt. A value of 0 is missing. Instead of "0" must always be 

entered "80".

8.2.3.2. short mode

The decoder is in the short mode (the headlights flash periodically in brief 

intervals). 

• Now enter the number of the CV that you möch- change th, eg 01 (two digits).

• For confirmation activate the Power Reversal (Now the lighting flashes twice 

briefly).

• Now enter the new value for the CV, eg: 15 (two digits).

• Confirm by reversing press (about 1 second illumination lights continuously for 

confirmation). 

• You can now enter other CVs you want to change. 

• The programming mode (press "Stop" button on the 6021, then "Go" button) "80" 

or power cycle the track voltage by selecting CV. 

8.2.3.3. long mode

The long mode can be reached by writing the short mode in CV 07 the value 

07th The decoder acknowledges the alternating sel in the long mode by slowly 

flashing lights.

• Now enter the hundreds and tens digit in CV, you want to change. Example: You 

want to CV 124 change, so enter here "12".

• Confirm by reversing press (Now the lighting flashes long, short, periodic).

• Now enter double digits the ones digit of the CV. (In our example: "04").

• press the Power Reversal to confirm. Now the decoder expects the entry of the 

CV value. The lighting flashes Long, short, short (periodic)

• Enter (two digits) then the hundreds and tens digit of the new CV value one. 

(Example: You want the value to be written 135 so enter "13" a..)

• press the Power Reversal to confirm. Now the lights will flash Long, short, short, 

short (periodic)

• Now enter (two digits), the unit of the new CV value (in the example: "05")

• Confirm by reversing press (about 1 second illumination lights continuously for 

confirmation). 

• You can now enter other CVs in long mode, you want to change.

• The long mode by power cycling the rail voltage (press "Stop" button on the 

6021, then How-the "Go" button) to leave.

8.2.4. Programming with Märklin® Mobile Station ® 1

Even with the original Mobile Station ® 1 (60562) can be changed some CVs of 

the decoder. For this, the general will use my register programming menu. only 

the CVs 1 can be changed to 80 as in the 6021, the possible values for the CVs 

are also limited to the range of 1 to 80 wt.

The programming menu is in the locomotive menu Mobile station® only for 

certain locomotives available, which must be created from the database. It must 

be a locomotive that is programmable. To change, proceed as follows:

• Create a new locomotive from the database. The exact superiors hens as you 

read the manual for the Mobile Station ®:

• Select Lok 36,330th The display shows the locomotive Ee 3/3 is to actively look.

• By pressing the "MENU / ESC" button, you can now under the 
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Heading "LOK CHANGE" the individual functions such as name, ad ress, 

change, etc.. The last function one finds the possibility of register programming 

(REG). Choose this menu item for writing CVs.

• First, select the CV (from the Mobile Station ® "REG" loading records) and then 

the desired value and confirm this each by pressing the toggle button.    

• The Mobile Station ® will program the new value into the decoder once.

Please remove before programming necessarily all other locomotives that are 

not to be programmed!

8.2.5. Programming with Märklin® Mobile Station ® 2

For programming with the Mobile Station ® 2, follow the instructions the manual 

for programming DCC decoders.

8.2.6. Programming with Märklin® Central Station

The Central Station ® 1 in the software to version 2.04, a program CVs 1 to 80 is 

possible via the Motorola® programming menu. Unfortunately, the Central 

Station ® here- permitted in only the input of the values 01 to 80. For more 

information on this programming mode, refer to the Central Station ® Manual 

Chapter eighth

Owners of a Central Station "Reloaded" or Central Station 2 can easily mieren 

programmed with DCC sound decoders. For the CS1 "Reloaded" please 

proceed as described in the manual Chapter 18 ( "Decoder programming"). If 

you use a Central Station 2 and Central Station 3, DCC programming is a little 

trickier.

• Insert a new locomotive manually. This also has successes gen when the decoder 

hat.Die already reports automatically via mfx® reasonable address of the 

locomotive is not important here.

• Call the new "dummy" locomotive on a controller.

• Call the Lok Edit menu and select the type "DCC"

• Call the Lok Edit function

• You now have to enter all CV's that you want to edit in the list. Only then the 

panel will read out the values and save the changes back.

Alternatively, you can LokSound decoder 5, who signed autmatisch, directly via 

the decoder menu mierrn programmed. However, not all options of the decoder 

are there offered may. This compromise is necessary to use all available on the 

market mfx® headquarters. Supply which these centers are assuming that it is 

Märklin® decoder. When in doubt, DCC programming verwen- to.

8.2.7. Programming with LokProgrammer

The sold separately LokProgrammer 53451 offers the easiest and most 

comfortable way to change the CVs of the sound decoders: Clicking on your 

MS-Windows computer. The computer saves you searching for various CV 

numbers and values. Refer to the documentation of LokProgrammer more 

information. With the LokProgrammer all properties of ESU Deco are achievable. 

Because access follows ER regardless of data format, this works well with mfx® 

decoders. For LokSound 5 please use the software, version 5.0.0., Which is 

available on our website to download!

Program
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8.2.8. Programming with ROCO® Multimaus

Due to a bug in the firmware Multimaus® 1:00 so that none of the current 

LokSound decoder 5 programmed can unfortunately be. You have to update 

through retailers or ROCO® service on version 1.04 or later your Multimaus® in 

this case.

Rocos Multimaus® unfortunately can not program CVs via number 255 due to a 

firmware bug, which was only resolved with the version 1.04. In order to still 

work with older multi mice union to enable proper programming, an auxiliary 

procedure was implemented. Here, instead of programming the actual CV (their 

number so can not be reached), first the number of the desired CV programmed 

into two assisting CVs (so-called. Address register). Subsequently, the value of 

the desired CV-CV in a further auxiliary is programmed (so-called. Values 

register). When writing the value register content is then copied to the desired 

location and actually reset the auxiliary CVs again. It must be programmed 3 

CVs to a CV describe ben to. The 3 CVs mean the following:

CV name description value range

96 Address offset Saves the hundreds digit of CV number to 

be actually programmed

0 - 9

97 address Saves the tens digit and put the CV 

number to be programmed

0-99

99 value Stores the value of the CV which is to be 

programmed 

0-255

Example: You want to be programmed with the CV 317 with value 120. Proceed 

as follows.:

• Program the value of the hundreds digit of CV number in CV 96. In our example: 

CV 96 = third

• Program the units and tens of CV number in 

Program

CV 97. In our example: CV 97 = 17th

• Program the desired value in CV 99. In our example: CV 99 = 120th

Once you have programmed the CV 99, the value of CV 99 in the CV 317 will be 

transferred. After programming the CVs 96 are 97 and 99 automatically reset.

8.2.9. Programming with ROCO® Lokmaus II

The ROCO® Lokmaus II is one of the most successful DCC centers at all. As an 

inexpensive entry-level system designed She suffers from the disadvantage that 

both the CV numbers and the CV values can be entered only two digits. Similar 

to the Multimaus® this problem with the help of an auxiliary procedure can be 

overcome. Here, instead of programming the actual CV, first the number of the 

CVs programmed into two assisting CVs (so-called. Address register). 

Subsequently, the value of the desired value is split into two halves and 

programmed into two further sub-Cvs (so-called. Values register). When writing 

the last value register content is then copied to the desired location and actually 

reset all assisting CVs again. It must be programmed 4 CVs.

The 4 CVs mean the following:

CV name description value range

96 Address offset Saves the hundreds digit of CV number to 

be actually programmed

0 - 9

97 address Saves the tens digit and put the CV 

number to be programmed

0-99

98 value Offset Stores the Hunderstelle of the value of the 

advertising programs the intended.

0-9

99 value Saves the tens digit and put the value of 

the CV to be programmed

0-99

Program
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Example: You want to be programmed with the CV 317 with value 120. Proceed 

as follows.:

• Program the value of the hundreds digit of CV number in CV 96. In our example: 

CV 96 = 3

• Program the units and tens of CV number in CV 97. In our example: CV 97 = 17

• Program the hundreds digit of CV value in CV 98. In our example: CV 98 = 1

• Program the units and tens of CV value in CV 

99. In the example: CV = 99 20

Once you have programmed the CV 99, the desired value will be transferred to 

the CV 317th After programming, the CVs 96, 97, 98 and 99 automatically reset.

9. Address Settings

Each sound decoders requires a unique address, un- ter of the panel can talk to 

him. Depending on the decoder and digital system there are different ways in 

which these addresses are assigned.

9.1. Short addresses in DCC operation

Sound decoders are normally controlled with a so-called. Brief address, which is 

stored in CV1. Possible value ranges are by DCC of 1 - 127. The decoder hear 

the brief address, the bit must be 5 deleted in CV29. Some digital systems (eg 

ROCO® Lokmaus2, Lenz® digital plus, Lenz® compact) as short address only 

values 1 - 99th

9.2. Long addresses in DCC operation

Alternatively, sound decoders (4-digit addresses called.) Can also be operated 

with long addresses. Here are values 128-10239 possible. The long address is 

stored in the two CVs. 17 and 18 Thus the LokSound responds to the long 

address these needs by setting bit 5 are switched on in CV 29th

CV 29, Bit 5 switches respectively between long and short addressed to se. The 

decoder can only ever listen to one of the two addresses.

If you use your möch- LokSound with long addresses th, it is convenient to have 

programmed the desired address directly through the digital system: most 

modern digital systems (eg ESU ECoS, Bachmann EZ Command® Dy namis®) 

offer a menu for entering long addresses. The center not only programs CV 29 

correctly but also ensures the correct storage of the long address in CV17 and 

18th

If you want to program the long address manually in CV 17 and 18, please refer 

to section 22.1.

Program
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9.3. Motorola® address

LokSound decoders can be operated in the Motorola® format. The address used 

for this mode is stored in CV1.

The address is the short address DCC in Section 9.1. identical. So the sound 

decoders hear both the DCC and in Motorola® mode at the same address. The 

possible values chen spaces in 7.2.2.2. listed.

Märklin® digital device (6020, 6021, Delta®) can only use addresses used to 80 

wt. If you have set a higher value in CV1, you will not be able to control the train 

with these centers.

9.3.1. Subsequent addresses for more features

In Advanced Motorola® format in addition to the light (F0) were - function only 

the functions F1 to F4 are provided. This is certainly for the many functions of 

the LokSound 5 far too little. Therefore, it is possible any decoder up to 3 

additional (a total of

to give 4) addresses. These so-called subsequent addresses Schliemann, the 

actual stored in CV1 address SEN and only serve to trigger functions. The motor 

control is done solely via the base address (CV1).

Example: You select the address of a BR 50 50 in CV 1. You want three 

subsequent addresses. These are then 51, 52 and 53. Then turn the following 

functions when you enter the addresses on your 6021:

Surname example address features

base address 50 F0, F1 - F4

Follow Address 1 51 (50 + 1) F5 - F8

Follow Address 2 52 (50 + 2) F9 - F12

Follow address 3 53 (50 + 3) F13 - F16

Program

Make sure that the sequence of addresses to another vehicle are occupied. 

Otherwise, you'll inadvertently control multiple vehicles!

The result addresses are enabled by using the CV 49th Responsible bits 3 and 

7. For compatibility reasons, are not lying this together. The relationship is as 

follows:

Bit 7 Bit 3 Meaning 

Value that must be added to 

CV 49

0 0 no follow-address 0

0 1 Next address 1 is active 8th

1 0 Result address 2 active 128

1 1 Follow address three active 136

Read to enable the subsequent addresses initially the value of CV 49 (ex works: 

CV 49 = 1) and add add the value shown in the column. 4 To activate, for 

example, three subsequent addresses, so you need to CV 49 with a value of 136

+ 1 = describe 137th

Subsequent addresses are only active in Motorola® mode. 

9.4. Addresses in M4 operation

Also, in a mfx® (compatible) system addresses are used for addressing a 

locomotive. However, these are allocated automatically when the decoder from 

the central unit. The addresses can be either manually entered even more user 

read out from loading.
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9.5. Turning off unneeded data protocols

If you know exactly which plants you will be "on the way" you can not turn off 

unnecessary protocols. This can be useful when multi-protocol exchanges lead 

to problems men. Responsible is the CV 47th

CV 47 bit protocol value

0 

DCC protocol DCC 

protocol 

10

1 

M4 protocol an M4 

protocol 

20

2 

Motorola® protocol Motorola® 

protocol 

40

3 

Selectrix® protocol Selectrix® 

protocol 

80

From the factory, all protocols active (CV 47 = 15). To determine the value for 

CV 47, just add all the values in the third column, write this in CV 47th

which allows you to change the CV 47, the protocol can not be switched off for 

safety reasons. use

eg an ESU ECoS and write CV 47 with DCC, the DCC protocol will remain on. 

Use beispielswei- se a 6021, the Motorola® protocol can not be switched off.

Access via the LokProgrammer can not be disabled.

address settings

10. adapt driving behavior

10.1. Acceleration and braking delay

Acceleration time and deceleration can be adjusted independently. but you can 

set a long deceleration such as a spa ze acceleration. The acceleration time is 

set in CV3 which Bremsverzöge- tion in CV4. Allowed values are 0 (no delay) to 

255. The set in these CVs work speed dependent, times: At high speed, the 

distance covered within the given period of time is of course way bigger. In other 

words, the faster the braking distance will be the locomotive, the longer.

The time of acceleration in addition to the value of the CV 3 is always the value 

of the CV 23 is either added or subtracted. This is used to adapt within a multiple 

unit. The braking time is taken into account, the value of CV 24th How to set an 

independent on the speed constant brake distance section 10.5.

10.1.1. Turn off acceleration / deceleration

Sound decoders can deactivate by pressing a button, the acceleration and 

deceleration times. This is particularly handy for shunting since your locomotive 

responds directly to the controller.

10.1.2. Shunting

The shunting can be switched from the factory with F6. It causes a halving of the 

speed in each gear. Thus it can be run more sensitive overall at lower speeds, 

which fenbetrieb to maneuver especially in the 14-Fahrstu- is very useful. The 

desired speed in shunting mode can be set with CV one hundred and first
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10.2. VMin, VMax. and speed characteristics

LokSound decoder 5 internally know 256 speed steps. These can be adapted to 

the characteristics of the locomotive and to the available speed steps (14, 28, or 

128) are assigned.

For influencing the driving behavior of the Minimalgeschwin- can set speed when 

driving off with CV. 2 The maximum speed can be limited on request with CV 

fifth spread between the starting and the maximum speed LokSound decoder 5, 

the speed steps always schwindigkeitskennlinie using an overall. The speed 

characteristic curve having 28 entries (CV 67-94).  

CV 67 is always set to 1, CV 94 is always set to the 255th The values in 

between, lying can be distributed as desired. The characteristic can not be 

turned off.

thus the CV 2 and CV 5 define a scaling factor by which scales the points of the 

curve. Consider the characteristic for illustration in Fig. 34. The last Kennlinie- 

neintrag (CV 94) is 255. This would mean full speed. Now want a reduced 

maximum speed, so you only have to reduce the value of CV. 5 The decoder 

expects ( "squeezes") then the curve so that the

adjusting your driving behavior

desired characteristic curve is run through, despite reduced speed.

It is the same with the first entry. Depending on the value of the CV 2, the 

characteristic curve is lifted up and scaled.

10.3. Switching between modes

It is always a flying change between a digital and a conventional layout section is 

possible. While comparable The locomotive behaves as follows:

10.3.1. AC digital - analog DC voltage

The decoder monitors the polarity of the track power when entering the analog 

section. If the polarity of the portion (and the consequent direction of travel NEM) 

consistent with the direction of travel in the digital section, further, the locomotive 

moves without stopping at the rail voltage in the analog section corresponding 

speed. If the polarity does not match than the behavior depends on the setting of 

the CV 27 from: If the DC brake mode is active, the locomotive stops taking into 

account the braking time, otherwise it changes its direction and is backing out of 

the analog section , chapter

10.4. find more information about braking distances and the corresponding 

settings.

10.3.2. AC digital - analog AC

Substituted a locomotive in an analogue AC section, the locomotive will continue 

while maintaining the current direction with a rail voltage corresponding 

VELOCITY. 

10.3.3. AC analog - Digital (directional)

When re-entering the digital section of the decoder compares the current 

direction of the locomotive with the coming from the track digital information: 

Does the actual direction of travel as the one sent by the digital central direction 

match, the locomotive continues with the new, determined by the Central speed.

Figure 34: Speed characteristic

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 255

128

1
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Does the direction not match the commands from the control center, the 

behavior depends on the setting of "bit" (also See Section 16.1 for details.) If the 

directional bit is set, the decoder ignores the talzentrale of the digi-coming 

directional information so locomotive runs only once more with the current 

direction; only the speed is taken from the headquarters. Actual and talzentrale 

from the digi desired direction do not match first match until at the central one 

direction switching occurs. Is this not been set, the locomotive stops with the 

THE SET th deceleration, changes its direction and moves back to the 

conventional sector. What happens next is described in 10.4.1. or 10.4.2.

10.3.4. AC digital - digital

A "flying" Switching between digital modes Mo torola® and DCC is possible at 

any time. The LokSound decoder interprets each valid data packet 

headquarters.

A change from Selectrix® back to DCC or Motorola® and M4 is only possible 

through a power interruption (see. Section 7.2.3).

As mentioned in Section 7.2.4, a change from Motorola or DCC to mfx® at any 

time once the decoder receives a valid mfx® package. When changing from 

mfx® by Motorola® or DCC (locomotive changes such as a fixed asset removal, 

which is still controlled by a 6021), accepted the decoder Motorola® package 

only after a period of about 4 seconding - the. The first 4 seconds of the current 

speed the locomotive with Ge and continue direction.

10.3.5. System change when the analog operation

You may have to your decoder off analogue mode (CV 29 bit 2 Clear). When the 

locomotive from digi- tal into the analogue one enters, the locomotive will 

continue with the current speed and direction. However, you can not issue any 

commands to the locomotive again enters a digital section of the locomotive.

adjusting your driving behavior

Under certain circumstances, the decoder interprets the analogue DC voltage as 

a braking distance and stops nevertheless take note of Section 10.4.
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adjusting your driving behavior

10.4. braking distances

Braking distances serve to brake the decoder regardless of the data sent from 

the control center information. This function is often used for stopping a train in 

front of a red signal. LokSound detects a brake command, it will stop with the 

programmed deceleration. After the forced stop the locomotive begins to move 

away again and accelerates with the adjusted in CV 3 time.

Depending on the digital system there are different ways to influence the 

decoder so that it stops.

10.4.1. DC braking mode

To activate the DC braking mode has overall bit 3 in CV 27 to be set. The sound 

decoders is precisely then decelerate during active braking mode when it enters 

from a digital section to a direct current portion, and the polarity of the rail 

nenspannung NOT with the current travel direction of the deco DERS matches. 

Then, the locomotive stops taking into account the braking time.

10.4.2. Märklin® braking section

The Märklin® modules 72441/72442 place substantially Toggle instead of the 

digital signals, a DC voltage (DC) on the track. LokSound decoders detect this 

voltage and advertising to continue as long as the recognition set by bit 3 and bit 

4 in CV 27 (So: CV 27 = Value 24). The signal generated by these modules 

looks the same as DC from conventional DC-transformers. The sound decoders 

could misinterpret this and switch to the analogue mode instead of brake.

Would you like to control LokSound decoder with DCC signals, but still keep 

your Märklin® brake sectors then you should switch off the DC analogue mode 

by deleting bit 1 in CV 50th Then the LokSound will stop correctly.

10.4.3. Selectrix® diodes braking distance

sound decoders recognize also the Selectrix®

Diode braking distance and stop correctly.

10.4.4. ABC braking mode

LokSound decoder 5 also support the ABC braking technique. Here, in a rail half 

of a group of anti-parallel DIO is the soldered. By the voltage drop across the 

diodes results in an asymmetrical DCC signal. Sound decoders can measure 

this voltage difference between left and right half of the signal can stop the 

decoder on request. To apply the ABC technique, you need nonferrous ben 

appropriate decoder, an appropriate brake modules. The ABC technique can be 

used with boosters which offer egg NEN exactly balanced output. All ESU and 

Lenz® stations and boosters guarantee a balanced output. The use of other 

booster is not recommended for the ABC technique.

• If the LokSound decoder stop when the track signal is on the right side than on 

the left, so put 27 bit 2 in CV.

• If the LokSound decoder stop when the track signal is on the left side than on 

the right side, so you put 27 Bit 1 in CV.

• To be held back, no matter what track half the diodes zen sit-, please contact 

CV 27 bit 2 and bit 1 (CV 27 = 3).

10.4.4.1 ABC slow travel section

The decoder also recognize the possible union slow speed sections with the 

Lenz BM2 module. The speed desired overall in the low-speed section can be 

set in CV 123rd A value of 255 corresponds here to full throttle, the value 0 

would stop the locomotive.

10.4.4.2. NBC detection threshold

In some cases of operation, it may happen that the locomotive sound decoder does 

not recognize the ABC braking distance. This may at
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of the cabling are used or to the brake boosters or diodes. 

With the help of CV 134, the detection sensitivity can be influenced. Change the 

value value (12) gradually and test until the result is OK.

10.4.4.3. ABC shuttle train

LokSound decoders allow 5 in conjunction with the ABC technique a simple, 

centralized independent commuter trains. Here- to must ensure at each end of 

the commute an ABC braking module for braking because the train. The module 

must be respectively installed so that the locomotive is expected to reduce in a 

direction to the left, with the other right direction (see FIG. Section 10.4.4). With 

the help of CV 149, the Pendelzugautmatik can be activated if a stay> 0 seconds 

is set. eg CV 149 = 20. Set will slow down the decoder upon detection of an 

ABC-stopping stretch first, wait 20 seconds and then change direction. Since the 

braking zone but is only active for one side of the track, the locomotive will then 

sit down again on the move. At the other end of the commute in recognizing the 

braking section is the whole "game" nen BEGIN again. CV 149 = 0 ends the 

ABC commuter trains.

10.4.5. ZIMO HLU braking distance

By setting CV 27 bit 2 LokSound can five decoders also respond to Zimo's HLU 

commands. The maximum speed in the desired areas can be indicated 

accurately by means of the CVs 150-154.

10.4.6. Braking distance delay

Sometimes a bad rail contact can cause the brake signal is no longer recognized 

correctly by the decoder. In this case, the decoder undesirably would accelerate 

again. With the help of CV 102 a delay value can be specified. Only when the 

decoder for the THE SET there te time finds no stopping stretch, the braking 

mode will be left.

10.5. constant braking distance

An attractive feature is hidden behind the CV 254 (ESU braking mode): This 

allows a constant path set advertising to which the train, from the beginning of 

the brake sector to the stopping. This makes it possible, regardless of the rate-of 

locomotive speed always to come to a halt just before the red signal. The 

LokSound then calculates the required brake the locomotive.

The larger the value in CV 254, the longer the braking distance. Simply make 

some appropriate for your Lok values from best on a test track.

If the value of CV 254 equal to 0, the time-dependent ge braking mode in accordance 

with Section 10.1 is automatically activated. The constant braking distance is only active 

in braking distances. If the knob is rotated manually to speed step 0, the braking time by 

CV 4 is used.

With the help of CV253 can be selected as the LokSound decelerating.

Figure 35: Constant braking distance

A train) decelerates linearly: Immediately after entering the braking section 

delaying linar until it comes to a stop.

Entry into the braking distance Desired stopping point (defined 

by CV 254)

Train B) is fast, just a short drives on until his 

berechne-

th braking point, slows from to the 

breakpoint.

Train C) also 

continue to the calculated 

braking point, decelerates 

then constant up to the 

stop point.

path

s
p

e
e

d
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10.5.1. linear braking

CV253 = 0: The locomotive begins immediately after the occurrence of the 

braking command, linearly decelerate. The braking force is selected coder so the 

de- that regardless of the Ausgangsgeschwin- speed after reaching the defined 

path in CV 254 the locomotive is. The dashed line in Fig. 35 shows the 

relationship.

10.5.2. Constant linear deceleration

CV253> 0: If the value in CV253 higher than 0, the locomotive runs at entry onto 

the braking distance initially for some time unchanged WEI ter, then abzubrem- 

with the set in CV253 braking time sen. The strength of the braking effect is 

constant here and set in CV253. The decoder changes the brake timing so that 

at the end stops at the correct point, the locomotive. Fig. 35 illustrates the 

relationship.

10.5.3. pull trains

Thus turning trains arrive correctly before the red signal to a stop, the braking 

distance for reverse travel can be set separately on request. This purpose is 

served CV 255. If there is a value greater than 0, the value of CV 254 applies 

Windwärts ride for starters, the value in CV 255 of reversing. Typically, the value 

of going astern (ie control car ahead) shortest must be set zer.

10.5.4. Braking at speed level 0

Thus the (constant) braking distance is applied, the decoder must normally 

detect a braking distance. This is sometimes disadvantage way particularly 

systems with computer software, because the software sends the "brake 

command" directly in the form of speed step "0", whether physically present 

brake section. Thus 5 takes into account the braking distance even in this case, 

the operation LokSound can be bit 7 defined by set of CV 27, that is to be 

braked also in maintaining the speed level "0".

10.6. braking functions

LokSound decoder 5 have three brake functions to influence the desired braking 

times. Is withdrawn as soon as the brake function is active: For each of the three 

braking functions, a percentage value can be set individually, that of the actual 

braking time (CV 4 say). The braking functions arbei- th cumulative, so that the 

braking time is getting shorter as braking functions are active. The braking 

functions can be individually or joint at any function key. The proportions to be 

subtracted from each CV 4 are indicated in the CVs 179, 180 and 181st A value 

of 0 means 0%, the value of 255 means 100%.

For example, the value 60 in CV 4 results in a regular braking time of 15 

seconds. In CV 179 of the value 90 for the Bremsfunktion1, in CV 180, the value 

200 is stored for braking function. 2 Now, if one brake function is active, then a 

real brake time results of 60 * (256-90) / 256 = 39. When brake function 2 is 

active, the result is 60 * (256-200) / 256 = 13. If the brake functions 1 and 2 are 

active, the result is 60 * (256-90-200) / 256 = 0 (negative brake values are not 

allowed!)

Usually affects a braking function only th the Bremszei-, but does not initiate 

braking. For each braking function is now exis- advantage a CV (CV 182, CV 

183, and CV 184) to define the maximum speed level during active braking 

function. This maximum speed level can not be exceeded. Example 1: You want 

that the locomotive brakes to 0 with activated braking function. 1 Be therefore 

CV = 0. 182 Example 2: You want that while the locomotive brakes during active 

braking function 2, but a minimalistic gear 8 does not exceed proceeds (speed 

limit). Write therefore CV 183 = 8. In this case, the locomotive will drive never 

travel faster than speed level 8, no matter how high the controller is turned up. 

Turn the knob, however, manually down further, the locomotive will drive slower 

course.
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10.7. load simulation

With LokSound decoders 5 "normal" load to simulate zwe more load states by 

pressing a button next to the. Serve this purpose the two logical functions 

"alternative load" and "Heavy Load", both of which are separated onstaste with 

any functional switchable. The load condition for "alternative load" can 103 CV, 

the load condition for "Heavy Load" can be defined with CV 104th The value of 

128 does not change, values <128 mean light load (eg empty) values> 128 are 

used for heavier load conditions.

affects the value of the CV both the CV 3 (acceleration times) and the brake 

value (CV 4). The actual value of the acceleration and deceleration values can 

be calculated as follows: Acceleration time = CV 3 * (load value / 128). Braking 

time = CV 4 * (load value / 128).

Example 1: You want to simulate a very heavy train, and set the CV 104 for 

"Heavy Load" to the value 220. CV 3 and CV 4 is set to 60th Now, if the "Heavy 

Load" is active, the result for the

Acceleration and deceleration time = 60 * (220/128) = 103 Example 2: You want 

to simulate an empty run and hence set the CV 103 for "alternative load" to the 

value 32. For CV 3 and CV 4 is set again 60th If now is active "alternative load", 

results for the

Acceleration and deceleration time = 60 * (32/128) = 15. It can be active only 

one of the two load functions. If both buttons pressed, the "Heavy Load" has 

ority a higher primary and wins.

The load functions work cumulatively with the brake functions. This results in this 

way very realistic driving scenarios. Further down the load functions have 

influence on the sound sequence. Unless modeled by the sound designer is the 

noise behavior in a severe train unlike a deadhead.

10.8. Settings for analogue mode

The acceleration and top speed of the LokSound decoder can be set separately 

for analogue DC and AC mode. You can adjust in this way the speed of your 

locomotive in conventional operation. The required values should be by trial and 

error ER averages, since they depend on the transmission and the transformer 

type. Please note that factory load compensation logbetrieb in analog is active. 

This allows you a smooth control even at very low speeds.

10.8.1. Analog mode

Using the CV125-Start can be set at which the loco in analog - will set off DC 

operation. With CV126 the speed limit in analog is - set DC operation. The motor 

is switched off again as soon as the transformer voltage is below a certain value. 

This value is normally equal to the turn-on (CV125), but can also be reduced by 

an "offset". This offset is stored in CV 130th

Regardless of the motor functions (light, sound) at a different, usually lower 

voltage advance eingeschal- tet can be. If this is desired, the "offset" in CV is 

written 129th

The behavior can be described as follows: motor on 

CV 125

engine off CV 125 - CV 130

features a CV 125 - CV 129

functions CV 125 - CV 129 - CV 130
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10.8.2. AC analogue mode

Using the CV127-Start can be set at which the loco in analog - will set off AC 

operation. With CV128 the speed limit in analog is - AC operating set.

The motor is switched off again as soon as the transformer voltage is below a 

certain value. This value is normally equal to the turn-on (CV127), but can also 

be reduced by an "offset". This offset is stored in CV 130th

Regardless of the motor functions (light, sound) at a different, usually lower 

voltage advance eingeschal- tet can be. If this is desired, the "offset" in CV is 

written 129th

The behavior can be described as follows: motor on 

CV 127

engine off CV 127 - CV 130

features a CV 127 - CV 129

functions CV 127 - CV 129 - CV 130

10.9. engine brake

The LokSound decoder 5 may wish to short-circuit the motor during the stand. 

This "parking brake", the displacement roll of the locomotive at the slope and 

prevent the curl comparable wrestlers.

The engine brake can be switched on by setting bit 6 in CV 124 einge-.

The engine brake is effective only while the power is on track.

10.10. Configuring Power Pack

If you connect a "Power Pack", you can determine men, after which time the 

decoder off. Responsible is CV 113. There you can determine (as a multiplier of 

0.032768 seconds) the date after the decoder off on. You may wish to choose a 

time between 0.3 and 1.0 seconds to go in an emergency, your locos not too far. 

In order for the Power Pack also works in charge of the charge function output 

must be con- figured (AUX9 at LokSound, AUX7 at LokSound micro) on the 

"Power Pack Control".

First, write in CV 31 = 16, 32 CV = 0. Set thereafter for LokSound 

(AUX9) CV339 = 31 Insert thereafter for LokSound (AUX7) CV323 = 

31st
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11. Motor Control

The load regulation of the 6th generation of all LokSound decoder 5 is 

characterized by high precision. a very appealing driving characteristics can be 

your settings even with the standardization be reached for most locomotives.

11.1. Adjust load control

Set after the installation of the LokSound decoder and the ERS ten trials found 

that the locomotive runs very restless in the lower speed levels ( "jerky") or the 

locomotive makes a little extra jolt after stopping or otherwise dissatisfied with 

the handling of the locomotive , you should adjust the load control of the 

locomotive sound decoder to your locomotive.

Due to the abundance of different motors and drive systems there is 

unfortunately no single setting that suits all. The load control can be influenced 

with 6 CVs. You should check whether the cause of the rough, irregular 

performance due to any mechanical Bent driving rods are ge one common 

cause. If you turn off load compensation and the problem (set CV56 to 0) it still 

does not, there is probably a mechanical problem.

11.1.1. Parameter for frequently used Motors

The following table fig. 36 on the next page, we have listed the correct settings 

for the most common motors. Missing engines mean either that the default 

settings produce good results or that we do not have any knowledge about these 

engines. Set the appropriate values and drive the locomotive to the sample.

11.1.2. Adjustments for other Motors / "Fine Tuning"

Tolerance Because the motors available in the market the highly managerial 

differ, even within the same type. For this reason, it is possible with LokSound 

decoders functional

motor control

CV to adjust the load on control with the CVs and 51 to 56 CV 116 119 to the 

motor. If the values above do not lead to a satisfactory result can be further 

optimized.

Especially for the low-speed range (speed step 1) provides the LokSound 5 with 

the CV 51 and 52 CV, the option to change the control behavior reinforcement. 

With this help any judder can be prevented at the extreme low speeds. First, 

however, must be essential to ensure that no capacitors are more available from 

the motor terminals and the chassis. The collector of the engine may not be 

comparable lubricates and also the transmission should be clean and easy fen 

lauryl. The contact sheets and Schienenschleifer the locomotive should be clean 

and have good contact.

11.1.2.1. Parameter "K"

CV 54 stores the parameter "K" of the load control. This indicates the strength of 

the control. The larger the value, the stronger the decoder will try to readjust the 

engine when the speed needs to be adjusted.

Parameter "K" needs adjustment if the locomotive in the lower and medium 

speed steps "jerky" is running. Reduce the value of CV 54 then test whether the 

vehicle behavior is fine by 5 and. Repeat these steps until the locomotive runs 

cleanly in gear first

11.1.2.2. Parameter "I"

The value stored in CV 55 Parameter "I" provides important information to the 

decoder as acting "sluggish" the engine re- Changes. Engines with large 

flywheels are naturally trä- ger than small motors or coreless motors. Change 

the "I" parameter when the locomotive still makes a jump when stopping or 

shortly before or speed range in an overall (usually lower third) makes jumps or 

inconstant running.
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engine type comment CV 2 CV CV 51 9 CV 52 53 CV CV CV 54 55 CV 56 CV116 CV117 CV118 CV119

default settings ROCO, Liliput, Brawa 3 40 10 10 130 50 100 255 50 150 15 20

Fleiaschmann® round motor 3 20 20 20 110 50 200 255 50 150 20 25

Märklin® small flat commutator motor with magnet 51961 4 20 15 30 80 20 200 255 50 150 20 25

Märklin® large disc collector with magnet 51960 4 20 20 20 80 25 100 255 50 150 20 25

Märklin® drum commutator motor with magnet 51962 3 20 20 20 110 25 200 255 100 150 20 25

Märklin® 5 * -Hochleistungsmotor 3 20 20 20 110 25 200 255 100 150 20 25

Märklin® with Maxon Motor Remove suppression capacitors! 3 50 10 0 120 115 50 255 50 150 20 20

HAG® engines 3 20 20 15 100 40 150 255 50 150 20 25

Trix® with Maxon® engine Remove suppression capacitors! 3 50 10 0 120 115 50 255 50 150 20 20

Faulhaber® engines 3 50 0 0 100 25 50 255 100 150 20 25

PIKO® 5-pole motor (New Engine) 3 25 15 20 110 30 40 220 50 100 10 25

PIKO® 3-pole motor (Hobby motor) 4 25 15 20 120 25 50 220 50 80 10 25

Märklin® SoftdriveSine with control board (PWM) Load regulation off with CV 49 Bit 0 = 0 

3 40 10 10 130 50 100 255 50 150 15 20

Bühler® engine, generic 3 40 30 10 120 50 10 255 50 80 15 20

Bühler® engine Kiss locomotives 3 40 32 0 140 30 100 240 80 120 15 20

Figure 36: Table of load control values for commonly used motors

• Increase the value initially starting with the default value by about 5 if you 

verwen- an engine with large flywheel to. 

• Reduce initially starting with the default value by about 5 the value when the 

engine has no or a small centrifugal mass.

Test again and repeat your tests until the result is OK.

11.1.2.3. control reference

In CV 53, the so-called. Control reference voltage is stored. Here the returned 

from the engine at maximum speed EMF voltage must be saved. Depending 

contingent be adapted subject to the track voltage and the efficiency of the motor 

needs to these parameters.

When the locomotive reaches full throttle at about ¾ crank the knob and the last 

third of the throttle has no sichtba- speed when changing the locomotive leads, 

you should reduce the value of CV 53rd Reduce the value by 5-8 values and test 

the result. Repeat this until the
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negative impact on the quality of the measurement. The length of the 

measurement in each measuring period is referred to as "blanking". Fig. 37 

illustrates the relationship.

Lok just speed reaches Höchstgeschwin- fully up regulator. 

Conversely, if the locomotive runs seemingly too slow throttle is fully open, then 

you should increase the value of CV 53 se stepwise until the maximum speed is 

reached.

11.1.2.4. Parameter "K slow"

The CV 52 determines the control gain separately specifically for the whole slow 

down in speed step 1. If you are using the driving behavior hold at low speeds or 

start still not satisfied, on the other hand at medium and high speed steps 

everything fits, you should use the value of CV 52 to 5 - 10 einstel- higher len 

than the value in CV 54th

11.1.2.5. "K slow Cutoff"

used up to which the defined internal gear 52 in CV gain value in CV 51 is 

determined. From the mentioned gear, the decoder calculates a characteristic 

curve and increases the gain up to the set in CV 54th

11.1.2.6 regulation influence running slowly

In the CV 56 can be defined as start to operate at reduced speed control. Tends 

your engine, especially in the lower movement stages to ruckeligem driving, then 

the value in CV 56 should be reduced.

11.1.3. Measuring method of the EMF control

With the LokSound 5 it is now possible to change the EMF measurement as 

needed to achieve a better drivability for trial keynote engines. Thus, the 

LokSound 5 can control the motor, the motor is turned off at regular intervals and 

the measured emf voltage (generator voltage of the motor). The more often this 

measurement is done, the more it can be done accu- control. The frequency of 

measurement is called the "measurement period".

In addition to the frequency of measuring the length of the single nen measuring 

cycle is important. is measured, the longer, the more interference can be, for 

example, by Kommutatorbürstenfeuer

Figure 37: EMF measurement procedure

blanking interval 

blanking interval

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - measurement period -------------------

11.1.3.1. measurement period

With the help of CV 116, the length of the measurement period can be set for 

driving stage 1 in steps of 0.1 milliseconds. The range of values from 50 to 200 

thus enables measurement periods 5-20 milliseconds.

With the help of CV 117, the length of the measurement period at the highest 

speed level in steps of 0.1 milliseconds can be adjusted. The range of values from 

50 to 200 thus enables measurement periods 5-20 milliseconds.

can normally be the measurement period becomes larger with increasing speed 

(There are therefore fewer measurements performed) so that ER is maximum 

motor power at high speed ranges.

For coreless motors or other agile engines with little flywheel the measurement 

period can be reduced to achieve egg nen smoother running.
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11.1.3.2. blanking interval

With the help of CV 118, the length of the blanking interval can be set at driving 

stage 1 in steps of 0.1 milliseconds. The value range of 10 to 40 allows blanking 

intervals 1-4 milliseconds.

With the help of CV 119, the length of the blanking interval at the highest speed 

level in steps of 0.1 milliseconds can be adjusted. The value range of 10 to 40 

allows blanking intervals 1-4 milliseconds.

Normally, the blanking interval is slightly larger at high speed in order to obtain 

more accurate measurement results. Especially with old engines larger blanking 

interval can lead to more accurate measurements, since disturbances can be 

smoothed away.

11.1.4. Automatic motor calibration

5 LokSound decoder enable automatic calibration of motor parameters. This 

process often leads to egg nem very good load regulation behavior. A good 

result can not be guaranteed in any case, because of the infinite number of 

combinations of engines and transmissions, however. It's worth a try. Proceed 

as follows:

• Put the vehicle on a straight section of track, if possible without any slope. The 

track must be so long that the locomotive ca can drive at full speed to 2 sec- 

onds. This will be done automatically during Einmessens. Provide bumpers and 

the like, can thus the locomotive does not crash or derail!

• Call the locomotive on your hand control to, and make sure that the F1 key is 

turned off and the engine is off. Set the direction of travel as you would like the 

locomotive to drive off.

• Now write the value in the CV 54 0 (on the programming track or by means of 

the main track programming)

• Now press the "F1" key. The locomotive will now sit down automatically at full 

speed in motion. You will not be controlled during about 1.5 seconds!

• The engine will stop automatically and the Lastregel- determined are stored in 

the parameter CVs 51, 52, 53, 54, 55th

You can now based on these values further optimizations make to the load 

control parameters.

11.2. switch off load regulation

The load control can be turned off by writing CV 49 Bit 0 with 0.

When switched load control in the starting voltage CV2 should be increased so 

that the locomotive just starts at speed level 1 or the second

11.3. Adjust load control frequency

Normally, the load regulation of the LokSound decoder works with 40 kHz. It 

may be useful to reduce this frequency:

• The motor has inductance little "power" due to high (self)

• The built-in If suppressors such as capacitors, chokes, etc.) disturb load control 

but can not be removed (eg some older locomotives Gützold®). The PWM 

frequency may be provided in single CV 9 as a multiple of 1000 Hz. The range of 

10 to 50 allows frequencies from 10 kHz to 50 kHz.

11.4. Settings for C-Sinus Motor

LokSound decoder with 21MTC can SoftDrive C-Sinus motors indirectly via the 

installed in the locomotive control electronics. The LokSound can ersignale 

generate all necessary tax, provided you readjust certain settings: Load 

compensation must be turned off, as described in Section

11.2. shown.

The control electronics of the motor also need a switchable logic voltage, which 

can make the LokSound about AUX4 for encryption addition. So AUX4 must be 

active, both in the state and during the journey (both ways!) Describe the 

following CVs with the appropriate values. Make sure that CV 31 to value 16 and 

CV 32 contains the value. 8
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CV value

CV 257 48

CV 273 48

CV 289 48

CV 305 48

Alternatively, you can also use the LokProgrammer to activate AUX4 in stance 

as well as while driving in both directions, as shown in Figure 38th

Figure 38: Settings for C-Sinus

Furthermore, the serial interface (SUSI) has for some models are enabled 

because the built-in control electronics there lacked their stuffing here over so 

you erhält.Schalten SUSI by setting 124-bit 3 in CV. Starting from the value 

value of CV 124 (20), you should write to the value CV124 28th Unfortunately, 

there is another obstacle: the C-Sinussteuer- motherboard draws (too much) 

energy from the sound decoders. If you have activated Railcom at your office, or 

stretch Marklin brake installed, it can therefore men com- malfunction. therefore 

Connect a capacitor with about 47 uF be- tween U + and decoder ground as 

described in section 12.6. shown.
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12 function outputs

12.1. Function outputs

LokSound decoders have up to 22 physical function outputs. "Light Front" and 

"Lights" are used lighting for loading, the remaining are available for free. In 

addition, logical functions such exist "shunting", "Sound On / Off", "Brake 

function 1", etc.

The function outputs can be switched using the function keys of the digital center 

( "F-keys"). 

Usually F0 here refers to the light button, while the other keys are numbered 

from F1 upwards.

12.2. Function key assignment (mapping function)

The outputs can the available function keys are freely assigned. ESU used in a 

LokSound 5 again extended "Mapping", with the advantage that each output can 

be assigned without limitation, each key. Furthermore, the allocation may be 

forward and backward ride different. Furthermore, it is possible to connect 

multiple outputs simultaneously with a key. Unfortunately, this flexibility requires 

a large number of CVs. The problem is that the NMRA does not have enough 

provided CVs. The solution to this problem is called "Index CV access".

12.2.1. Index CV access

The CVs in the range 257 to 511 have a special meaning: they are "indexed". 

This means that the importance of these CVs can change depending on the 

value of a so-called "index registers". By changing the value in the index register 

to automatically shift the values and the importance of indexed CVs. In this way 

each CV in the range of 257 may - be used several times 511 and solves the 

lack of CVs. The CVs 31 and 32 are so-called index registers which the 

importance of CVs 257 - Define 511th With every change of CV31 and CV 32 to 

change the meaning and the value of CV 257-511 with the same.

The meaning of the other CVs (1 - 256) is independent of the value of the index 

register.

So before you change the value of CV in the range from 257, if you have entered 

note that the index register CV 31 and CV 32 contain the specified values. 

Currently CV must always contain the value 16 31st CV 32 can assume the 

values 0, 1, 2, 3 or. 4

12.2.2. Function Mapping

The function key assignment of the LokSound decoder 5 is very powerful and flexible 

at the same time:

• Each function key can switch any number of outputs simultaneously.

• An output can be switched with a plurality of function keys advertising the.

• Function keys can be linked (for example, overall F3 and F5 suppressed).

• Function keys can be inverted (eg NOT F8 overall suppressed).

• In addition to the buttons F0 to F31 and the involvement of the driving direction or 

speed (locomotive runs / stops) possible.

• The inclusion of up to 5 external sensors. While on the one hand, many model 

railroaders need exactly these functions to use all your engines optimally, the 

use of verifying is the function key assignment due to the many necessary union 

CVs the "Freestyle", the decoder programming. Take some time to understand 

the concept behind it, before making any changes to the even decoder. All the 

desired actions to be perform the decoder are internally arranged in a table. 

Therefore, we consider initially the basic structure as is shown in the table on the 

next page. There are visible two main groups:

• In the condition block is held, what has to happen that an issue occurs. 

Conditions are, for example, "F3" or "locomotive is forward, and F8 is turned"

function outputs
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• In the output block is fixed, what should happen if the condition (s) is satisfied / 

are. This may be the switching of a function output, or sound is turned on. The 

table always has exactly 72 entries, so-called "mapping lines". The decoder 

works constantly this table from top to bottom (lines 1 to 72), and checks for 

each mapping line, whether the conditions of the "conditional block" are met. 

ONLY then the decoder considers the desired actions in the output block and 

executes them. He then moves to the next row and begins at the end again from 

the top. This happens hundreds of times per second.

The conditions of each block are stored in CVs. Pro Map- pingzeile 10 CVs for 

the conditional block and 10 CVs for the output block are reserved. In the table 

on page 70, the charge of the respective mapping line CVs are indicated. 

Hereinafter, these CVs from "A" to "T" are numbered and are referred to as 

Control CV's.

Since all CVs involved are in the index range, of each PAS send value for CV 32 

mitangegeben same. Before you edit one of the CVs, you should make sure that 

the index CV 31 to 16, the CV was programmed to the value shown 32nd Note 

that the values for CV 32 for the conditional block and the output block are 

different.
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conditional block 

physical outputs 

Sound logic functions functions

1 3 257 258 259 260 261 262 363 264 265 266 8 257 258 259 260 261 262 263 264 265 266 2 

3 273 274 275 276 277 278 279 280 281 282 8 273 274 275 276 277 278 279 280 281 282 3 

3 289 290 291 292 293 294 295 296 297 298 8 289 290 291 292 293 294 295 296 297 298 4 

3 305 306 307 308 309 310 311 312 313 314 8 305 306 307 308 309 310 311 312 313 314 5 

3 321 322 323 324 325 326 327 328 329 330 8 321 322 323 324 325 326 327 328 329 330 6 

3 337 338 339 340 341 342 343 344 345 346 8 337 338 339 340 341 342 343 344 345 346 7 

3 353 354 355 356 357 358 359 360 361 362 8 353 354 355 356 357 358 359 360 361 362 8 

3 369 370 371 372 373 374 375 376 377 378 8 369 370 371 372 373 374 375 376 377 378 9 

3 385 386 387 388 389 390 391 392 393 394 8 385 386 387 388 389 390 391 392 393 394 10 

3 401 402 403 404 405 406 407 408 409 410 8 401 402 403 404 405 406 407 408 409 410 11 

3 417 418 419 420 421 422 423 424 425 426 8 417 418 419 420 421 422 423 424 425 426 12 

3 433 434 435 436 437 438 439 440 441 442 8 433 434 435 436 437 438 439 440 441 442 13 

3 449 450 451 452 453 454 455 456 457 458 8 449 450 451 452 453 454 455 456 457 458 14 

3 465 466 467 468 469 470 471 472 473 474 8 465 466 467 468 469 470 471 472 473 474 15 

3 481 482 483 484 485 486 487 488 489 490 8 481 482 483 484 485 486 487 488 489 490 16 

3 497 498 499 500 501 502 503 504 505 506 8 497 498 499 500 501 502 503 504 505 506 17 

4 257 258 259 260 261 262 363 264 265 266 9 257 258 259 260 261 262 363 264 265 266 18 

4 273 274 275 276 277 278 279 280 281 282 9 273 274 275 276 277 278 279 280 281 282 19 

4 289 290 291 292 293 294 295 296 297 298 9 289 290 291 292 293 294 295 296 297 298 20 

4 305 306 307 308 309 310 311 312 313 314 9 305 306 307 308 309 310 311 312 313 314 21 

4 321 322 323 324 325 326 327 328 329 330 9 321 322 323 324 325 326 327 328 329 330 22 

4 337 338 339 340 341 342 343 344 345 346 9 337 338 339 340 341 342 343 344 345 346 23 

4 353 354 355 356 357 358 359 360 361 362 9 353 354 355 356 357 358 359 360 361 362 24 

4 369 370 371 372 373 374 375 376 377 378 9 369 370 371 372 373 374 375 376 377 378 25 

4 385 386 387 388 389 390 391 392 393 394 9 385 386 387 388 389 390 391 392 393 394 26 

4 401 402 403 404 405 406 407 408 409 410 9 401 402 403 404 405 406 407 408 409 410 27 

4 417 418 419 420 421 422 423 424 425 426 9 417 418 419 420 421 422 423 424 425 426 28 

4 433 434 435 436 437 438 439 440 441 442 9 433 434 435 436 437 438 439 440 441 442 29 

4 449 450 451 452 453 454 455 456 457 458 9 449 450 451 452 453 454 455 456 457 458 30 

4 465 466 467 468 469 470 471 472 473 474 9 465 466 467 468 469 470 471 472 473 474 31 

4 481 482 483 484 485 486 487 488 489 490 9 481 482 483 484 485 486 487 488 489 490 32 

4 497 498 499 500 501 502 503 504 505 506 9 497 498 499 500 501 502 503 504 505 506 33 

5 257 258 259 260 261 262 363 264 265 266 10 257 258 259 260 261 262 363 264 265 266 34 

5 273 274 275 276 277 278 279 280 281 282 10 273 274 275 276 277 278 279 280 281 282 35 

5 289 290 291 292 293 294 295 296 297 298 10 289 290 291 292 293 294 295 296 297 298 36 

5 305 306 307 308 309 310 311 312 313 314 10 305 306 307 308 309 310 311 312 313 314

conditional block 

physical outputs 

Sound logic functions functions

37 5 321 322 323 324 325 326 327 328 329 330 10 321 322 323 324 325 326 327 328 329 330 38 5 337 338 339 340 341 342 343 344 345 346 10 337 338 339 340 

341 342 343 344 345 346 39 5 353 354 355 356 357 358 359 360 361 362 10 353 354 355 356 357 358 359 360 361 362 40 5 369 370 371 372 373 374 375 376 377 378 

10 369 370 371 372 373 374 375 376 377 378 41 5 385 386 387 388 389 390 391 392 393 394 10 385 386 387 388 389 390 391 392 393 394 42 5 401 402 403 404 405 

406 407 408 409 410 10 401 402 403 404 405 406 407 408 409 410 43 5 417 418 419 420 421 422 423 424 425 426 10 417 418 419 420 421 422 423 424 425 426 44 5 

433 434 435 436 437 438 439 440 441 442 10 433 434 435 436 437 438 439 440 441 442 45 5 449 450 451 452 453 454 455 456 457 458 10 449 450 451 452 453 454 

455 456 457 458 46 5 465 466 467 468 469 470 471 472 473 474 10 465 466 467 468 469470 471 472 473 474 47 5 481 482 483 484 485 486 487 488 489 490 10 481 

482 483 484 485 486 487 488 489 490 48 5 497 498 499 500 501 502 503 504 505 506 10 497 498 499 500 501 502 503 504 505 506 49 6 257 258 259 260 261 262 363 

264 265 266 11 257 258 259 260 261 262 363 264 265 266 50 6 273 274 275 276 277 278 279 280 281 282 11 273 274 275 276 277 278 279 280 281 282 51 6 289 290 

291 292 293 294 295 296 297 298 11 289 290 291 292 293 294 295 296 297 298 52 6 305 306 307 308 309 310 311 312 313 314 11 305 306 307 308 309 310 311 312 

313 314 53 6 321 322 323 324 325 326 327 328 329 330 11 321 322 323 324 325 326 327 328 329 330 54 6 337 338 339 340 341 342 343 344 345 346 11 337 338 339 

340 341 342 343 344 345 346 55 6 353 354 355 356 357 358 359 360 361 362 11 353 354 355 356 357 358 359 360 361 362 56 6 369 370 371 372 373 374 375 376 377 

378 11369 370 371 372 373 374 375 376 377 378 57 6 385 386 387 388 389 390 391 392 393 394 11 385 386 387 388 389 390 391 392 393 394 58 6 401 402 403 404 

405 406 407 408 409 410 11 401 402 403 404 405 406 407 408 409 410 59 6 417 418 419 420 421 422 423 424 425 426 11 417 418 419 420 421 422 423 424 425 426 

60 6 433 434 435 436 437 438 439 440 441 442 11 433 434 435 436 437 438 439 440 441 442 61 6 449 450 451 452 453 454 455 456 457 458 11 449 450 451 452 453 

454 455 456 457 458 62 6 465 466 467 468 469 470 471 472 473 474 11 465 466 467 468 469 470 471 472 473 474 63 6 481 482 483 484 485 486 487 488 489 490 11 

481 482 483 484 485 486 487 488 489 490 64 6 497 498 499 500 501 502 503 504 505 506 11 497 498 499 500 501 502 503 504 505 506 65 7 257 258 259 260 261 262 

363 264 265 266 12 257 258 259 260 261 262 363 264 265 266 66 7 273 274 275 276 277278 279 280 281 282 12 273 274 275 276 277 278 279 280 281 282 67 7 289 

290 291 292 293 294 295 296 297 298 12 289 290 291 292 293 294 295 296 297 298 68 7 305 306 307 308 309 310 311 312 313 314 12 305 306 307 308 309 310 311 

312 313 314 69 7 321 322 323 324 325 326 327 328 329 330 12 321 322 323 324 325 326 327 328 329 330 70 7 337 338 339 340 341 342 343 344 345 346 12 337 338 

339 340 341 342 343 344 345 346 71 7 353 354 355 356 357 358 359 360 361 362 12 353 354 355 356 357 358 359 360 361 362 72 7 369 370 371 372 373 374 375 376 

377 378 12 369 370 371 372 373 374 375376377378328 329 330 12 321 322 323 324 325 326 327 328 329 330 70 7 337 338 339 340 341 342 343 344 345 346 12 337 

338 339 340 341 342 343 344 345 346 71 7 353 354 355 356 357 358 359 360 361 362 12 353 354 355 356 357 358 359 360 361 362 72 7 369 370 371 372 373 374 375 

376 377 378 12 369 370 371 372 373 374 375 376 377 378328 329 330 12 321 322 323 324 325 326 327 328 329 330 70 7 337 338 339 340 341 342 343 344 345 346 12 

337 338 339 340 341 342 343 344 345 346 71 7 353 354 355 356 357 358 359 360 361 362 12 353 354 355 356 357 358 359 360 361 362 72 7 369 370 371 372 373 374 

375 376 377 378 12 369 370 371 372 373 374 375 376 377 378
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Function outputs - Function Mapping master table

conditional block 

physical outputs 

Sound logic functions functions

37 5 321 322 323 324 325 326 327 328 329 330 10 321 322 323 324 325 326 327 328 329 330 38 5 337 338 339 340 341 342 343 344 345 346 10 337 338 339 340 

341 342 343 344 345 346 39 5 353 354 355 356 357 358 359 360 361 362 10 353 354 355 356 357 358 359 360 361 362 40 5 369 370 371 372 373 374 375 376 377 378 

10 369 370 371 372 373 374 375 376 377 378 41 5 385 386 387 388 389 390 391 392 393 394 10 385 386 387 388 389 390 391 392 393 394 42 5 401 402 403 404 405 

406 407 408 409 410 10 401 402 403 404 405 406 407 408 409 410 43 5 417 418 419 420 421 422 423 424 425 426 10 417 418 419 420 421 422 423 424 425 426 44 5 

433 434 435 436 437 438 439 440 441 442 10 433 434 435 436 437 438 439 440 441 442 45 5 449 450 451 452 453 454 455 456 457 458 10 449 450 451 452 453 454 

455 456 457 458 46 5 465 466 467 468 469 470 471 472 473 474 10 465 466 467 468 469470 471 472 473 474 47 5 481 482 483 484 485 486 487 488 489 490 10 481 

482 483 484 485 486 487 488 489 490 48 5 497 498 499 500 501 502 503 504 505 506 10 497 498 499 500 501 502 503 504 505 506 49 6 257 258 259 260 261 262 363 

264 265 266 11 257 258 259 260 261 262 363 264 265 266 50 6 273 274 275 276 277 278 279 280 281 282 11 273 274 275 276 277 278 279 280 281 282 51 6 289 290 

291 292 293 294 295 296 297 298 11 289 290 291 292 293 294 295 296 297 298 52 6 305 306 307 308 309 310 311 312 313 314 11 305 306 307 308 309 310 311 312 

313 314 53 6 321 322 323 324 325 326 327 328 329 330 11 321 322 323 324 325 326 327 328 329 330 54 6 337 338 339 340 341 342 343 344 345 346 11 337 338 339 

340 341 342 343 344 345 346 55 6 353 354 355 356 357 358 359 360 361 362 11 353 354 355 356 357 358 359 360 361 362 56 6 369 370 371 372 373 374 375 376 377 

378 11369 370 371 372 373 374 375 376 377 378 57 6 385 386 387 388 389 390 391 392 393 394 11 385 386 387 388 389 390 391 392 393 394 58 6 401 402 403 404 

405 406 407 408 409 410 11 401 402 403 404 405 406 407 408 409 410 59 6 417 418 419 420 421 422 423 424 425 426 11 417 418 419 420 421 422 423 424 425 426 

60 6 433 434 435 436 437 438 439 440 441 442 11 433 434 435 436 437 438 439 440 441 442 61 6 449 450 451 452 453 454 455 456 457 458 11 449 450 451 452 453 

454 455 456 457 458 62 6 465 466 467 468 469 470 471 472 473 474 11 465 466 467 468 469 470 471 472 473 474 63 6 481 482 483 484 485 486 487 488 489 490 11 

481 482 483 484 485 486 487 488 489 490 64 6 497 498 499 500 501 502 503 504 505 506 11 497 498 499 500 501 502 503 504 505 506 65 7 257 258 259 260 261 262 

363 264 265 266 12 257 258 259 260 261 262 363 264 265 266 66 7 273 274 275 276 277278 279 280 281 282 12 273 274 275 276 277 278 279 280 281 282 67 7 289 

290 291 292 293 294 295 296 297 298 12 289 290 291 292 293 294 295 296 297 298 68 7 305 306 307 308 309 310 311 312 313 314 12 305 306 307 308 309 310 311 

312 313 314 69 7 321 322 323 324 325 326 327 328 329 330 12 321 322 323 324 325 326 327 328 329 330 70 7 337 338 339 340 341 342 343 344 345 346 12 337 338 

339 340 341 342 343 344 345 346 71 7 353 354 355 356 357 358 359 360 361 362 12 353 354 355 356 357 358 359 360 361 362 72 7 369 370 371 372 373 374 375 376 

377 378 12 369 370 371 372 373 374 375376377378328 329 330 12 321 322 323 324 325 326 327 328 329 330 70 7 337 338 339 340 341 342 343 344 345 346 12 337 

338 339 340 341 342 343 344 345 346 71 7 353 354 355 356 357 358 359 360 361 362 12 353 354 355 356 357 358 359 360 361 362 72 7 369 370 371 372 373 374 375 

376 377 378 12 369 370 371 372 373 374 375 376 377 378328 329 330 12 321 322 323 324 325 326 327 328 329 330 70 7 337 338 339 340 341 342 343 344 345 346 12 

337 338 339 340 341 342 343 344 345 346 71 7 353 354 355 356 357 358 359 360 361 362 12 353 354 355 356 357 358 359 360 361 362 72 7 369 370 371 372 373 374 

375 376 377 378 12 369 370 371 372 373 374 375 376 377 378
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12.2.2.1. conditional block

Each condition block of each mapping line consists of 10 Control CVs. Each CV 

defines four conditions.

Surname description value

Control CV A Locomotive runs 

locomotive is 

12

Direction is the forward 

direction is reverse 

48

F0 is On F0 is Off 16 

32

F1 key is to F1 key 

is Off 

64 

128

Control CV B F2 key is to F2 key 

is Off 

12

F3 key is to F3 is 

Off 

48

F4 key is to F4 is 

Off 

16 

32

F5 is On F5 is Off 64 

128

Control CV C F6 key is to F6 is 

Off 

12

F7 key is to F7 is 

Off 

48

F8 key is to F8 is 

Off 

16 

32

F9 is On F9 key is 

Off 

64 

128

Control CV D F10 key is to press the 

F10 key is Off 

12

F11 key is to F11 is 

Off 

48

F12 is On F12 is Off 16 

32

F13 key is to key F13 

is Off 

64 

128

Control CV E F14 key is to key F14 

is Off 

12

Press F15 to F15 key 

is Off 

48

Press F16 to F16 key 

is Off 

16 

32

F17 key is to key F17 

is Off 

64 

128

Control CV F F18 key is to key F18 

is Off 

12

F19 key is to key F19 

is Off 

48

Press F20 to F20 key 

is Off 

16 

32

F21 key is to key F21 

is Off 

64 

128

Control CV G Press F22 to F22 key 

is Off 

12

Press F23 to F23 key 

is Off 

48

Press F24 to F24 key 

is Off 

16 

32

F25 key is to key F25 

is Off 

64 

128

Control CV H F26 key is to key F26 

is Off 

12

F27 key is to key F27 

is Off 

48

F28 key is to key F28 

is Off 

16 

32

F29 key is to key F29 

is Off 

64 

128

function outputs
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Control CV I Press F30 to F30 key 

is Off 

12

F31 key is to key F31 

is Off 

48

Wheel sensor is On wheel 

sensor is Off 

16 

32

reserved 

reserved 

64 

128

Control CV J Sensor 1 is On 

Sensor 1 is Off 

12

Sensor 2 is On sensor 

2 is Off 

48

Sensor 3 is at sensor 

3 is Off 

16 

32

Sensor 4 is at sensor 

4 is Off 

64 

128

The value to be written into each of Control CVs is easy to identify: Add the 

numerical values of the desired conditions.

Example: You want the F0 key is to be one and the locomotive should be 

forward, but F4 should be off. They therefore write to the Control CV A is 4 + 16 

= 20 and the Control CV B equals 32. All other CVs remain 0. Thus the 

conditions are ignored. In Which CV you need to write the values that you can 

see from the previous table. The input block for the first mapping line is between 

257 CV (Control CV A) and 266 CV (Control CV J).

The LokSound 5 family supports up to 5 sensor inputs. Depending on the 

decoder, however, are not always all inputs existing to, and sometimes need to 

be activated by software. Working watch the Table 5.1.6.

Still, you can decoders 5 softwaresei- tig all outputs mapped because on add-in 

boards (eg in our Lokmodellen the ESU Engineering Edition) existing these 

sensors may be the all LokSound.
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12.2.2.2. Physical function outputs

Physical function outputs are actually present at the decoder outputs, where real 

(by wires) consumers can be connected. Which outputs actually own the 

individual decoder, is clearly illustrated in Table on page 36th

You can assign all available outputs in the function key assignment because 

other outputs nen on external Zusatzplati- (eg ESU I / O expansion board) may 

be present. These are fully integrated into the function key assignment. The 

block for the physical mapping outputs of each row comprises three CVs. The 

importance of these CVs is as follows:

Surname description value

Control CV K 
An output light Front [Conf. 1] 1

Output light back to [Conf. 1] 2

AUX1 On [Conf 1] 4

Output AUX2 On [Conf 1] 8th

At output AUX3 16

At output AUX4 32

An output AUX5 64

At output AUX6 128

Control CV L 
At output AUX7 1

At output AUX8 2

At output AUX9 4

At output AUX10 8th

At output AUX11 16

At output AUX12 32

At output AUX13 64

At output AUX14 128

Control CV M output AUX15 On 
1

At output AUX16 2

At output AUX17 4

At output AUX18 8th

An output light Front [Conf. 2] 16

Output light back to [Conf. 2] 32

AUX1 On [Conf 2.] 64

Output AUX2 [2. Conf] to 128

For each output you want to turn on, you have to add the appropriate value for 

the controlling CV. Which CV must be written exactly please see again the 

summary table on page 70. For the mapping line 1, these are for example the 

CVs 257 (Control CV K) CV 258 (Contrl CV L) and CV 259 (Control CV M).

Note that this CV numbers were used dingungsblock even for the loading 

(Control CV A, B, C), but on a different page (value of CV 16 is different) are 

located. Always ensure that the correct value of CV 16 before writing!

The light outputs of the front and rear as well as the output AUX1 and AUX2 are 

each present twice. These outputs kön- NEN assume two configurations 

(configuration [1] and configuration of [2]). You can determine assignment by 

pressing a key in the function key, which of the two Ausgangskonfiguratio- NEN 

should be active. Thus, for example, featured a possible high beam. For more 

information see the chapter 12.5.1.

12.2.2.3. logic functions

Under Logifunktionen functions are combined, the di- rectly or indirectly 

"dynamic" also will influence behavior of the decoder. Often these functions are 

effective only in conjunction with other settings.

Do not confuse logic functions with logic outputs. kausgänge logical are 

physical function outputs, while logic functions are software-controlled additional 

functions. The following functions are provided:

• Drive Hold: Makes the Gechwindigkeit constant. Controller changes only affect 

the sound, not the real speed

• Clutch Waltz: The locomotive is automatically press and disarmament CKEN as 

described in Section 12.5.7. shown.
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• Shunting: The locomotive runs with the speed set in CV 101 overall

• Braking functions 1 to 3: The braking time is as described in Section 

defined as described 10.6.

• Alternative load: The acceleration and deceleration time can be changed as 

described in section 10.7.

• Optional load: The acceleration and deceleration time will be changed as 

described in Section 10.7.

• Smoke generator: Pulsed smoke generator (ESU, KM-1, Kiss) advertising the switched 

on.

• Sound Fader: When active, the sound is slow "excluded hidden". This is useful 

for tunnel simulation.

• disable brake noise: Once active, no braking noise when stopping more plays

• Volume Control: Each time the button is pressed (and How-is released), the 

volume will gradually decrease. When pressing full volume is reached again. 

Convenient to adjust the volume during operation, without having to program.

• Shift Mode 1 - 6: Sets the global state "Shift Mode 1" to "shift mode 6". This is 

possibly used by some sound projects, in order to play certain sounds. In 

addition, there is influence of physical function outputs three functions which tion 

the radio. This play along with individual lighting effects of the physical outputs. 

More details in Section 12.5.

• Firebox: If this condition is set, then the Hel is changed ligkeit a fire rifles LED. 

• Dimmer: If this condition is set, then all out- puts darker by about 60% if the 

output has set the attribute "dim waste". 

• Grade Crossing: Sets for appropriately configured out- puts the "railroad 

crossing function" at American Model len.

As with the physical outputs, the logic functions within the mapping line re- 

presented by two CVs. The arrangement within the two CVs is as follows:

Surname description value

Control CV N 
Alternative load On 1

shunting at 2

Brake function 1 to 4

Brake function 2 to 8th

Brake function at 3 16

Heavy burden on 32

Clutch function "waltz" 64

Drive Hold 128

Control CV O 
firebox 1

dimmer 2

Grade Crossing 4

off Acceleration & deceleration times 8th

Smoke generator (ESU, KM-1, Kiss) 16

sound fader 32

disable brake noise 64

Volume Control 128

Control CV P 
Shift Mode 1 1

Shift Mode 2 2

Shift Mode 3 4

Shift Mode 4 8th

Shift Mode 5 16

Shift Mode 6 32

Reserved 64

Reserved 128

For each output you want to turn on, you have to add the appropriate value for 

the controlling CV. Which CV must be written exactly please see again the 

summary table on page 70. For the mapping line 1 are the

for example, the CVs 260 (Control CV N), CV 261 (Contrl CV O) and 262 CV (Control CV 

P). 
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12.2.2.4. sound functions

Of course, can also trigger the sound functions within a mapping line. For this all 

sounds so-called "sound slots" are assigned. You can determine what sound 

slots (also several simultaneously) to be triggered with the button.

The driving sound (main engine noise) is always to be found in sound slot. 1 

Some locomotives and almost all steam locomotives but also the sound slots 2 

and 24 are responsible for the noise emission. In these cases, they are 

connected together with a key. four CVs for the sound functions are provided for 

each mapping line:

Surname description value

Control CV Q 
Sound Slot 1 (road noise) 1

Sound Slot 2 2

Sound Slot 3 (generally horn or whistle) 4 Sound Slot 

4 8th

Sound Slot 5 16

Sound Slot 6 32

Sound Slot 7 64

Sound Slot 8 128

Control CV R 
Sound Slot 9 1

Sound Slot 10 2

Sound Slot 11 4

Sound Slot 12 8th

Sound Slot 13 16

Sound Slot 14 32

Sound Slot 15 64

Sound Slot 16 128

Control CV S 
Sound Slot 17 1

Sound Slot 18 2

Sound Slot 19 4

Sound Slot 20 8th

Sound Slot 21 16

Sound Slot 22 32

Sound Slot 23 64

Sound Slot 24 128

Surname description value

Control CV T 
Sound Slot 25 1

Sound Slot 26 2

Sound Slot 27 4

Sound Slot 28 8th

Sound Slot 29 16

Sound Slot 30 32

Sound Slot 31 64

Sound Slot 32 128

For every sound that you want to turn on, you have to add the appropriate value 

for the controlling CV. Which CV must be written exactly please see again the 

summary table on page 70 , For the mapping row 1, these are for example, the summary table on page 70 , For the mapping row 1, these are for example, the summary table on page 70 , For the mapping row 1, these are for example, the 

CVs 263 (Control CV Q) to 266 CV (Control CV T). You can theoretically th 

switching on a button, all 32 sound slots. However, the LokSound is 5 Plays only 

ten of them simultaneously.

12.3. Standard mapping LokSound 5

All LokSound decoder 5 (regardless of size) have an identical function key 

assignment from the factory. The table on page 78 provides information on the 

basic assignment. Which sound lies behind which sound slot is partially different 

depending on the decoder project. On our homepage

http://project.esu.eu

You can find all available project files. There you can also view a list of all 

functions and the sound slots used and print. These may deviate significantly 

from dargestellen standard here.

function outputs
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12.3.1. example

Example: AUX4 switch by pressing F9. Suppose you have a LokSound decoder 

5 and you would like using the F9 key AUX4, directional independent. AUX4 you 

have provided with a bulb.

A look at the "standard mapping LokSound 5" on page 78 shows that the input 

block, nothing needs to be changed. F9 is already entered in mapping line 15th

The table in section 12.2.2.2. we see that the AK- tivieren of AUX4 the first CV of 

the block to the value of 32 overall continues to be. From the summary table on 

page 70, we see also that the CV 481 (Index: 8) needs to be. Therefore must 

first CV 32 to value 8, then CV is set to 32 481st

In order for our example to work, the AUX4 output must also be turned on. This 

is discussed in Section 12.5. explained. Furthermore, you can see that with F9 

usually also the sound slot is switched on. 9 If you do not want to continue with 

F9 this sound is played, then proceed as follows: Sound Slot 9 is connected with 

the Control CV R, bit 0th Need therefore set the Control CV R the corresponding 

mapping line to 0. For mapping line 15 this is the CV 488 (Index:

8th). Therefore must first CV 32 to value 8, then CV is set to 0. 488th

12.4. Function key assignment with the LokProgrammer

Although the programming of the function keys outputs is possible using an ESU 

ECoS or with any other DCC-compliant controller, this is much more comfortable 

on the PC using the ESU LokProgrammer. Its graphical menu, simplifies the 

assignment of functions essential. We recommend the use of the software from 

version 5.0.0. To exhaust all possibilities.

Figure 39: Screenshot LokProgrammer, function mapping
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Standard mapping LokSound decoder 5 line 

condition block Description Physical outputs Logical Functions sound functions

1 FS, fwd Booth, forward

2 FS, rev Stand, reverse

3 FF, fwd Driving forward

4 FF, rev Ride backward

5 F0, fwd Light button, forward Front light

6 F0, rev Light button, backward light back

7 F1 F1 key Sound Slot 1, Slot 2 sound (road noise)

8th F2 F2 Sound Slot 3

9 F3 F3 Sound Slot 4

10 F4 F4 Sound Slot 5

11 F5 F5 Heavy load

12 F6 F6 Maneuvering, braking function 3, Alternative load

13 F7 F7 Sound Slot 15

14 F8 F8 AUX1 [1]

15 F9 F9 Sound Slot 9

16 F10 F10 Sound Slot 10

17 F11 F11 Sound Slot 8

18 F12 F12 Brake function 1 Sound Slot 22

19 F13 Not F5 Press F13, Non-F5 Shift Mode 2

20 F14 Press F14 Sound Slot 7

21 F15 Press F15 Smoke generator (ESU, KM-1, Kiss)

22 F16 Press F16 Sound Slot 12

23 F17 Press F17 Sound slots 17

24 F18 Press F18 Sound Slot 14

25 F19 Press F19 Sound Slot 16

26 F20 Press F20 Sound Slot 18

27 F21 Press F21 Sound Slot 19

28 F22 Press F22 Sound Slot 20

29 F23 Press F23 Sound Slot 21

30 F24 Press F24 Sound Slot 6

31 Not F25 Press F25 From Sound Slot 13

32 F26 Press F26 AUX2 [1]

33 F27 Press F27 sound fader

34 F28 Press F28 disable brake noise

35 F29 Press F29 Brake function 2

36 F30 Press F30 Sound Slot 11

37 F31 Press F31 AUX3
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12.5. Configuring the function outputs

Each of the function outputs can be switched on first / needs before it can be 

used. In addition, each output can be assigned to an effect and can also be 

combined with the global logic functions "Grade Crossing", "dimmer" and "fire 

box". The effects are divided into lighting effects and special functions.

The behavior of each function output is well defined with 7 CVs per functional 

onsausgang as shown in this table:

Please set the index register CV 31 to 16 and CV 32 to 0 before changing 

values.   

Note that there are outputs for the light front, rear headlight, AUX1 and AUX2 

two complete "sets" of Ausgangskonfigura- functions. This allows you to achieve 

assignment special effects together with the function key.

function outputsfunction outputs

exit Mode Select CV inputs and Auschalt-

delay 

Automatic shut-off brightness 

CV 

Special Function CV 1 Special 

Function CV 2 Special Function CV 3

Light front (config. 1) 259 260 261 262 263 264 258

Rear light (config. 1) 267 268 269 270 271 273 266

AUX1 (config. 1) 275 276 277 278 279 280 274

AUX2 (config. 1) 283 284 285 286 287 288 282

AUX3 291 292 293 294 295 296 290

AUX4 299 300 301 302 303 304 298

AUX5 307 308 309 310 311 312 306

AUX6 315 316 317 318 319 320 314

AUX7 323 324 325 326 327 328 322

AUX8 331 332 333 334 335 336 330

AUX9 339 340 341 342 343 344 338

AUX10 347 348 349 350 351 352 346

AUX11 355 356 357 358 359 360 354

AUX12 363 364 365 366 367 368 362

AUX13 371 372 373 374 375 376 370

AUX14 379 380 381 382 383 384 378

AUX15 387 388 389 390 391 392 386

AUX16 395 396 397 398 399 400 394

AUX17 403 404 405 406 407 408 402

AUX18 411 412 413 414 415 416 410

Light front (config. 2) 419 420 421 422 423 424 418

Rear light (config. 2) 427 428 429 430 431 432 426

AUX1 (config. 2) 435 436 437 438 439 440 434

AUX2 (config. 2) 443 444 445 446 447 448 442
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The six CVs mean the following:

• is said to have defined what effect the output: Mode Select.

• ON and OFF delay: Here you can choose whether the output should be active 

immediately after pressing the function key, or to switch only after a delay. The 

same can delay the switch-off are defined after shutdown.

• Automatic shutdown: Sometimes it is useful (for example, for digital clutches) 

when a function output automatically turns off after a certain time (eg digital 

couplers), even if the function key is still on. The maximum on-time can be 

defined here.

• Brightness: The brightness of each individual output in 32 stages (0 to 31)

• Special features CV1 to CV3: Certain light effects benö- term more options to 

the exact function to be determined. This information will be made there.

12.5.1. Possible light effects and possibilities

The following lighting effects are available:

• Dimmable light: A normal continuous output consumer cher. If the dimmer 

function, the brightness is duced to 50% re-.

• Dimmable light "on / Fade Out": Here the output is switched on and slowly 

mimics the slow glowing from Öllam- pen or very old light bulbs to. If the dimmer 

function, the brightness is reduced to 50%.

• Firebox: Here a normal firebox lighting is simulated.

• Intelligent firebox: Here is an "intelligent" Feuerbüch- senbeleuchtung is 

simulated, the intensity of which will change if the global logic function "firebox" 

is active.

• Single Strobe: This mimics a single flash. The frequency can be set.

• Double Strobe: This after a double flash. The frequency can be set.

function outputs

• Rotary Beacon: This is a typical light effect for diesels of the 60's and 70's.

• Prime Stratolight: The sequel to the Rotary Beacon for America- American diesel locomotives

• Ditch Light Type1: If selected, the output is tet eingeschal- if he is not to blink.

• Ditch Light Type 2: This is the output or is usually switched off, it flashes.

• Oscillator: A required for the US warning. 

• Flashing: The "classic" flashlight. The frequency can be Set Default.

• Mars Light: This simulates the familiar warning from the US.

• Gyra Light: Similar to a Mars light, but more slowly.

• FRED: "Flashing End of Train Device": Mimics the bottom AME rikanischer 

trains to.

• Neon: Framed typical Einschaltcharakter a neon lamp to

• Energy saving lamp: Imitate the typical Einschaltcharakter a modern 

energy-saving lamp. The following special functions are available:

• Fan control: Here is a small electric motor is high and slow down. Is used for fan 

motors continue to run long.

• Seuthe® smoke generator: The intensity is controlled HE down during standstill.

• Steam-Trigger: The output generates a control pulse for clocked smoke 

generator, from KM-1® (aftermarket) or mass soth®. 

• Power: At the exit of an RC servo depends. Not available for all out- puts are 

available.

• Conventional clutch function: Use this function to drive Krois® couplings. Also in 

connection with the automatic check-in and prints.

• ROCO® clutch function: Use this function to 
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Driving ROCO®. Also in connection with auto- matic arrival and prints.

• Panto: This function is required for ESU locomotives funktionsfä- higem 

pantograph.

• Power Pack Control: Controls the charging and discharging of the exter- nal 

power pack. Must be selected when a Power Pack is connected. Note also 

Section 6.12.2.

12.5.2 procedure for configuring

To configure a function output correctly, proceed as follows:

1. Write down the value for "Mode Select" from the table on page 82nd 

2. Calculate. The value for the special functions CV 1 by ad- decode the values 

of the desired functions from the table

3. Select a brightness value.

4. Write the values in the respective control CVs. Repeat this procedure for all 

function outputs. Example: Double Strobe with LEDs on AUX4 for LokSound 

de- coder 5.

We want to create a Double strobe output to AUX4 which is wired with an LED. 

1. learn from the table on page 82, we assume that the Mode Select CV must be set 

to the sixth 

2. We see that for LED compensation mode CV must have Value 128th

3. Have a brightness value of the 25th

4. From the table on page 79, we see that the Mode Select CV for AUX4 299th 

We set CV 299 = 4. We also find out that the brightness CV is 302 and set it 

to 25. Finally, the Special function CV for AUX4 (303) to the value of the 

128th

Please set the index register CV 31 to 16 and CV 32 to 0 before changing 

values.   

12.5.2.1. Special functions 1 and 2

Depending on the light effect, it may be necessary to configure the spe- cial 

functions CV 1 in more detail. The following options are available:

• Phase exchange: You can choose whether the start of blinking is to be offset by 

180 degrees with blinking lights. So that you can realize a double flashlight.

• Grade Crossing: If set, the output will only be active when the global function 

"Grade Crossing" is active AND the corresponding function key is active. One 

can prove this globalization le function with another key and thus achieve 

various effects. Grade Crossing can be used with most light functions.

• Rule 17 Forward: Applicable in combination with "Dimmable headlight" or 

"Dimmable light with on / Fade Out". Results in a dimmed to 60% light when the 

locomotive has stopped. When the engine is running forward, the brightness is 

increased to 100%.

• Rule 17 Reverse: Like Rule 17 Forward, but the brightness is increased to 100% 

when the locomotive runs in reverse.

• Dimmer (Fade Out): The brightness is maintained at 60%, as long as is active 

the global function "Dimmer". With this function, you can easily realize a high 

beam, by setting a function key, the global function "Dimmer" (see. Section 

12.5.1.)
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light effect 
Mode 

Select 

On / switch-off

delay 

Automatic 

shutdown 

brightness 
Special Function CV1 Special Function CV 2 Remarks

value Phase exchange Grade XING Rule 17 Fw Rule 17 Rev low beam LED Fashion

dimmable light 1 0 - 255 0 - 255 brightness 0 - 31 4 8th 16 128 Available on all outputs

Dimmable light (dimming on.) 2 0 - 255 0 - 255 brightness 0 - 31 4 8th 16 128 Available on all outputs

firebox 3 0 - 255 0 - 255 brightness 0 - 31 128 Available on all outputs

Intelligent fire Books 4 0 - 255 0 - 255 brightness 0 - 31 128 Available on all outputs

Single strobe 5 0 - 255 0 - 255 brightness 0 - 31 1 2 128 Available on all outputs

Double strobe 6 0 - 255 0 - 255 brightness 0 - 31 1 2 128 Available on all outputs

Rotary Beacon 7 0 - 255 0 - 255 brightness 0 - 31 1 2 128 Available on all outputs

Stratolight 8th 0 - 255 0 - 255 brightness 0 - 31 1 2 128 Available on all outputs

Ditch Light Type 1 9 0 - 255 0 - 255 brightness 0 - 31 1 2 128 Available on all outputs

Ditch Light Type 2 10 0 - 255 0 - 255 brightness 0 - 31 1 2 128 Available on all outputs

Oscillator 11 0 - 255 0 - 255 brightness 0 - 31 1 2 128 Available on all outputs

turn signal 12 0 - 255 0 - 255 brightness 0 - 31 1 2 Available on all outputs

Marslight 13 0 - 255 0 - 255 brightness 0 - 31 1 2 128 Available on all outputs

Gyra Light 14 0 - 255 0 - 255 brightness 0 - 31 1 2 128 Available on all outputs

FRED 15 0 - 255 0 - 255 brightness 0 - 31 1 2 128 Available on all outputs

neon lamp 16 0 - 255 0 - 255 brightness 0 - 31 Start time (0 - 255) Available on all outputs

Energy saving lamp 17 0 - 255 0 - 255 brightness 0 - 31 Start time (0 - 255) Available on all outputs

Single Strobe Random 18 0 - 255 0 - 255 brightness 0 - 31 Available on all outputs

ESU coupling 1 (compatibility) 21 Only AUX7, AUX15

ESU clutch 2 (compatibility) 21 Only AUX8, AUX16

Smoke generator (Sound controlled) 22 

Fan control heating 

control 

31 

30 

Available on all outputs

Fan function (ventillátor) 23 0 - 255 0 - 255 Fan speed 0 - 31 acceleration time    (0 - 31) Braking time (0 - 31) Available on all outputs

Seuthe® smoke generator 24 0 - 255 0 - 255 heat level in the state 0 - 31 Heating stage at speed level 1 (0 - 31) Heating stage at Vmax (0 - 31) Available at all outputs

Steam trigger (output) 25 0 - 255 0 - 255 Strength of the steam surge 0 - 31 Strength of the blower (0-31) Timeout (0-31) Available on all outputs

Smoke generator with external board 26 0 - 255 0 - 255

For KM-1 BR41 / 44 Lok All other KM-1 

locomotives All Kiss locomotives All 

ESU smoke generators

0123

only AUX1

Servo1, Servo2 

Servo3, Servo4 

Servo5, Servo6 

27 0 - 255 0 - 255 

Term "A" 

0-63 Term "B" 

Special Function CV3 

End position "A" (0-63) End position "B" (0-63) 

Servo1 only AUX15, Servo2 only AUX16 Servo3 

only AUX17, Servo4 only AUX18 Servo5 only 

AUX11, Servo6 only AUX12

Conventional clutch function 28 0 - 255 0 - 255 Coupling strength (0 - 31) Available on all outputs

ROCO® clutch function (**) 29 0 - 255 0 - 255 Only AUX1 [1], AUX1 [2], AUX2 [1], AUX2 [2]

Pantographensteuerung 30 0 - 255 0 - 255 End position pantographs 0 - 15 Only AUX9, AUX10 for Engineering Edition

Power Pack Control 31 0 - 255 0 - 255 Available on all outputs.
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light effect 
Mode Select On / switch-off

delay 

Automatic shutdown brightness 
Special Function CV1 Special Function CV 2 Remarks

value Phase exchange Grade XING Rule 17 Fw Rule 17 Rev low beam LED Fashion

dimmable light 1 0 - 255 0 - 255 brightness 0 - 31 4 8th 16 128 Available on all outputs

Dimmable light (dimming on.) 2 0 - 255 0 - 255 brightness 0 - 31 4 8th 16 128 Available on all outputs

firebox 3 0 - 255 0 - 255 brightness 0 - 31 128 Available on all outputs

Intelligent fire Books 4 0 - 255 0 - 255 brightness 0 - 31 128 Available on all outputs

Single strobe 5 0 - 255 0 - 255 brightness 0 - 31 1 2 128 Available on all outputs

Double strobe 6 0 - 255 0 - 255 brightness 0 - 31 1 2 128 Available on all outputs

Rotary Beacon 7 0 - 255 0 - 255 brightness 0 - 31 1 2 128 Available on all outputs

Stratolight 8th 0 - 255 0 - 255 brightness 0 - 31 1 2 128 Available on all outputs

Ditch Light Type 1 9 0 - 255 0 - 255 brightness 0 - 31 1 2 128 Available on all outputs

Ditch Light Type 2 10 0 - 255 0 - 255 brightness 0 - 31 1 2 128 Available on all outputs

Oscillator 11 0 - 255 0 - 255 brightness 0 - 31 1 2 128 Available on all outputs

turn signal 12 0 - 255 0 - 255 brightness 0 - 31 1 2 Available on all outputs

Marslight 13 0 - 255 0 - 255 brightness 0 - 31 1 2 128 Available on all outputs

Gyra Light 14 0 - 255 0 - 255 brightness 0 - 31 1 2 128 Available on all outputs

FRED 15 0 - 255 0 - 255 brightness 0 - 31 1 2 128 Available on all outputs

neon lamp 16 0 - 255 0 - 255 brightness 0 - 31 Start time (0 - 255) Available on all outputs

Energy saving lamp 17 0 - 255 0 - 255 brightness 0 - 31 Start time (0 - 255) Available on all outputs

Single Strobe Random 18 0 - 255 0 - 255 brightness 0 - 31 Available on all outputs

ESU coupling 1 (compatibility) 21 Only AUX7, AUX15

ESU clutch 2 (compatibility) 21 Only AUX8, AUX16

Smoke generator (Sound controlled) 22 

Fan control heating control 31 30 

Available on all outputs

Fan function (ventillátor) 23 0 - 255 0 - 255 Fan speed 0 - 31 acceleration time    (0 - 31) Braking time (0 - 31) Available on all outputs

Seuthe® smoke generator 24 0 - 255 0 - 255 heat level in the state 0 - 31 Heating stage at speed level 1 (0 - 31) Heating stage at Vmax (0 - 31) Available at all outputs

Steam trigger (output) 25 0 - 255 0 - 255 Strength of the steam surge 0 - 31 Strength of the blower (0-31) Timeout (0-31) Available on all outputs

Smoke generator with external board 26 0 - 255 0 - 255

For KM-1 BR41 / 44 Lok All other KM-1 locomotives

All Kiss locomotives All ESU smoke generators

0123

only AUX1

Servo1, Servo2 Servo3, Servo4 Servo5, Servo6 

27 0 - 255 0 - 255 

Term "A" 

0-63 Term "B" 

Special Function CV3 

End position "A" (0-63) End position "B" (0-63) 

Servo1 only AUX15, Servo2 only AUX16 Servo3 

only AUX17, Servo4 only AUX18 Servo5 only 

AUX11, Servo6 only AUX12

Conventional clutch function 28 0 - 255 0 - 255 Coupling strength (0 - 31) Available on all outputs

ROCO® clutch function (**) 29 0 - 255 0 - 255 Only AUX1 [1], AUX1 [2], AUX2 [1], AUX2 [2]

Pantographensteuerung 30 0 - 255 0 - 255 End position pantographs 0 - 15 Only AUX9, AUX10 for Engineering Edition

Power Pack Control 31 0 - 255 0 - 255 Available on all outputs.
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• Off delay causes after deactivate the function, the output for a while stays on 

until the turn-off delay has expired. Both time periods may be set separately from 

each other in increments of 0-15 and control CV then, however, the overall my 

same written.

description 

Value range seconds

duration 

Bits within Control 

CV

delay 0-15 0 to 6.144 seconds 0-3

off delay 0-15 0 to 6.144 seconds 4-7

The value that must be written into the control-CV, calcu- lated as follows:

OFF delay * 16 + delay Example: For AUX3 the delay to be = 13; Switch off 

delay equal to 8, thus has 8 * 16 + 13 = 141 in the control CV 292 are written.

12.5.3. Grade Crossing holding time

You can define the holding time for the global grade crossing functional on as 

you like. In this way, "Grade Crossing" even after switching off the function key 

for a while active, which allows interesting game effect remains. The value 

desired is stored in CV 132 as a multiple of 0.065 seconds. The default value 80 

results in 5.2 seconds.

12.5.4. flashing frequency

You can hide also the blink rate of all light effects gobal. All outputs flash at the 

same frequency. The desired value is stored in CV 112 as a multiple of 

0.065536 seconds (65,536ms). The factory value 30 results in 1.97 seconds.

12.5.5. Automatic shutdown

Each output usually switches off again as soon as the relevant key is turned off. 

But sometimes you have to force an output after a certain time is switched off to 

prevent damage.

ROCO® digital clutches tolerated eg control no permanent presence. Using the 

Auto shutdown you can specify for each output separately, after which time he 

will be disabled automatically - regardless of whether the function key is still on. 

Write you desired time, which is to be switched on the output, in the 

corresponding CV standing according to above table. The unit is 0.4 seconds. 

The work of "0" deactivated fourth this function.

12.5.6. Switch-off delay and

For each output, you can define a switch-on and Ausschaltver- delay.

• Delay causes after pressing the function button while the output remains off until 

the input is switching time delay expired. Then, the output is turned on.
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12.5.8. Power settings

So that the servos are working properly, they must be configured for the correct 

port. Observe section 6.10.3 and 6.10.6 Chapter to learn how the servos are 

connected..

As shown in the table on page 82, is entered as a multiple of 0.25 seconds in the 

"Brightness CV" desired "term A". The "Term B" as many times of 0.25 sec- 

onds in the "Special Function CV 3" is entered. In the "Special Function CV 1" is 

the final position "A" gene eingetra-, in the "Special Function CV 2" end position 

"B". The servos "Servo5" and "Servo6" are in all decoders alternatively 

switchable to the SUSI control pins. To use these outputs, you must ensure that 

SUSI is deactivated (Insert CV 124, Bit 3 to zero).

12.6. Wheel sensor input configuration LokSound 5 H0

LokSound 5 decoders support up to 5 sensor inputs which functions can also be 

switched. Which inputs the respective LokSound untertützt 5 decoder, is shown 

in the table on page 36th

An important exception is the LokSound 5 H0 decoder. The Radsensoreingang 

is shared here with AUX9. When the wheel sensor to be used, CV 124 must be 

bit 4 is set. For signal reliability you should AUX9 then shut down by CV 339 = 0 

write (Before CV 31 = 16 CV 32 = 0 set).

function outputs

12.5.7. Digital clutches

LokSound decoder 5 can directly control digital clutches. Depending on the type 

of coupling different settings must be made.

12.5.7.1. Mode "coupler"  

Krois® and ROCO® couplers need a special high frequency PWM signal to 

control, as they would otherwise burn out. Serves this purpose the special 

function "couplings ler": If this type is selected, the output at first turned on for 

250 ms and then by full return to a PWM signal. The Off - and On time can be 

determined from 0 (completely off) to 31 (fully switched) by the "brightness 

value". This function type, should be used also for newer Telex® couplings.

12.5.7.2. The automatic clutch function (moving away / pressing)

The LokSound 5 controls the automatic decoupling. After pressing the function 

key, the locomotive first moves backwards against the train (press) in order then 

automatically to remove again (moving away). The process can be influenced 

via three CVs.

In CV 246, the speed is set (0-255) with which the locomotive is moved. If this 

value is 0, the automatic couplings is distribution function off.

In CV 247 the Removing time is entered. In CV 248, 

the pressing time is entered.

The pushing should be greater than the pressing time chosen so that the locomotive stops 

in a safe distance from the train. 

The function output must be configured correctly for the "couplers", so the 

automatic decoupling work.
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This in the variable CV 330 the value of 5 as well as in CV 346, the value 6 is 

entered. (Do not forget to firstly set the index register CV 31 to set value 16 and 

CV 32 to value 2!). That's it.

12.7. Settings for analogue mode

Using the two CVs 13 and 14 can be determined WEL surface of the function 

keys are switched in analog mode. One can thus "simulate" pressing an F-key 

quasi. From the factory, the CVs are initially set up on the directional headlights 

(F0!) And F1 (ex works allocated to AUX1) is on.

Analog Control Function 1 CV # 

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8

13 1 2 4 8th 16 32 64 128

Analog Control Function 2 CV # 

F0 F9 F10 F11 F12 F13 F15 F15

14 1 2 4 8th 16 32 64 128

12.8. LGB® chain control

For operation on LGB-panels or the ROCO® Lokmaus I can be switched to 

pulse train control. You must put in CV49 bit. 5 Out of the decoder counts the 

number of F1 button is pressed to activate the desired function. To follow all the 

function keys can be achieved by clocking the F1 key.

12.9. Swiss light change

With the help of the ESU mappings can be many ways taping REA. A good 

example is the Swiss light change. For this, a third lamp circuit is required, which 

always turned on the lamp at the bottom left of the Triple headlights and signal 

when the lights are turned on. This third circuit to be switched regardless of the 

direction of travel. Figure 41 shows a possible wiring of this arrangement, the 

output AUX1 (green cable) for the third current circuit is used. It must now "only" 

the decoder in such that this circuit should always be turned when the light 

button is pressed.

function outputs sound adaptation 

Figure 40: Swiss headlight mode
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13 sound adjustments

The sound decoders allows you to adjust the sound in almost any way on your 

needs and the model. You can adjust the volume of each sound, affect the 

frequency of random sounds, or use an external wheel sensor. Take some time 

to set up your model per- fectly!

13.1. Sound Check

The volume of each sound can be changed individually comparable. own CV for 

this is provided for each sound.

13.1.1. Total volume level set function

Sound slot CV Range default

Total volume 63 0-192 180

The overall volume affects all sound. A value of "0" will mute the decoder nearly 

complete. The re- sultierende volume of the individual sounds is respectively be 

a mixture of total volume setting and the values for the individual sounds.

13.1.2. Single sound table

All different sounds divided into so-called. Sound slots. Each sound slot controls 

for a particular sound and can be individually controlled in volume. The following 

tables give each sound slot assigned CVs again. Note that individual sound 

projects a different overall may have räuschzuordnung. the function key are on 

our website, therefore, so-like the sound slot used notes in the download area 

for each sound project. You can easily find this information, the appropriate 

volume CV.

13.1.2.1. Table for steam engine noise function

sound 

slot 

CV CV 32 range Factory

value

Sound on / off 1 259 1 0-128 99

Sound on / off 2 267 1 0-128 99

Pipe (Playable) 3 275 1 0-128 128

Bell jar 4 283 1 0-128 128

Coal shovel / Ölbren- ner (AUX2 

Firebox) 

5 291 1 0-128 128

air pump 6 299 1 0-128 128

Station announcements # 1 7 307 1 0-128 128

coupling noise 8th 315 1 0-128 128

cylinder bubbles 9 323 1 0-128 128

conductor's whistle 10 331 1 0-128 128

Sanden 11 339 1 0-128 128

safety valve 12 347 1 0-128 128

Brake application (dissolving 

automatic) 

13 355 1 0-128 128

blowdown 14 363 1 0-128 128

curve squeal 15 371 1 0-128 128

short whistle 16 379 1 0-128 128

rail joints 17 387 1 0-128 128

rail joints 18 395 1 0-128 128

19 403 1 0-128 128

20 411 1 0-128 128

21 419 1 0-128 128

22 427 1 0-128 128

23 435 1 0-128 128

Boil 24 443 1 0-128 128
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13.1.2.2. Table for diesel noise function

sound 

slot 

CV CV 32 range Factory

value

Sound on / off 1 259 1 0-128 99

Sound on / off 2 267 1 0-128 99

Bugle # 1 (playable) 3 275 1 0-128 128

Bugle # 2 od. Bell 4 283 1 0-128 128

Fan motor (AUX2) 5 291 1 0-128 128

compressor 6 299 1 0-128 128

Station announcements # 1 7 307 1 0-128 128

coupling noise 8th 315 1 0-128 128

Valve deflation (lead-free) 

9 323 1 0-128 128

conductor's whistle 10 331 1 0-128 128

Sanden 11 339 1 0-128 128

Doors open / 12 347 1 0-128 128

Brake application (dissolving 

automatic) 

13 355 1 0-128 128

Station announcements # 2 14 363 1 0-128 128

curve squeal 15 371 1 0-128 128

short whistle 16 379 1 0-128 128

rail joints 17 387 1 0-128 128

rail joints 18 395 1 0-128 128

19 403 1 0-128 128

20 411 1 0-128 128

21 419 1 0-128 128

22 427 1 0-128 128

23 435 1 0-128 128

24 443 1 0-128 128

13.1.2.3. Table E-Lok-noise function

sound 

slot 

CV CV 32 range Factory

value

Sound on / off 1 259 1 0-128 99

Sound on / off 2 267 1 0-128 99

Bugle # 1 (GAMING.) 3 275 1 0-128 128

Bugle # 2 od. Bell 4 283 1 0-128 128

Fan motor (AUX2) 5 291 1 0-128 128

compressor 6 299 1 0-128 128

Station announcements # 1 7 307 1 0-128 128

coupling noise 8th 315 1 0-128 128

Valve deflation (lead-free) 

9 323 1 0-128 128

conductor's whistle 10 331 1 0-128 128

Sanden 11 339 1 0-128 128

Doors open / 12 347 1 0-128 128

Brake application (dissolving 

automatic) 

13 355 1 0-128 128

Station announcements # 2 14 363 1 0-128 128

curve squeal 15 371 1 0-128 128

short whistle 16 379 1 0-128 128

rail joints 17 387 1 0-128 128

rail joints 18 395 1 0-128 128

19 403 1 0-128 128

20 411 1 0-128 128

21 419 1 0-128 128

22 427 1 0-128 128

23 435 1 0-128 128

24 443 1 0-128 128
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13.3. Electronic steam Syndication

To synchronize the bursts of steam with the revolution of the wheel, you can use 

an external wheel sensor, as described in section 

11.6. described. However, most model railroaders prefer, the engine does not 

need to rebuild so massive and use instead the automatic 

Dampfstoßsynchronisa- tion depending on the speed of the locomotive. Due to 

the excellent Lastegelung the LokSound decoder, this method results that will 

satisfy most model railroaders fully produced.

To enable this mode (switch off and at the same time the external sensor) can 

be used CV and 57 CV 58th All you need to tune your locomotive, a stopwatch 

and a little time. It pays to achieve here with a little patience optimal results. Also 

make sure that the load control is perfectly adapted to your model and the mini- 

mal and maximum speeds are set as you want it to. Only then should you begin 

to steam synchronization.

In CV 57 the time interval between two steam surges is entered, which at the 

lowest possible speed (speed step 1) occurs. The unit of CV 57 are 

customizable 32 milliseconds.

In CV 58 you must tell the decoders LokSound information about the wheel 

diameter and the transmission of the locomotive. Proceed as follows:

1. Put the locomotive on a long, straight track without gradient, go to speed step 

1 and turn on the sound.

2. Use the stopwatch to measure the time for a Radumdre- hung a dome axis. 

3. For a two- or four-cylinder engine, you need to divide the value by 0128 

(because four bursts of steam to be generated per wheel revolution here)

4. Enter the rounded value in CV 57th It is best to use the main track 

programming to the result

13.1.2.4. Table for special noise function

sound 

slot 

CV CV 32 range Factory

value

brake sound - 259 2 0-128 128

Derailleur (for electric locomotives) - 267 2 0-128 128

Please make sure that Index CV 31 is set to the value 16, CV 32 to the specified 

in the table before the volume CVs is changed! As explained earlier, CV 32 is 

used as an index register to determine the true content of CVs 257-512.

If you set the volume level, you should always keep each resulting total volume 

in mind: the indi- vidual sounds are added samtklang of the mixer unit to an 

overall. If too many, to be played to loud noises at the same time, will distort the 

sound, because the physical limits were reached. This is called a "clip ping".

You can easily see clipping, because the noise "clinical CKEN" "scratch" or. To 

avoid these harmful for the audio amplifier and speaker condition, you should 

always take into account advertising played well at the same time what sounds 

the will and may represent individual sounds quieter.

13.2. starting delay

If you normally put a locomotive from the stand in motion (as it were by turn on 

the controller), the locomotive is set immediately in motion. Rather, the diesel 

engines is tor first record speed or solve a steam locomotive brakes and fill the 

cylinder slowly. Therefore, it takes a conscience se until the locomotive starts 

moving. Although this is extremely faithful to the prototype, this does not appeal 

to everyone.

Therefore, you can turn off the start delay by deleting in CV 124 the bit third This 

will cause the locomotive immediately sets in motion. Of course, then the sound 

will no longer be synchronous with the movement when starting.
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to observe immediately.

5. Check the run of the locomotive exactly. Are produced at VIE le bursts of 

steam per wheel revolution, increase the value of CV 57 gradually, otherwise 

a smaller value for more bursts of steam must provide.

6. If you are, increase the speed to drive level 4 (out of 28) with the number of 

bursts of steam at speed level 1 to-peace.

7. Try to see if the correct arrival still be created paying bursts of steam. If you 

think there are too many bursts of steam per wheel revolution, increase the 

value in CV 58 (factory value is 43). If there are too few bursts of steam, 

decrease the value of CV 58. This procedure is cor- the gear factor of the 

LokSound decoder calibrate rectly.

13.3.1. Minimal steam distance

Especially with very small Treibraddurchmessern can men sufficient, the bursts 

of steam velocities at low and medium speed-sound very good, but strangely 

distorted at high ride and checked sounded. In many cases, this has a 

exaggerate, not to do prototypical top speed. In order nevertheless still achieve 

an acceptable sound even at high drive, the minimum distance can, the two 

bursts of steam have müs- sen, be adjusted by means of CV 249th The unit of 1 

ms allows a very precise adjustment.

If you are not satisfied with the sound at full throttle, you should increase when 

the noise the CV 249 gradually until the sound due to the more widely spaced 

bursts of steam sounds more natural. 

13.4. Set Brake sound threshold

The sound decoders can play a radsynchrones brake noise. Thus the brake 

noise is played several re conditions are required:

• The braking time in CV 4 is sufficiently high (minimum. Value 20 or higher) is set. 

• The locomotive runs at the time of braking command at high speed. 

• The locomotive receives a travel command "driving position 0". The sound 

decoders will now begin at a certain time, to be determined with CV 64, with the 

brake noise. The larger the value CV 64, the sooner the braking noise begins. 

The work value corresponds to about 100 Fahrstu- fe 48 of 128th

Brake noise should end with the stop of the locomotive. You can operate with 

CV 65 some "fine tuning" when the locomotive should come early to a halt.

13.5. sound fader

can be reduced to "push of a button" using the "Fader" function the volume. This 

is useful when entering the tunnel. The desired with active fader volume can be 

adjusted in CV 133, relative to the total volume. Value 0 - 127: The volume is 

less than normal value 128:

Volume is the same overall volume (fader has no function)

Value from 129 to 255: volume is higher than normal.

13.6. Volume Control

can using the logical function "Volume Control" volume "push button" advertising 

changed by one step to. Each time you press the configured key, the volume is 

reduced to one of four levels until the minimum level is reached. After that, the 

volume increases with each press again until the maximum volume is reached.

random functions
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14 random functions

The LokSound 5 can be up to 8 functions randomly off solve. It can be 

connected not only noise but also logical functions or physical outputs. Each 

random function is now initiated as a (randomly controlled) button on the 

controller. Thus the whole works, a function key in the Function mapping needs 

to be defined for each releasable at random function. This usually is anyway 

always the case. The following parameters can cut overall for each random 

function be set:

• What is the function key (F0 to F31) to be triggered.

• Whether the random function in, route, or both should be triggered.

• Whether the random function should only be triggered when the driving noise 

(main sound) is on.

• The minimum and maximum on the random function. The actual on-the decoder 

calculated randomly between these two values.

• The minimum and maximum break time for this random function. In practice, this 

value defines the time "distance" before the random function will be triggered 

again. The following table shows the values in which CVs geschrie- must be 

require to gure correctly config- the random functions:

value range

Random function CV 32 configuration function

button 

In the prior case 

Only ride with vehiclenoise 

Switch-Min. Switch-Max. Pause time 

min. 

Pause time 

Max.

Random function 1 13 CV 257 0-31 + 64 +128 + 32 CV 258 CV 259 CV 260 CV 261

Random function 2 13 CV 265 0-31 + 64 +128 + 32 CV 266 CV 267 CV 268 CV 269

Random function 3 13 CV 273 0-31 + 64 +128 + 32 CV 274 CV 275 CV 276 CV 277

Random function 4 13 CV 281 0-31 + 64 +128 + 32 CV 282 CV 283 CV 284 CV 285

Random function 5 13 CV 289 0-31 + 64 +128 + 32 CV 290 CV 291 CV 292 CV 293

Random function 6 13 CV 297 0-31 + 64 +128 + 32 CV 298 CV 299 CV 300 CV 301

Random function 7 13 CV 305 0-31 + 64 +128 + 32 CV 306 CV 307 CV 308 CV 309

Random Function 8 13 CV 313 0-31 + 64 +128 + 32 CV 314 CV 315 CV 316 CV 317

The on-times and pause times may be from 0-255 sec- onds (unit: 1 second) 

can be given. The value for the configuration-CV is as follows: Addie- ren to the 

desired function key as a numerical value (light button counts as "0") the value of 

32, 64 and 128, depending on when the random function to be triggered. For 

example, the random function should trigger 3 F13, and only when the running 

noise is active and the locomotive is. therefore, write the value in the CV 273 (13 

+ 32 + 64 = 109). Please set the index register CV 31 to 16 and CV 32 to 13 

before changing values. Note the following:

• Each random function is independent of the other functions Zufallsfunk-. Also, 

several random functions be active at a time, then.

• If the minimum and the maximum pause time are set to the same value, 

triggering a steady beat at the same will be done.

• If the minimum and maximum turn be set equal to the random function will be 

triggered always the same length.
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Decoder Reset & Special Functions

15. Decoder Reset

You can always restore the factory settings of the decoder re. 

15.1. With DCC systems or 6020/6021

Write this in the CV 08 the value 08th 

15.2. With Märklin® systems (using mfx®)

mfx® decoder can be personalized with Central Station ® or Mobile Station® via 

the in loco menu reset command to the factory settings.

15.3. With LokProgrammer

select "Reset decoder" in the "Programmer" option and follow the instructions on 

the screen.

16. Special Functions

Sound decoders offer some unique special features that you may not know 

about.

16.1. wrongdirection

The wrongdirection determines the behavior of the decoder in the transition from 

analogue into a digital section (see FIG. 10.3). Would you like to set the Wrong-, 

must CV124, bit 0 are set.
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17.1.1. Requirements for RailComPlus®

RailComPlus® requires an appropriately equipped Digitalzentra- le. The ESU 

ECoS supports firmware version

3.4. RailComPlus® -enabled decoder. You need to make to your decoder no 

changes. He will be recognized automatically.

Of course you can freely change and then write back to your decoder the 

locomotive name, function keys symbols all radio and locomotive symbol. This is 

all done fully automatically in the background.

If you do not want the automatic detection, you can disable this by deleting CV 

28, bit 7th

18 Firmware Update

LokSound decoder can always ware with new operating software (so-called. 

Firmware) are provided. In this way, fixing bugs and implementing new 

functions. The update can not be removed from the locomotive be made by you, 

the de coder needs to do so. You benö- term only the LokProgrammer. The 

LokProgrammer software will keep your LokSound decoder up-to-date. A 

separate download is no longer necessary. In our service department carried out 

firmware updates advertising the not considered a warranty repair, but are 

subject to a charge.  

Railcom & Firmware Update

17. RailCom®

RailCom® is one of the company Lenz Elektronik, Giessen, developed 

technology for transmitting information from the decoder back to the 

command center. 

The following information can be sent tral back to the Zen of the locomotive:

Locomotive address: The decoder transmits on request by "Broadcast" his 

address. This can be detected by a tector Gleisabschnittsde-. The control 

panel can find out so where the locomotive is current.

CV information: The decoder can provide feedback about all CV values per rail 

Com® to the headquarters. A programming track is no longer necessary in the 

future.

Meta data: The decoder can send information such as current engine load, 

motor current, temperature, etc. to the central back.

Thus RailCom® work all decoders and the command station must be 

equipped accordingly. Sound decoders are hardware RailCom®-ready, but it 

is u. U. a firmware update is required to activate it.

RailCom® must be activated prior to use by means of Bit3 CV29. 28 offers 

further settings. Ex works RailCom® is on 5 decoders in LokSound.

17.1. RailComPlus®

With RailComPlus®, equipped decoder log in automatically accordingly 

prepared RailComPlus®-centers. You will never need to change the 

locomotive address a new locomotive manually! Put the locomotive just on 

the track and it will be automatically detected. In addition, the name, a 

function key symbols and the nature of the functions (permanent and 

momentary action) will be transferred. And all this happens in a matter of 

seconds without LAN ge wait!
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19. Accessories

You can ask your dealer for professional or on our website for details on the 

accessories.

19.1. change over

The shoe changeover board 51966 only for decoders with 21MTC is installed in 

locomotives with two grinders. In order to switch the forward pickup forward 

imagewise - ideal for block control!

19.2. HAMO Magnets

The motors in many Märklin® models universal motors not kön- nen are directly 

controlled by sound decoders. You must first replace the field coil of these 

motors mag- nets by a perma-. ESU following magnets are available: 51960

Permanent magnet such as 220560, for anchor 217450, D = 24.5mm, for 

engine plates 216730, 211990, 228500

51961 Permanent magnet such as 220450, for anchor 200680, D = 18.0 

mm, for motor shield 204900

51962 Permanent magnet such as 235690, for anchor 231440, D = 

19.1mm, for motor shield 231350

51965 Permanent magnet, for Marklin 3015, ET800, ST800, lane 1 universal motors

19.3. Cable sets with 8-pin. or 6-pol. Rifle

If the re-build locomotive has no digital interface, but you do not want to cut the 

interface connector of the decoder so help our cable sets 51950 or 51951: First 

install an appropriate harness and then plug the decoder simply a. 

19.4. adapter boards

Would you like to retrofit with 21MTC a locomotive with a sound decoders, to 

offer our adapter board 51967 at This on the one hand provides a pedestal on 

the choice of the sound can be easily aufgestelt, on the other hand soldering 

points on which the original wiring of the locomotive can be attached. ideal

for digitizing Märklin® locomotives. Under the number 51968 and 51957 an 

adapter board is available which the two outputs AUX3 amplified to AUX10 

transistor means and thereby makes it accessible. Ideal for complex 

conversions!

Under the number 51958 is an adapter board for PluX22 ER hältlich.

equipment Support
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20. Support and assistance

If you do not know what to do once, so your first arrival is contact person, of 

course, your dealer where you have your locomotive sound decoder purchased. 

He is the best resource for all questions around model trains.

We are available for you in many ways. We ask JE but, if possible, contact us 

either by email, fax or through our support forum at www.esu.eu/forum to either by email, fax or through our support forum at www.esu.eu/forum to either by email, fax or through our support forum at www.esu.eu/forum to 

contact. E-mails and faxes are usually answered within a few days. Please 

always also a return fax number or to which we can judge the response e-mail 

address.

The hotline is often very busy usually and should be taken as a rule only for 

special assistance requirements in the presence entitlement. Rather send an 

email or fax or visit our website for more information. There you will find quite 

a few responses and possibly also evidence of our customers under "Support 

/ FAQ" that determines to help.

Of course, we always like to assist you:

via phone: + + 49 (0) 731-1 84 78-106 

Tuesdays & Wednesdays 10:00 to 

12:00

per fax :  + + 49 (0) 731-1 84 78-299

by email:  www.esu.eu/kontakt

by post:  ESU GmbH & Co. KG

- Technical Support Edison 

29 D-89231 Neu-Ulm

www.esu.eu
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21 CV Table sound decoders

On the following pages you will see listed in tabular form all CVs that have sound decoders. Please only change CVs if you are certain about their importance in Wrong 

CV settings may cause the sound decoders not responding properly.

CV Surname description range value

1 loco Address of the locomotive 1 - 127 3

2 Start voltage Sets the minimum speed of the locomotive 1-255 3

3 acceleration time Value multiplied by 0.25 is the time from stop to maximum speed 0 - 255 28

4 braking time Value multiplied by 0.25 is the time from maximum speed to stop 0 - 255 21

5 top speed The maximum speed of the locomotive 0-255255

7 version number Internal software version of the decoder - -

8th Manufacturer ID Manufacturer number (ID) of ESU - The write of the value 8 triggers a reset CVs to the 

factory settings 

151 -

9 Motor PWM frequency Motor PWM frequency multiple of 1000 Hz. 10-50 40

13 Analog mode, F1-F8 State of the functions F1 to F8 in the analog mode. See section 12.7. 0-255 1

14 Analog mode FL, F9-F15 Status of the functions F0, F9 to F15 in analogue mode. See chap. 12.7. 0-63 1

15 

16 

Decoderlock Decoder Lock function NMRA. For details see 

http://www.nmra.org/standards/DCC/WGpublic/0305051/0305051.html

0 - 255 0

17 

18 

Extended locomotive address Long address of the locomotive. See section 9.2. 128 - 

9999 

192

19 Composite address 

(Consist Address) 

Additional address for consist (multiple traction mode). A value of 0 or 128 means: consist 

address deactivated 1 - 127 consist address active, normal direction 129 to 255 consist 

address reverse direction

0-255 0

21 Consist mode F1-F8 State of the functions F1 to F8 in Consist mode (traction Association) Meaning of bits 

as CV. 13 

0-255 0

22 Consist Mode FL, F9-F12 Status of the functions F0, F9 to F15 in Conist mode (Traktionsver- band) significance of the 

bits as CV fourteenth  

0-63 0

List of all supported CVs
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CV Surname description range value

23 adjust Speed Factor to adjust the acceleration time CV 3. Values from 0 to 127 will be added to the CV. 

3 If the values are to be subtracted, in addition, bit 7 set (value 128).

0 - 127 0

24 adjust brakes Factor for adjusting 4. values from 0 to 127, the braking time CV will be added to the 

CV. 3 If the values are to be subtracted, in addition, bit 7 set (value 128).

27 braking mode permitted braking modes 28

bit function value

0 ABC braking, voltage greater than at the right side 1

1 ABC braking, voltage is greater on left side 2

2 ZIMO HLU brakes active 4

3 Brake on DC, when polarity opposite the direction of travel 8th

4 Brake on DC, when polarity the same as the direction of travel 16

5 Selectrix® braking diode locomotive brakes when polarity 

opposite the direction of travel 

32

6 Selectrix® braking diode locomotive brakes when polarity the same as the direction of 

travel 

64

7 Locomotive brakes with a constant braking distance when FS = 0 128

28 RailCom® configuration Settings for RailCom® 131

bit function value

0 Channel 1 released for broadcast address 1

1 Data transmission allowed on the channel 2 2

7 RailCom® Plus automatic Lokanmeldung active 128
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CV Surname description range value

29 configuration register This register contains important information, but these are only partially relevant in DCC 

operation 

12

bit function value

0 normal direction behavior reversed 

direction 

01

1 14 speed steps DCC 28 or 128 

steps DCC 

02

2 allow analog operation 

Unignore analog mode 

04

3 RailCom® is RailCom® allow 08

4 Engine speed curve through CV 67 - 94. ALWAYS ACTIVE 16

5 Short addresses (CV 1) in DCC operation long addresses 

(CV 17 + 18) in DCC operation 

0 

32

31 Index register H Selection memory page for CV257-512. When LokSound 5 usually always 16 16 16

32 Index register L Selection memory page for CV257-512 0 - 16 0

47 Protocol selection What protocols are active. Note section 9.5. 0 - 255 13 

bit function value

0 DCC protocol active 1

1 M4 protocol active 2

2 Motorola® protocol active 4

3 Selectrix® protocol active 8th
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CV Surname description range value

49 Advanced Configuration # 1 0 Load control active 

load control Off 

10 0 - 255 19

1 Reserved 2

2 Reserved 4

3 Märklin® subsequent addresses, "low" bit 0, 8

4 Automatic driving steps recognition speed steps 

recognition DCC format off speed steps recognition DCC 

switched format 

0 

16

5 LGB® function keys mode LGB® 

mode off LGB® mode switched 0 

32

6 Reserved 64

7 Märklin® subsequent addresses, "high" bit

Note Section 9.3.1. Declaration for bits 3, 7

0, 128

50 analog mode Determines which analogue modes are permitted 0-3 3

bit function value

0 AC analog mode AC analog mode off 

AC analog mode is on 01

1 DC analog mode DC analog mode off 

DC analog mode is on 02

2 turned QSI Quantum Engineer in DC analog mode QSI 

Quantum Engineer recognition off QSI Quantum Engineer 

recognition 

04

51 "K Slow" Cutoff Internal speed step up to the "Slow K" applies 0 - 255 10

52 Load control. "K Slow" "K" portion of the internal PI controller for the low speed steps 0 - 255 10

53 control reference Determines the level of back EMF voltage to supply the motor at maximum speed overall. 

The better the efficiency of the engine, the higher this value may be. If the engine does 

not reach maximum speed, increase this parameter.

0-255130
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CV Surname description range value

54 Load control. "K" "K" -component of the internal PI controller. Determines the load control. The larger the value, 

the stronger the decoder controls the motor.

0 - 255 50

55 Load control. "I" "I" -component of the internal PI controller. Determines the inertia of the motor. The slower 

the engine (ie, when large flywheel is present or the engine has a large diameter), the 

greater the value must be.

0-255100

56 Control influence in VMin 0 - 100% 

Determines how much is the load regulation at the smallest gear. 

1-255255

57 Steam synchronization # 1 Defines the Dampfsynchronsierung. Refer to Section 13.3. 1-255 30

58 Steam synchronization # 2 Defines the Dampfsynchronsierung. Refer to Section 13.3. 1-255 20

63 Sound volume "Master" Total volume control for all sounds. 0-192128

64 Brake sound threshold «Brake On» If the actual gear stage of the locomotive is less than or equal to the value set here, the 

brake noise is to be played. See. Chapter 13.4.

0 - 255 60

65 Brake sound threshold «Brake Off» If the actual speed level is less than the set here (normalized to 255), the brake sound is 

switched off again. See. Chapter 13.4.

0 - 255 7

66 forward trim Divided by 128 to give a factor by which the motor voltage is multiplied in forward 

direction. A value of zero deactivates the trim.

0-255128

67- 

94 

speed table Assigns the speed steps to a motor voltage. The therebetween lying center of values to be 

interpolated.

0 - 255 -

95 reverse trim Divided by 128 to give a factor by which the motor voltage is multiplied when reversing. A value of zero deactivates the trim. 0-255128

101 trimming maneuvering Divided by 128 to give a factor by which the motor voltage is multiplied with active 

shunting. See. Section 10.1.2.

0-128 64

102 Bremssteckenaufhebungs-

delay 

Time as a multiple of 16 milliseconds that must elapse before a detected braking 

distance is left again. See. Section 10.4.6.

0 - 255 12

103 Load matching "alternative load" divided by 128 to yield the factor with the CV3, CV4 and the sound 

running be changed when "alternative load" active. See. Section 10.7.

0 - 255 0

104 Load adjustment "Heavy Load" Divided by 128 to give to change occurring with the CV3, CV4 and the sound factor, when 

"Heavy Load" active. See. Section 10.7.

0-255255

105 user ID # 1 Space for your own records. Is not evaluated by the decoder. 0 - 255 0

106 user ID # 2 Space for your own records. Is not evaluated by the decoder. 0 - 255 0

111 Transmission Load Balancing Time as a multiple of 16 ms for which the engine is running to Fahrtirchtungsum- traffic 

at minimum speed to prevent Anfahrrucken by Getriebsspiel.

0 - 255 0

List of all supported CVs List of all supported CVs
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CV Surname description range value

112 Time for twinkling effects Blinking frequency of the strobe effects. 

Always a multiple of 0.065536 seconds. See. Section 12.5.4.

0 - 255 20

113 Power Fail Bypass Time, which bridges the decoder after a power interruption from the power pack. Unit: 

multiple of 0.016384 seconds. See 6.12.2.

0 - 255 32

116 EMF measurement period (sampling rate) at 

Vmin 

Frequency of the EMF measurement in 0.1 milliseconds at speed level 1 50-200 50

117 EMF measurement period (sample) at 

Vmax 

Frequency of the EMF measurement in 0.1 milliseconds at speed level 255 50-200150

118 Length of the blanking interval of the back emf 

voltage at VMin 

Length of the measurement gap in 0.1 milliseconds at speed level 1 10-20150

119 Length of the blanking interval of the back emf 

voltage at Vmax 

Length of the measurement gap in 0.1 milliseconds at speed level 255 10 - 20 15

123 ABC Mode "slowly" Rate that applies to ABC braking in slow travel section 0-255100

124 Advanced Configuration # 2 Other important settings of the decoder - 21

bit description value

0 Wrong-: Maintain direction when changing direction.

not maintain direction

1

0

1 Decoderlock means CV 15/16 off Decoderlock means 

CV 15/16 switched 

02

2 Starting delay off switch starting delay 04

3 Serial protocol for C-Sinus off serial protocol for 

C-Sinus switched 

08

4 AUX9 output is active (only LokSound 5 H0) input wheel sensor is 

turned on (only LokSound 5 H0) 

0 

16

5 Motor protection in blocking

The engine is not switched off at blocking the engine is 

turned off a few seconds for blocking to avoid burnout

0 

32

6 Reserved 64

7 Reserved 128

List of all supported CVs List of all supported CVs
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CV Surname description range value

125 Start voltage analog DC See section 10.8. 0 - 255 90

126 speed analog DC See section 10.8. 0-255130

127 Start voltage analog AC See section 10.8. 0 - 255 90

128 speed analog AC See section 10.8. 0-255130

129 analog functions "hysteresis" Offset voltage for functions in analog mode. Chapter 10.8. 0 - 255 15

130 Analog Motor "hysteresis" Offset voltage for motor function in the analog mode. Chapter 10.8. 0 - 255 5

132 Grade Crossing Hold Time Grade Crossing holding time. See Section 12.5.3. 0 - 255 80

133 sound fader Volume when sound fader is active. Note section 13.5. 0-255128

134 ABC mode "sensitivity" Threshold should be at what ABC asymmetry detected. 4-32 10

138 Smoke Unit Trim Fan Divided by 128 to give a factor with which the fan speed can be adjusted from clocked 

smoke generators. 

0-255128

139 Smoke Unit Trim Temperature Divided by 128 to give a factor by which the temperature can be adjusted from 

clocked smoke generators. 

0-255128

140 Smoke TimeOut Time until the automatic shutdown of the smoke generator. 0-255255

141 Smoke chuff Min Minimum duration of a steam surge in an external smoke generator 

0041 seconds resolution. 

0 - 255 10

142 Smoke chuff max Minimum duration of a steam surge in an external smoke generator 

0041 seconds resolution. 

0-255125

143 Smoke chuff Length Divided by 128 to give can be adjusted relative to the trigger pulses to the factor by 

which bumps the duration of steam. 

0-255100

144 Smoke Pre Heat Temperature Preheating temperature in degrees Celsius for secondary smoke generators (cylinder steam) 0-255150

149 ABC commuter waiting time Time in seconds to wait at ABC commuter trains before the driving direction is 

switched. See Section 10.4.4.3.

0-255255

150 HLU Speed Limit 1 HLU speed limit 1. Internal gear. 0 - 255 42

151 HLU Speed Limit 2 (U) HLU speed limit 2 (U). Internal gear. 0 - 255 85

152 HLU Speed Limit 3 HLU speed limit 3. Internal gear. 0-255127

153 HLU Speed Limit 4 (L) HLU speed limit 4 (L). Internal gear. 0-255170

154 HLU Speed Limit 5 HLU speed limit 5. Internal gear. 0-255212

155-170 Sound CV 1 - Sound CV 16 16 CVs to select sounds that can be awarded within Geräuschpro- projects. Refer to 

the documentation for sound project.

0 - 255 0

List of all supported CVs
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CV Surname description range value

179 braking function stopping time 1 Value can be subtracted from the 33% of CV 4, when the braking function 

1 is active. See section 10.6.

0 - 255 80

180 braking function stopping time 2 Value can be subtracted from the 33% of CV 4, when the braking function 

2 is active. See section 10.6.

0 - 255 40

181 braking function braking time 3 Value can be subtracted from the 33% of CV 4, when the braking function 

3 is active. See section 10.6.

0 - 255 40

182 Brake function 1 max. speed Highest gear that can be achieved when one braking function active. 0-126 0

183 Brake function 2 max. speed Highest gear that can be achieved when braking function 2 active. 0-126126

184 brake function 3 max. speed Highest gear that can be achieved when braking function 3 active. 0-126126

246 Automatic uncoupling 

Cruising speed 

Speed at which the loco while decoupling. The larger the value, the faster the 

locomotive. The value 0 switches the automatic coupler. Automatic decoupling is only 

active when the functional onsausgang set to "Pulse" or "coupler".

0 - 255 0

247 Decoupling - Removing This value multiplied by 0.016 defines the time which drives off the locomotive when moving 

away (automatic decoupling) from the train. 

0 - 255 0

248 Decoupling - Pushing This value multiplied by 0.016 defines the time, which presses the locomotive when 

pressed (automatic decoupling) to the train. 

0 - 255 0

249 Minimum distance shot of steam Minimum distance between two bursts of steam, irrespective of sensor data. See. Chapter 13.3. 0 - 255 0

250 Secondary steam trigger defines the distance between two successive bursts of steam for the secondary steam 

generator. The value indicates how much should be shorter distances per thousand the 

bursts of steam of the secondary steam generator than those of the primary steam 

generator. Is required for steam engines with two independent bogies, eg "Big Boy" or 

"mallet".

0 - 255 0

253 Constant brake mode Determines the type of constant braking mode. Active only if CV 254> 0 0 - 255 0

function

CV 253 = 0: Decoder brakes linearly CV 253> 0: 

Decoder constant linear brakes

254 Constant braking distance forward A value> 0 specifies a stopping distance which is maintained speed regardless of 

the overall. 

0 - 255 0

255 Constant braking distance backward Constant braking distance when driving backwards. Active if value> 0 ansons-, th the 

value of CV 254 is used. Useful for turning trains

0 - 255 0

List of all supported CVs
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change history

22. Change History

4. A uflAge J Anuar 20194. A uflAge J Anuar 20194. A uflAge J Anuar 20194. A uflAge J Anuar 20194. A uflAge J Anuar 2019

• Fig. 27 and Fig. 28 corrected on page 39/40 AUX designations.

• Table page 91 CV CV changed after 257,259.

3. A uflAge J Anuar 20193. A uflAge J Anuar 20193. A uflAge J Anuar 20193. A uflAge J Anuar 20193. A uflAge J Anuar 2019

• Section 10.6. corrected "brake functions" calculate the actual braking times.

• Section 10.10. "Power Pack" time stamp corrected.

• Abscnitt 12.2.2.3. adds, "start and braking times" logic functions in Control CV O Bit 3

• CV table CV23, CV 24 supplements.

• Fig. 6 page 22: AUX7, were AUX8 shown reversed.

2. A uflAge J Anuar 20192. A uflAge J Anuar 20192. A uflAge J Anuar 20192. A uflAge J Anuar 20192. A uflAge J Anuar 2019

• Fig page. 24: Wrong AUX6 corrected output on LokSound 5 XL.

1. A uflAge J Anuar 20191. A uflAge J Anuar 20191. A uflAge J Anuar 20191. A uflAge J Anuar 20191. A uflAge J Anuar 2019

• initial document

attachment
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change history attachment

23. Appendix

23.1. Programming long addresses

As described in Section 9.2. describes the long address is split into two CVs. In 

CV17 the high byte of the ad will ress. This byte determines the range in which 

the extended address will be located. If, for example, the value 192 in CV17, the 

extended address, may adopt values between 0 to 255. Is in CV17 the value 

193, so the extended ad may take ress values 256-511. This can be continued 

up to the value of 231 in CV17, the extended address can have values from 

9,984 to 10,239. In Fig. 42 the possible areas are listed.

23.1.1. Write address

To program a long address, you must first calculate 18 and then program the 

values for CV 17 and CV. Please note that the address programming is not 

possible in the programming mode "POM".

Proceed as follows when programming a long address:

• First set the desired address, for example, the 4007th

• Now find out 42 the relevant "address space" HE in Fig.. In the column to the 

right of this address range you will find the number value you must enroll in 

CV17, for our example 207th

The value for CV 18 is determined as follows:

desired address 4007

minus first address in the address area found - 3840

=============================== ====

is equal value for CV18 167

• The number 167 is therefore the value that you now have to enroll in CV18 to keep 

your decoder is programmed to address the 4007th

23.1.2. read address

Would you like to read out the address of a locomotive, read one after the other, 

the CV17 and CV18, and then go in reverse it: Suppose you have read: CV 17 = 

196; CV 18 = 147. Read rich in Fig. 42 from the respective address blocks. The 

first possible address of this range is 1024. Now you need to add the value from 

CV18 hinzurech- nen, and you know the locomotive address:

1024

+ = 147 ==== 

1171

address range address range address range

from to CV17 from to CV17 from to CV17

0 255 192 3584 3839 206 7168 7423 220

256 511 193 3840 4095 207 7424 7679 221

512 767 194 4096 4351 208 7680 7935 222

768 1023 195 4352 4607 209 7936 8191 223

1024 1279 196 4608 4863 210 8192 8447 224

1280 1535 197 4864 5119 211 8448 8703 225

1536 1791 198 5120 5375 212 8704 8959 226

1792 2047 199 5376 5631 213 8960 9215 227

2048 2303 200 5632 5887 214 9216 9471 228

2304 2559 201 5888 6143 215 9472 9727 229

2560 2815 202 6144 6399 216 9728 9983 230

2816 3071 203 6400 6655 217 9984 10239 231

3072 3327 204 6656 6911 218

3328 3583 205 6912 7167 219

Figure 41: Table of extended locomotive addresses
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24. Guarantee Certificate

24 months warranty from date of purchase

Dear customer,

Congratulations on purchasing this ESU product. This quality product was manufactured with the most advanced manufacturing methods are and subjected to stringent 

quality checks and tests.

Therefore, the company ESU GmbH & Co. KG grants you your statutory zuste- payment of prompt, national warranty rights towards your ESUFachhändler as 

contractors also additionally when buying a ESUProduktes on a

Manufacturer - guaranteed for 24 months from date of purchase.

Warranty:

• This warranty is valid for all ESU products that have been purchased from an authorized ESU dealer.

• Warranty services will be furnished only if proof of purchase enclosed. the fully completed by the ESU dealer warranty certificate is used in conjunction with the receipt as 

proof of purchase. It is recommended to keep the receipt with the warranty certificate.

• fill in the enclosed fault description as detailed and precise as possible and return it with. Of warranty / exclusions:

The warranty includes the option of the company ESU GmbH & Co. KG free removal or replacement of the defective part can be proven that design, manufacturing, 

material or transport. For this you need the decoder appropriate postage stamps when we send. Further claims are excluded. Invalidate the warranty:

1. verschleissbedingter wear or for normal wear and tear of wear

2. For conversions of ESU - products with parts not approved by the manufacturer

3. When changing the parts, in particular the absence of heat shrink tubing, or directly at the decoder elongated cables

4. When used for any other than the manufacturer recommended application

5. If the by the firm ESU GmbH & Co. KG have not been respected in the operating manual instructions contained.

For liability reasons any inspections or repairs can be made to components that are installed in locomotives or wagons. Finished turned locomotives are retouniert 

unopened. The warranty period is not extended by the repair or replacement.

No claims can be made directly to the company ESU GmbH & Co. KG, either from your dealer or by returning the product in question with the Garantieur- customer, the 

proof of purchase and the error description:

ESU GmbH & Co. KG

- Guarantee Section - 

Edison 29 D-89231 

Neu-Ulm
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Return waybill

1. Customer Data  (Please write in block letters)

Name: ................... 

Street: ..................

ZIP / City: ................. | | | | | |

Country: .................... 

Email: .................. 

Phone: .... ............. 

Date, signature: ..........

2. Information on the ESU product and system environment ( if necessary, use extra page)2. Information on the ESU product and system environment ( if necessary, use extra page)

Item No.: Date of purchase: set address:

Operation mode: AC analog AC Digital DC analog DC Digital (DCC)

Digital System: ESU ECoS Märklin® 6012 ROCO® Digital LGB® Digital LGB MTS 

Intellibox® Lenz® Digital  Others:

3. Defective error

Lamp home front No sound electric wire

Lamp output back Wrong sound change of direction

engine output  short circuit No function from the beginning (DOA)

programming AUX output Miscellaneous:

4. Proof of purchase

attach your receipt / invoice for the return. Otherwise no warranty!

5. Other information: 6. Your retailer:

Retailers stamp or address

•


